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opportunities missed, claimed, and coming

Over the past year and change, a rapid succession of crises have 
gripped North America. The pandemic has brought premature 
death to over half a million people and the agonizing pain of losing 
loved ones to so many more. All the while, people have been forced 
to bear the additional hardships of social isolation, unemployment, 
evictions, and the despair of facing an uncertain future in which 
there may be no return to a state of “normal” for many. George 
Floyd’s murder by Minneapolis police was the spark that ignited 
protests and rebellions all across North America, as the righteous 
anger at a system whose police routinely murder Black proletarians 
and other oppressed people boiled over after nothing has changed 
despite so many killings caught on camera and so much talk of re-
form. 

In Canada, prior to the arrival of COVID-19, yet another crisis 
unprecedented in scale gripped the country. On February 6, 2020, 
the Royal Canadian Mounted Police invaded the unceded territo-
ries of the Wet’suwet’en nation to enforce a court injunction on 

The Wet’suwet’en exercise self-determination on their unceded lands by blocking access roads required by The Wet’suwet’en exercise self-determination on their unceded lands by blocking access roads required by 
Coastal GasLink to force through a pipeline project that was never consented to by the traditional political Coastal GasLink to force through a pipeline project that was never consented to by the traditional political 
structures of  the Wet’suwet’en people.structures of  the Wet’suwet’en people.
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behalf of the Coastal GasLink natural gas pipeline, setting off a 
wave of rail, road, and port blockades by Indigenous peoples and 
supporters across Canada that numbered in the dozens, the most 
significant of which was the weeks-long blockade of Canadian Na-
tional Railway—a major economic and transportation artery of 
northeastern North America—by a group of Kanyen’kehaka (Mo-
hawks) of Tyendinega. This was Canada’s equivalent to the protest 
and rebellion in the US, in that it revealed that in Canada there also 
exists the explosive potential for a revolutionary united front driven 
by the struggles of oppressed peoples and pulling along a decisive 
chunk of the multinational popular classes. Concerning the multi-
national proletariat in particular within Canada, nowhere has the 
potential for resistance and struggle been more clear than in the 
wave of proletarian struggles that have unfolded and taken hold 
across the Greater Toronto Area since 2020, with rent strikes and 
subsequent tenant resistance to mass evictions taking place in and 
across proletarian neighborhoods like Parkdale, East York, East 
Scarborough, and many others. We can add to this the monumen-
tal resistance waged against police violence by victims and fami-

On 6 July 2020, a couple hundred tenants overwhelmed Toronto police and crashed the condominium residence 
of  Toronto Mayor John Tory demanding that he invoke the emergency powers at his disposal to halt the impend-
ing mass evictions that tenant organizations were predicting and were about to be made easier by the passage of  
pro-landlord legislation Bill 184 by the Ontario government. Photo by Neal Rockwell, The Leveller.
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lies of victims in Malton, where a people’s movement was sparked 
by the brazen police murder of 62-year-old Ejaz Choudry on June 
20, 2020, who was experiencing a mental health crisis when police 
kicked in his balcony door and shot him to death. This movement 
gained ground across the Peel region, and together with other 
struggles playing out in places like Toronto, it has revealed the vast 
ground there is to be gained for proletarian organization and class 
militancy through the present crises.

Meanwhile, back in the US, the transition of power from one 
section of the bourgeoisie to another was rocked by the challenge 
of fascists both inside and outside the halls of power, and the Biden 
administration now faces the task of sewing back some semblance 
of bourgeois order and normalcy (worst of luck to them).

The sum of these crises have presented a wide range of oppor-
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tunities for communists and revolutionaries to build solid organi-
zation among the masses, sharpen up the class struggle, and polit-
ically intervene in a way that shakes all of society. However, with 
few exceptions, the organized revolutionary forces capable of doing 
so are tragically absent. Left to its own devices, the bourgeoisie’s 
regime of preventive counterrevolution has proven itself quite ef-
fective at diffusing crises, even if the bourgeoisie remains incapable 
of truly resolving them. The bourgeoisie has employed an impres-
sive “diversity of tactics” in dissipating class struggle over the last 
year, from the numerous progressive candidates winning largely 
ineffectual local and legislative seats where they have universally 
failed to change much of anything, to the opportunist nonprofit 
sector activists who grabbed the media spotlight and garnered mil-
lions of dollars in funding over the summer speaking in the name 
of the protests and rebellions,1 to allowing radicals in Portland, the 

1  It’s a positive development that the leadership of the Black Lives Matter Global 
Network and other like-minded grifters are finally getting called out publicly by 
some of the families of those murdered by the police. Our question for the post-

Seattle’s “Temporary Autonomous Zone,” established with the tacit support of  local politicians, and Portland’s Seattle’s “Temporary Autonomous Zone,” established with the tacit support of  local politicians, and Portland’s 
nightly clashes between anarchists and the police with the regularity of  a sports match allowed the genuine mass nightly clashes between anarchists and the police with the regularity of  a sports match allowed the genuine mass 
outrage to blow off steam, much like letting a petulant toddler tire themselves out before bed.outrage to blow off steam, much like letting a petulant toddler tire themselves out before bed.
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whitest major city in the US, to smash windows, light fires, and de-
clare autonomous zones. Meanwhile, the prevailing form of activ-
ity among activists and Leftists has been “mutual aid,” usually just 
charity work done with a radical veneer, which by and large has 
failed to build ties among the masses (it remains unclear what the 
“mutual” part of mutual aid is) and certainly failed to mount a seri-
ous challenge to bourgeois rule.

In order to be in a position to seize on future crises, the time is 
overdue for those who claim or want to be communists to integrate 
with and sink roots among the masses, learn from their lives, ex-
periences, and ideas, build organization among them, and, in the 
process, train themselves and others as communist revolutionaries. 

This coming summer presents a great opportunity to begin this 
process through campaigns of social investigation, wherein com-
munists and anyone with a toe in that direction go to proletarian 
neighborhoods in their cities or regions, talk to and interview peo-
ple about their life conditions, sum up the experience, and use the 
knowledge gained and contacts made to develop plans for organiz-
ing people and struggle in those neighborhoods. As more people 
are vaccinated, it should become easier for the kind of face-to-face 
interaction that this entails to take place safely. (That said, nothing 
has stopped dedicated proletarian revolutionaries from doing this 
throughout the entire pandemic.)

The crises of the past year present ample opportunities to ask 
proletarian masses how their lives have changed and not changed 
and what they think of these crises. A simple starting point for con-
versations would be something like this (adjusting for your geo-
graphic particularity and embellishing as you see fit):

Over the past year, we’ve seen rebellions against police brutality all 
across North America, a pandemic that’s left hundreds of thousands 
dead and many more unemployed and struggling, Indigenous peo-
ples resisting all kinds of oppression, and that hot mess that was the 

modernist activist crowd is: Why wasn’t it obvious to you that these people were 
opportunists? Because they called themselves abolitionists?
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US presidential election. We’re out here talking to people about all 
that’s gone on over the last year and how it’s affected our lives. We’re 
doing this because we’ve experienced or witnessed all this and be-
cause we’re revolutionaries. So we want to get to know what other 
people are dealing with through all these crises, what people are 
struggling with, and how people are viewing all these big events, 
so we can figure out how, together, we can challenge and eventual-
ly overthrow the system that’s behind all these injustices. So what’s 
changed for you over the last year? And what hasn’t changed?

More direct questions can follow, depending on the specificity 
of the neighborhood where the investigation is being undertaken: 
Have the police changed the way they interact with people in this 
neighborhood at all? Have you or your family lost their jobs? Are 
people around here facing eviction? Did you receive any healthcare 
or government assistance during the pandemic? Did the last elec-
tion change anything for you?

Let’s get our crews together and start making plans for a sum-
mer of social investigation. Reach out to kites to let us know your 
plans or to work something out! We will be publishing reports of 
this summer of social investigation in our next issue (kites #5), and 
we’re happy to work with people on writing these reports for pub-
lication. What follows is a more practical guide for how to go about 
this social investigation.

h ow  t o  d o  s o c i a l  i n v e s t i gat i o n

Step 1: Unite a group of people to undertake a social investi-
gation (SI) project. If you have an existing collectivity, you’ve got a 
good start, and you can consider uniting others outside your or-
ganization through this particular project. If you’re not part of a 
group, you can easily start one by launching a kites study group, 
as a number of collectives across North America have already be-
gun (more on this below). You don’t need a permanent organization 
to do any of this—you can start things off by just gathering a few 
people around to talk about the crises of the last year alone and 
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you can introduce this SI project as a concrete example of some-
thing people can do. There doesn’t need to be a commitment from 
anyone yet to work together in the future, and frankly, a one-off 
SI project is a great way to test out how to work together and who 
should work together before considering a level of organization 
that requires more discipline and responsibility.

Step 2: Make a plan for what kind of social investigation makes 
the most sense in your area. If you already do political work in a 
proletarian neighborhood, that might be a good place to start. How-
ever, if “going to the masses” is new to you, think about which pro-
letarian neighborhoods have been sites of struggle (such as where 
rebellion broke out last summer), where the “lower and deeper” 
sections of the masses are (those most dispossessed and facing 
the sharpest forms of oppression), and where it will be easiest to 
start conversations with masses (a park people hang out at, a trans-
portation hub, a proletarian shopping district, a neighborhood or 
housing project where it’s easy to go door to door, etc.). Think about 
which sections of the masses you want to reach and what your crew 
is capable of. For example, if you live in the vicinity of a concentra-
tion of migrant farm workers and some of the people in your crew 
speak Spanish, organize a trip there. Avoid thinking like a dumb 
Leftist or a postmodernist identarian when considering potential 
sections of masses to reach—for example, skateboarders played a 
significant role in the rebellions last summer and increasing num-
bers of multinational proletarian youth are getting into skateboard-
ing...but who’s thinking of skate parks as good places to go talk to 
and organize people?

Step 3 (can be concurrent with the other preparatory steps): Do 
some theoretical study to prepare your crew, but don’t feel like you 
need to study everything before going to talk to the masses. “The 
Mass Line” chapter in Mao’s Red Book is a helpful starting point. 
Many articles in previous issues of kites will also be helpful, such as 
the Specter series on who the proletariat is and the OCR manuals 
on agitation and summation. In this issue (#4) of kites, we are pub-
lishing a report on a communist-led social investigation trip to Bal-
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timore that took place in 2018, three years after the 2015 rebellion. 
Before that trip, the participants did a study of the Specter series. It 
proved illuminating for comrades to have first had a general dis-
cussion about class and contemporary processes of proletarianiza-
tion before trying to understand it up close and in person. Studying 
communist theory is always most fruitful when done in conjunc-
tion with practice. But again, studying theory shouldn’t be a barrier 
to going out and doing some practice.

Step 4: Come up with a basic script to explain to the masses 
what you’re doing and get them talking. You can use the one above, 
but you should try to focus on one crisis in particular based on 
the particular conditions in the neighborhood you’re going to (for 
example, in a place with a high rate of COVID deaths, that might 
be your principal focus). Make adjustments to that script through 
practice and summation to make it more effective as you’re con-
ducting social investigation.

Step 5: Get your materials together. Something to give people 
with a way they can contact you is helpful. Some physical copies 
of kites would be good to have on hand to show people where you 
are sending a report to be published, and to sell to any advanced 
masses you talk to. Audio recording devices are of course essential, 
but you should introduce and explain yourself to people before you 
pull out an audio recorder. You should assure them you will not be 
using their name, and you should write down their name and other 
identifying information rather than recording it (no reason for the 
enemy to have easy access to that info). Finally, pens and notepads 
are essential for taking notes when people don’t want to be record-
ed, and for writing people’s contact info down (storing it in your 
phone makes it easy for the enemy to access).

Step 6: Organize your crew to be most effective on your social 
investigation trips. Having some designated leadership is import-
ant for making quick decisions and for checking in on how it’s 
going throughout the day and adjusting based on the experience. 
Keeping the crew in pairs is essential for collectivity and for safety, 
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especially for comrades more vulnerable to attack from the police 
or from hostile or oppressor elements among the masses. Fielding 
your crew based on language abilities is especially important in im-
migrant neighborhoods. Have contingency plans for what to do if 
you’re approached by police, which can include a cover story (like 
someone with a student ID or journalistic credentials using those 
as part of a cover story of a student sociology project or journal-
istic research) and plans for how to deal with police harassment 
(including when it would be appropriate to make a stink and risk 
arrest versus when it wouldn’t be productive to do so). Summation 
meetings are always essential to any communist practice, so be sure 
to follow up any social investigation outings with debriefing and 
summation.

Step 7: During your outings, try and get a broad survey of the 
different masses in the neighborhood, both demographically and 
politically. As mentioned above, quickly sum up what you learn 
from the masses to better focus your investigation and to adjust 
how you’re presenting yourselves to people and what you’re ask-
ing them. Don’t waste too much time talking to backwards mass-
es. Sometimes public debates with the backward can be fruitful in 
attracting the advanced, but more often such a spectacle won’t do 
us any good, especially if such and such a place isn’t our neighbor-
hood. Focus on the people who seem more advanced. And don’t 
write people off because they’re religious (most masses are), they 
don’t use the correct woke terminology (most masses don’t), or they 
bring up contradictions among the people that don’t fit your ideal-
ized view of the masses (most masses will).

Step 8: Designate who will do what tasks after the social in-
vestigation is complete, and set deadlines. How are interviews get-
ting transcribed? Who is taking your collective summation and the 
transcribed interviews and turning them into a written report that 
can be sent for publication to kites? Who is following up with the 
contacts you made and what are you intending to do with those 
contacts?
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    s o c i a l  i n v e s t i gat i o n  as  a     
starting point for communist organizing

Going out and talking to the masses about their lives is import-
ant in and of itself for communists. We’ve already talked a lot of 
shit in kites about the fact that most people in North America who 
call themselves communists don’t do this, so we won’t belabor that 
point here. What we will say is that conducting social investigation 
among the proletariat can be deeply transformative for commu-
nists and potential communists alike, and summing up the experi-
ence together will make it more so.

Writing a report which includes the words of the masses them-
selves as well as some of your analysis of what was learned and hav-
ing several such reports published in kites will make this a collective 
experience that we can all learn from.

Beyond these immediate objectives, this summer of social in-
vestigation can be the basis for building communist-led mass or-
ganizations and class struggle among the proletariat. By summing 
up the experience, you should be able to identify some of the main 
concerns of the masses, the particular forms of oppression they 
face, and the best opportunities for organizing them in struggle. 
You should also get a sense of who the masses are, from the most 
rebellious teenagers to the grandma with mad wisdom to which 
neighborhood church is reactionary and which sides with the peo-
ple. Getting contact info, especially from the most advanced mass-
es, enables you to quickly follow up with deeper social investiga-
tion, political education, and plans for organization and struggle. 
If your crew is committed to it, you can scientifically analyze the 
possibilities for organization and struggle and diligently follow up 
with contacts, transforming this initial social investigation into the 
beginning of a more long-term effort and commitment to build po-
litical base areas for revolution in proletarian neighborhoods.
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     s o m e  c o m m o n  o b j e c t i o n s  t o    
         s o c i a l  i n v e s t i gat i o n

Aside from flakiness and widespread (but often very selective) 
claims of social anxiety, a few common objections are likely to come 
up when uniting a crew to conduct social investigation. All of these 
objections are hinged on presumptions about of the backwardness 
of the masses. Uniting a crew for this effort will likely involve what 
we communists call “line struggle” over the following objections:

1) You have to do “mutual aid” (basically, give people free stuff) before 
they’ll talk to you. The grand irony of this objection is that probably 
no one who says it has ever actually tried talking to the masses in an 
explicitly political way before—it’s one of those dumb Leftist con-
ventional wisdoms that has spread without any attempt to assess if 
it’s true. This objection presumes that the masses are only capable 
of responding to their immediate survival needs and incapable of 
conceiving of collective struggle or thinking about things that don’t 
directly affect their lives. It presumes that the best way to relate to 
the masses is by manipulating them—here’s some free food, now 
listen to our politics—in ways that churches have been doing for 
years (just substitute politics for Jesus). It’s been done to death. For 
a further elaboration of all that’s wrong this, read Kenny Lake’s 
“Malcolm X Didn’t Dish Out Free Bean Pies” in kites #3.

2) People won’t talk to you if you’re not part of their community. 
In this objection, “community” is always defined by what people 
learned in their postmodernist college classes. In all our experienc-
es, we’ve found that most masses will talk to you if you have some-
thing compelling to say and don’t sound like some NGO worker 
rhyming off a scripted sales pitch. If you are genuine and can speak 
with conviction, people will listen to what you have to say, regard-
less of your nationality, social background, and identity markers. 
It’s true that often people will more readily talk to someone from 
the same background as them,2 but this gets used as an excuse by 

2  It’s also true that a lot of proletarian masses can smell opportunism from a 
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people to not integrate with the masses. In our experience, a mul-
tinational crew is the most effective and makes a strong statement 
about who we are as communists. But you shouldn’t let nationali-
ty differences prevent you from going and talking with the masses. 
You should definitely not be arrogant or commandist, but that’s the 
purpose behind making social investigation a starting point.

3) People will only talk to you about their immediate concerns and 
not about any questions outside of those concerns. As with common ob-
jection #1, anyone who says this has probably never tried to talk to 
proletarian masses about Africom’s drone strikes, the people’s war 
in the Philippines, or the Palestinian liberation struggle. They’ve 
probably never talked to anyone who’s been to prison, since prison-
ers are often interested in reading about a lot things outside their 
life experiences. This objection concentrates both a typical Leftist 
“economism,” which consigns the masses to only care about their 
immediate interests, and the postmodernist conception of com-
munity, which confines people to narrow, isolated, self-contained 
communities. The world, and the masses, don’t work like that. No 
“community” is isolated from the larger workings of the capital-
ist-imperialist system, many people already have some sense of this, 
and it’s our duty as communists to move people along to a deeper 
understanding of all this. Many proletarians think, care, and have 
opinions about all sorts of things beyond their immediate neigh-
borhoods and survival needs and can often relate to proletarians 
in other parts of the world quite easily (that’s a practical expres-
sion of what we call the material basis for proletarian internation-
alism). The most advanced (and, on that basis, the intermediate) 
among the masses can be won to take up struggles that have little 
or nothing to do with their own lives, such as opposing imperialist 
wars of aggression. While this social investigation call is focused on 
learning how the masses have been affected by the recent crises, we 

mile away—including coming from people of their own nationalities, that the 
petty-bourgeois postmodernist identarian activists have made little inroads 
among proletarian masses (and generally aren’t interested in doing so), and that 
ultimately most proletarian masses will judge you for your integrity, ideas, and 
actions, not on your identity.
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should not shy away from learning their thoughts on questions that 
don’t immediately affect them or from bringing these questions 
into the conversation.

c o n c lus i o n

To those who have tried the many well-worn ruts of activism 
and the Left, to those frustrated at seeing world-shaking crises pass 
us by without a revolutionary force to seize on them, and to those 
who want to go beyond theoretical discussions or Twitter procla-
mations: take up this call for a summer of social investigation. It can 
be the start of a more long-term effort by communists to sink roots 
among the masses and develop the organizational base that can 
seize on future crises. And the more this call is taken up, the more 
we will come out of the summer with a detailed picture of the lives 
of the proletariat in North America and a deeper understanding of 
how to organize them in struggle. The comrades in kites are ready 
to assist with these undertakings and, in fact, already have some 
plans of our own for social investigation this summer. Email us at 
kites-journal@protonmail.com to start making a plan, and visit the 
Contact us section of our website to learn about the safest way to do 
this.

To reiterate, taking up this call for social investigation will be 
deeply transformative for anyone involved. For as Mao put it:

How should we judge whether a youth is a revolutionary? How can 
we tell? There can only be one criterion, namely, whether or not he 
is willing to integrate himself with the broad masses of workers and 
peasants and does so in practice. If he is willing to do so and actually 
does so, he is a revolutionary; otherwise he is a non-revolutionary or a 
counter-revolutionary. If today he integrates himself with the masses 
of workers and peasants, then today he is a revolutionary; if tomorrow 
he ceases to do so or turns round to oppress the common people, then 
he becomes a non-revolutionary or a counter-revolutionary.
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In the summer of 2018, a mixture of communists and those in-
terested in walking the revolutionary road traveled from a hand-
ful of cities across North America to meet in downtown Baltimore, 
Maryland for an intensive three-day social investigation into the 
concrete conditions of the Black proletarian masses of West Balti-
more in the aftermath of the 2015 rebellion. The rebellion—a cul-
mination of festering frustration and rage due to the dispossession 
that accompanies deindustrialization,1 explicit and implicit racism, 
the occupation of residential areas by police known for their bru-
tality and corruption,2 a rampant drug economy, and regular vio-
lence—was sparked by the murder of 25-year-old Freddie Gray by 
members of the Baltimore Police Department (BPD).

Freddie Gray was arrested on false pretenses for the possession 
of an illegal knife on April 12, 2015 outside of the Gilmor Homes, a 
housing project in West Baltimore. Approximately 30-45 minutes 
after being dragged limp and screaming into a transport van, he 
was found unconscious and subsequently hospitalized. Between 
his arrest and transport, Freddie Gray suffered a number of inju-

1  Historically an industrial city known for its auto manufacturing, steel pro-
cessing, transportation, and shipping through the Port of Baltimore, Baltimore 
experienced deindustrialization in the late 20th century and the rise of a ser-
vice-based economy. The outsourcing of General Motors and the shuttering of 
Bethlehem Steel, among other industries, economically devastated communities 
that had relied on low-skill, high-wage jobs for generations and painfully demon-
strated the social anarchy of capitalist production.
2  One noteworthy example of then-topical corruption was the Gun Trace Task 
Force, a unit of the police whose members were tried and convicted of several 
crimes, including assault and excessive force, extortion, falsifying evidence, rob-
bery, and selling drugs. While indictments and arrests were not made until 2017, 
hundreds, if not thousands, of complaints had been filed against the unit since at 
least 2012, going largely ignored. Once heralded as a bright spot in the BPD’s dark 
recent history, the Task Force was discovered to have committed crimes that were 
so daunting in scope and severity that they cannot be given adequate attention 
here. For details, see Justin Fenton, Cops and Robbers, The Baltimore Sun, June 12, 
2019, news.baltimoresun.com/cops-and-robbers/part-one/ (accessed February 20, 
2021) and Jessica Lussenhop, “When cops become robbers: Inside one of Amer-
ica’s most corrupt police squads,” BBC, April 3, 2018, bbc.co.uk/news/resources/
idt-sh/when_cops_become_robbers (accessed February 20, 2021).
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ries, including a damaged voice box, fractured vertebrae, and his 
spine being 80% severed at the neck, all of which are consistent 
with dismissed eyewitness accounts describing him being brutal-
ized. Kevin Moore, a neighborhood resident who recorded the ar-
rest, described Freddie Gray being “bent like a pretzel” and “folded 
up like a piece of origami” by police while an officer pinned him to 
the ground with a knee pressed into the back of his neck.3 Others 
suggested that his injuries may have been sustained or at least ex-
acerbated by police giving him a “rough ride,” the practice of driv-
ing erratically so as to inflict injury and terror on handcuffed but 
otherwise unrestrained prisoners during transport. While the par-
ticulars surrounding the cause of his injuries were contested, their 
effect was indisputable: Freddie Gray’s arrest left him clinging to 
life while lying comatose in a hospital for a week before succumb-
ing to his injuries.

3  “Witness on Gray’s arrest: He was folded up like origami,” YouTube, uploaded 
by Washington Post, May 3, 2015, youtube.com/watch?v=Xl4hbIiNvI0 (accessed 
February 20, 2021).

     Freddie Gray in an undated family photo.
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As he lay dying and within a week of his death, protests were or-
ganized in downtown Baltimore and outside of BPD headquarters 
that only flared into more open defiance on April 25, when pock-
ets of protesters damaged police cruisers, smashed storefront and 
vehicle windows, and threw bottles and debris. Following Freddie 
Gray’s funeral two days later, further police instigation provoked 
a more general and sustained rebellion, which led to arrests and 
more targeted “disappearances”4 by authorities, the declaration of a 
state of emergency, the imposition of curfews, and the mobilization 
of the Maryland National Guard as auxiliary “peacekeepers.” The 
flames of rebellion began to subside over the course of a week, and 
the National Guard began a three-day process of withdrawing its 

4  Adam Withnall, “Joseph Kent: Baltimore protesters accuse police of ‘kidnap-
ping’ student campaigner live on air,” The Independent, April 29, 2015, inde-
pendent.co.uk/news/world/americas/joseph-kent-baltimore-protesters-call-re-
lease-student-kidnapped-police-live-national-tv-10211500.html (accessed 
February 20, 2021).

Kids arm themselves with bricks and debris to push back occupying police. School-age youth were 
among the first to throw down on opening day of  the rebellion. As a man we spoke with said, 
“That was our shorties out there.”
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troops from the city on May 3, during which time the state of emer-
gency remained in effect.

A subsequent Department of Justice (DOJ) investigation, whose 
August 2016 findings were conveniently released just over a week 
after all officers were acquitted of charges relating to Gray’s murder, 
resulted in a September 2017 consent decree with the City of Bal-
timore on the basis that it had discovered substantial evidence of 
widespread illegal and racially motivated misconduct by the BPD 
against the city’s predominantly Black residents.5 Both the DOJ in-
vestigation and the subsequent consent decree telegraphed a false 
sense of accountability and concern meant to pacify residents’ smol-
dering resentment, promising reform through “building communi-
ty trust, ...preventing discriminatory policing and excessive force,” 
and establishing greater civilian oversight of policing, among other 
things.6 Rather than wait for and swallow whole the gradual and 
ongoing assessments stemming from the consent decree, our team 
met with the resolve to go to the masses themselves and learn what, 
if anything, had changed three years after the rebellion and one 
year after the consent decree had taken effect.

Due to shifting responsibilities and subjective shortcomings, 
our initially intended written summation and analysis never came 
to fruition. However, in accordance with general communist prin-
ciples and in light of kites’ particular call for social investigations as 
we approach the one-year anniversary of the beginning of 2020’s 

5  In its Executive Summary, the DOJ’s Investigation of the Baltimore City Police 
Department concedes that “BPD engages in a pattern or practice of conduct that 
violates the Constitution or federal law. BPD engages in a pattern or practice of: 
(1) making unconstitutional stops, searches, and arrests; (2) using enforcement 
strategies that produce severe and unjustified disparities in the rates of stops, 
searches and arrests of African Americans; (3) using excessive force; and (4) 
retaliating against people engaging in constitutionally-protected expression.” For 
the full report, see Investigation of the Baltimore City Police Department, The United 
States Department of Justice, August 10, 2016, justice.gov/opa/file/883366/download 
(accessed February 2, 2021).
6  “City of Baltimore Consent Decree,” City of Baltimore, consentdecree.baltimore-
city.gov (accessed February 2, 2021).



A historically important port city and center for manufacturing and transpor-
tation, Baltimore has a deeply rooted Black population stretching back to the 
17th century. Prior to the Civil War, it was home to the largest concentration of 
free Black people in the US, and just across the Chesapeake Bay, the 
Hill neighborhood of Talbot County is speculated to have been 
“the oldest enclave of free African Americans, and possibly the 
oldest existing black neighborhood, in the country.”7

In the 20th century, six million Black Southerners 
undertook the Great Migration, fleeing a semi-feudal 
sharecropping economy for the booming indus-
tries of Northern cities as well as fleeing the state 
and vigilante terror of Jim Crow laws and the 
Ku Klux Klan. While encouraged by sections of 
the bourgeoisie in search of the vast reservoir of 
cheap labor that this promised, the Great 
Migration was also a profound act of re-
sistance to the ruling structure of the 
South, which had remained largely 
unchanged since the defeat of 
Reconstruction. It reshaped the 
economic, political, and cul-
tural life of the entire country. 
The Great Migration tripled 
the proportion of Black 
residents in Baltimore 
and more than quadru-
pled their raw numbers 
from 85,000 in 1910 to 
420,000 by 1970. Today, 
much of the city’s approxi-
mately 65% Black population 
resides in East and West Bal-
timore, inspiring the nickname 
“The Black Butterfly.” The legacy 
of its free Black population, its 
Black migrants, and its geographic 
position have made Baltimore an im-
portant center of Black culture and politics 
in the US.

Both as a result of the genuine struggles 
waged by Black Baltimoreans for political equal-
ity and representation as well as the need of the 
bourgeoisie to manage a potentially rebellious Black 
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A bust of  Frederick Douglass at the Inner Harbor in Baltimore.



population, the government of Baltimore has been increas-
ingly administered by Black members of the Democratic 

Party. Unlike the near-apartheid government of Fer-
guson, Missouri, which had a roughly 95% white 

police force in a 67% Black city at the time of 
Michael Brown’s murder by police in 2014, 

many of Baltimore’s officials and more 
than half of its police force were non-
white at the time of Freddie Gray’s mur-
der in 2015. Three out of the six officers 
charged in relation to his death were 

Black, and the city had a Black mayor, 
a Black police commissioner, and a 

Black state’s attorney, while the 
highest office in the land was 
presided over by the nation’s 
first Black president. This at 

once affirms the structural na-
ture of white supremacy and 

how it functions through 
capitalism-imperial-

ism’s bureaucratic 
power relations 

while rejecting 
identity poli-

tics’ fetishizing 
of form over 

function on the 
question of rep-

resentation. As 
Chuck D once said, 

“Every brother ain’t 
a brother,” and the pro-

motion of identity-based 
representation in bour-

geois channels of power both 
largely ignores the functions of 

those very 
channels and the system at large and buries the cause 

of collective liberation beneath career-based individ-
ual advancement. To piggyback Public Enemy with some 

Shakespeare, “A rose by any other name” will still beat down and 
brutalize the masses of people in service of bourgeois aims and as an 

integral part of their repressive state apparatus.
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historic wave of protest and rebellion, we feel a responsibility to 
revisit what we had gathered from our trip and publicize our find-
ings. While the scope of this article may not capture the ambition 
and breadth envisioned back in 2018—which underscores the im-
portance of timely summation—it should offer some insight into 
the conditions of the masses in deindustrialized cities and the strat-
egies of the bourgeoisie to contain and let rot populations regard-
ed as unwanted surplus through passive neglect rather than active 
genocidal violence.7

       a  u n i t y  o f  o p p o s i t e s :    
“ t w o  ba lt i m o r e s ”

City residents speak of “two Baltimores”: one affluent and 
white, the other impoverished and Black. These stark economic 
disparities and their correlation with racial divisions are thrown 
into sharp relief when traveling through the arteries and collapsed 
veins of Baltimore’s streets. Within five miles of commercial Fell’s 
Point, a petty-bourgeois playground catering to foodies and late-
night pub crawlers, and the spectacle of the Inner Harbor, the city’s 
destination tourist trap, lies Penn North, a ghetto in the heart of 
West Baltimore and, alongside neighboring Mondawmin, ground 
zero of the 2015 rebellion. It was here, around the intersection of 
Pennsylvania and North Avenues, that we conducted the majority 
of our social investigation, having found that prolonged conver-
sation was difficult and people were less likely to be locals in and 
around Mondawmin Mall,8 a nearby commercial site and transpor-

7  Michael E. Ruane, “Experts probe an Eastern Shore site, built by freed slaves, 
for the nation’s oldest black neighborhood,” The Washington Post, July 25, 2013, 
washingtonpost.com/local/experts-probe-an-eastern-shore-site-built-by-freed-
slaves-for-the-nations-oldest-black-neighborhood/2013/07/25/1301cd58-f530-11e2-
a2f1-a7acf9bd5d3a_story.html (accessed February 20, 2021).
8  Mondawmin Mall was the flashpoint of the rebellion. In an acute mirroring of 
their everyday lives, on April 27, 2015, Frederick Douglass High School students 
were contained by police while trying to return home after school. Finding that 
the BPD had shut down the local subway stop and were forcing them to disem-
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tation hub, where we originally planned to spend the majority of 
our time.

Penn North didn’t put on airs, and its residents harbored few 
illusions about where and under what conditions they were living. 
Boarded-up and derelict row houses lined many of the neighbor-
hood’s streets, offering little value other than as potential squats 
or stash pads for resourceful drug addicts and dealers willing to 
catch a rap for breaking and entering. Graffiti and signs reading 
“No shoot zone” were displayed on select corners and walls in a 
desperate attempt to carve out areas safe from the threat of routine 
violence. Outside of liquor stores, a CVS pharmacy and a Subway 
restaurant seemed to be the only active storefronts in the immedi-
ate area, and with a dearth of local options available to us, when we 
would break for lunch at Subway, we were forced to eat standing 

bark buses, students were kettled in and marched on by police in riot gear before 
pushing back by throwing projectiles. See Jenna McLaughlin and Sam Brodey, 
“Eyewitnesses: The Baltimore Riots Didn’t Start the Way You Think, April 28, 
2015, motherjones.com/politics/2015/04/how-baltimore-riots-began-mondaw-
min-purge (accessed February 10, 2021).

“No shoot zone” could be found on walls all around and extending out from the intersection at Pennsylvania 
and North Avenues in West Baltimore. Photo by a member of  our social investigation team, summer 2018.
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up, as both the city and the restaurant itself had removed benches 
and other seating options in an effort to discourage loitering. Police 
cruisers occupied one, two, and sometimes all four corners of Penn-
sylvania and North Avenues, though seldom—if ever—did we see 
police leave their vehicles. Some blocks felt utterly abandoned and 
desolate, as though they were targets of an active airborne bomb-
ing campaign or sites of localized chemical or radiation leaks. In a 
word, before we even had an opportunity to speak with residents 
about their conditions, the environment had betrayed the fact that 
the neighborhood was in the grips of a crisis.

As for the people themselves, many were out and about, dodg-
ing the heat and their utility bills by engaging in conversation on 
stoops in the shadow of row houses, hawking incense, toiletries, 
and other wares, and hustling in the line of sight of police sentries. 
Being a multinational team of people ranging in age from our early 
20s to our mid 40s, our presence was received with a mixture of 
mild curiosity and indifference. After all, this was an area in which 
most non-Black faces belonged to business owners and cops, and 
we seemed to meet neither of those descriptions. We introduced 
ourselves and, for the most part, were welcomed warmly by peo-
ple who were giving of their time. “Assalam Alaikum, sister,” said a 
man in a kufi to a comrade wearing a hijab. “Salam,” we instinctive-
ly replied, as he dipped down into the Penn-North metro station.

One of our immediate questions was how the people them-
selves regarded the 2015 rebellion. True to the duality or “twoness” 
of Baltimore, it meant different things to different people, both in 
the heat of the moment and after the figurative and literal fires had 
died down. Many of the city’s more petty-bourgeois residents, not 
to mention residents of white suburban enclaves in outlying Balti-
more County, had expressed more anguish and outrage over bro-
ken storefront windows and the destruction of commercial proper-
ty in the course of the rebellion than they had over Freddie Gray’s 
broken spine and the destruction of the city’s predominantly Black 
communities through a combination of governmental negligence 
and oppressive policing. For the majority of those we spoke with, 
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the rebellion was the logical conclusion to—or more accurately, a 
punctuation in—a history of harassment and violence at the hands 
of the BPD.

According to Mustafa, an 89-year-old West Baltimore resident, 
the rebellion kicked off “because the people are tired of this situa-
tion.... We’ve been relegated to the bottom of the totem pole.” He 
articulated on the role of police both locally and nationally, saying, 
“We are disrespected by the police and always have been.... [They] 
seem like a force that’s been put in place to keep this population 
in the inner city from progressing.... Police have been one of our 
biggest enemies; you can see it throughout the news throughout 
the country.”

Around the time of the rebellion, Michael A. Wood, Jr., an ex-
BPD officer, made national news for his frank and scathing descrip-
tion of police culture and psychology, which was largely in line with 
Mustafa’s analysis. In interviews with Slate and The Joe Rogan Expe-
rience (episode #670), among others, Wood, Jr. detailed examples 
of casual brutality and a prevailing us-versus-them mentality while 
portraying police as an “occupying force” in the country’s ghettos. 
He mentioned BPD officers being jokingly referred to as “zookeep-
ers” tasked with keeping “animals” locked up. When speaking to 
why this perspective is seldom heard from within police ranks, he 
referred to a “blue wall of silence,” an internal code and culture 
against reporting wrongdoing or testifying against other officers. 
“That’s what you do in policing,” Wood, Jr. said. “You’re trying to 
do what keeps you out of trouble from all the problems that are in-
ternal. Like, I never feared the streets, but I constantly feared other 
officers.”9

David, a man in his 40s whom we interviewed at the Mondaw-
min Mall bus terminal, suggested that the murder of Freddie Gray 
was just the tip of the iceberg when it came to police brutality in 

9  “A Former Baltimore Cop Explains Why the Department Targets Black Men,” 
YouTube, uploaded by Slate, August 12, 2015, youtube.com/watch?v=4HyKlFUM-
BiA&t=680s (accessed February 20, 2021).
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the area. He reflected on the then-recent unprovoked beating of 
DeShawn McGrier by police in East Baltimore before growing ex-
asperated:

This shit has been going on for years, man! That shit gets swept un-
der the rug; there’s shit you don’t even know about.... The only reason 
why [police] got away with it then is because we didn’t have no cam-
eras. Now, we catch stuff on camera, [but] what about all the times we 
didn’t have the cameras? They was killing people left and right, and 
the judge would say nothing about it; they let them get away with a 
lot of stuff....

Once upon a time, policemen wanted to have respect—and they 
would get the respect—but now, they do stuff out of their way that 
make themselves look bad. So now, people don’t even wanna give 
them no respect no more, because of the way they treat people. [Point-
ing south toward the Gilmor Homes housing project, where Freddie 
Gray was arrested]: You go up here and you arrest somebody and you 
try to brutalize them—beat them up and all this—when you don’t 
have to. If somebody surrenders themselves, why would you still try 
to hurt them and put a knee all in their back and break the man’s back 
and all that? And then, they getting slapped on the wrist because of it, 
because police protect police. And the courts.

As was the case when speaking with David, for most of those 
we interviewed brutality and corruption were less abstract con-
cepts than they were everyday concrete realities. Abdul, a 58-year-
old Baltimore native, brought up the infamous Gun Trace Task 
Force scandal10 when speaking to conditions prior to the rebellion. 
“Police crooked as anything,” he said, “setting everybody up, plant-
ing guns and drugs. And then they put it right back out here [on 
the street].”

Speaking more to the particularities of what sparked the rebel-
lion, some residents made mention of the fact that Freddie Gray 
was a known and loved member of the community. “I think it was 

10  See Footnote 2.
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[the result of ] a lot of stuff that was boiling up, but Freddie was well 
known,” said Taneal, a single mother originally from Baltimore’s 
Southside. “It had a big impact that he was taken out of our com-
munity.”

Toak, a local bail bondsman who spoke with a matter-of-fact 
sense of authority on the neighborhood, detailed his experiences 
with Freddie Gray:

I knew [him] professionally and personally. I’m the bail bondsman 
right here on North Ave for 25 years.... I had him out on bail on three 
occasions, including when he was killed. I [also] knew him from the 
neighborhood. When I looked out the window, you could tell who 
was a leader and who was following. Leaders stick out. Pepper—they 
called him “Pepper”—was a leader. He was a nice guy. He did what he 
did, but he was respectful....

You got the good, the bad, and the worst. He was one of the good guys 
around here. He was always joking. He did what he did—they say he 
sold drugs—and got locked up for it a couple times, but he was an up-
and-coming in the neighborhood. He didn’t have any skills, but he re-
ally knew how to deal with people and [get by] in this neighborhood.

           w h e n  t h e  m as s e s  m ov e d :    
“i t ’s  t e r r i b l e ” o r  “i t ’s  f i n e ?”

With the lingering economic and housing effects of the city’s 
1968 rebellion in the days following the assassination of Martin Lu-
ther King, Jr., some older West Baltimore residents saw the 2015 re-
bellion as foolishly impetuous. Cherie, for example, condemned its 
destructive aspect, saying, “I just thought it was sad that they would 
destroy their community because someone was killed. Whatever 
the situation was, why destroy your own community? I don’t see 
any justification in burning down CVS.” As if in response, many 
residents explained that some businesses were likely targeted for 
either a pattern of treating customers disrespectfully, refusing to 
hire locally, or both. As Najee, a brother in his 20s put it, “Some 
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stores have a bad reputation.”

Most people who we spoke with, however, saw the rebellion 
in an overwhelmingly positive light. Johnny, a 32-year-old West 
Baltimore native, suggested that empathy for Freddie Gray was a 
motivating factor in people’s decision to rise up just hours after his 
funeral was attended by thousands: “I think it was very inspiring. 
[Freddie’s] not the first person and definitely not the last person 
for something like that to happen to, so a lot of people saw them-
selves—saw their reflection—within his situation.”

“It was viewed as this big negative thing, but it really wasn’t,” Jo-
siah, a 25-year-old resident, told us. He went on to speak of a sense 
of awe in seeing the masses in motion, describing the rebellion 
as “one of the most powerful things I’ve ever seen. After it, we be-
came more powerful.... [It gave people] a voice. A will.... I think the 
uprising was just the start. The city has a voice; people have been 
screaming.”

Like Josiah, many others detailed a momentary sense of em-
powerment and unity among an otherwise disempowered and 
fractured West Baltimore population over the course of the rebel-
lion that stretched into the weeks and months afterward. They gave 
accounts of people refusing to mind their own business in the best 
way possible: daring to intervene in the mistreatment of others by 
non-community members. In the immediate wake of the rebellion, 
people were quicker on the draw with their cell phones in order 
to record police who were overstepping their authority. They were 
standing up for their neighbors who were being harassed or insult-
ed by local business owners who daily extracted what little wealth 
there was in West Baltimore before retiring back to their homes in 
more “respectable” areas.

Taneal offered a complex and thoughtful response, celebrating 
the effect of the rebellion on the community, lamenting that it took 
the anger and anguish of another stolen life to inspire unity, and 
regretting the shift in policing strategy in the years since:
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[The rebellion] brought everyone together, and that’s a good thing—
that’s what we need. But it still kicked out the people we really need 
to count on, like law enforcement and people in uniform.... It was a 
fucked up situation that [the rebellion] was how we had to come to-
gether. We had no choice. It should be on better terms that the com-
munity should be able to come together, not because someone got 
killed by a police officer. But I understand, and that made Baltimore 
stand out and show them that we can have each other’s back. I wish 
we still had that today instead of shooting each other.

         a  s h i f t  i n  s t r at e gy :     
     “g u n s h o t s  a n d  fe n ta n y l ” 

The central, looming question that we sought to have an-
swered during our social investigation was whether or not things 
had changed in the years following the 2015 rebellion, and if so, to 
what extent. By acquitting every cop implicated in Freddie Gray’s 
murder, the city had failed the most basic litmus test regarding its 
capability and willingness to institute meaningful reform, but fol-
lowing the DOJ’s damning 2016 report on the BPD and both par-
ties’ entrance into the 2017 consent decree, some held out hope that 
conditions could improve for Baltimore’s Black proletarian popula-
tion. The majority of that population knew better than to trust this 
federal and local partnership’s self-proclaimed concern over their 
well-being, but few expected things to become qualitatively worse 
just a year into the consent decree.

Perhaps picking up on our presumptions that little, if anything, 
had changed for the better, many of the masses we spoke with 
replied with some variation of “No” when we asked whether the 
consent decree had made a positive impact on conditions in West 
Baltimore. “Ain’t nothing changed [for the better],” said Tonya, a 
45-year-old woman who grew up in Park Heights. “They act like 
they doing something in the beginning, but they go right back to 
the same thing.”
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As three high-ranking Black members of the city’s bourgeois governing apparatus at the time of 
Freddie Gray’s murder and the subsequent rebellion, Baltimore State’s Attorney Marilyn Mosby 
(above), Baltimore Mayor Stephanie Rawlings-Blake (below, left), and Baltimore Police Commis-
sioner Anthony Batts (below, right) address the press while begging the question: Is identity-based 
representation in oppressive seats of power really in the interests of the masses? Above photo by 
Lloyd Fox, The Baltimore Sun; below photo by Karl Merton Ferron, The Baltimore Sun. 
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Similarly to Tonya, Johnny also mentioned some relatively 
superficial early undertakings—public-relations stunts such as a 
few community-police basketball and football games that the city 
ensured made it on the evening news, but when it came to real 
positive change, “For the city overall? No.” David juxtaposed the 
divide between the BPD’s posturing and taking real responsibility 
for community welfare, chalking the difference up to an institu-
tional lack of legitimate intent to affect positive change. When we 
asked whether the consent decree’s teased promises of reform had 
been carried out, let alone in a meaningful way, he responded, “No. 
’Cause they lies; they not promises that they keep. They lies. They 
fronting—they put on a hat in front of people so [those people] 
think they so nice and kind and polite, but when the real stuff [like 
brutality, corruption, and murder] come out, they need to own it.”

Penn North residents did speak to an overwhelmingly negative 
change implemented in the three years since the rebellion and par-
ticularly in the year since the consent decree went into effect: a lais-
sez-faire approach to policing that allowed drug dealing and homi-
cide to occur relatively unimpeded. As is pointed out in “Defund, 
Abolish...but What about Overthrow?” (available in kites #2), “It’s 
not that the police became less brutal per se, but they allowed the 
effects of decades of unemployment, deteriorating neighborhoods, 
drug addiction, and the underground economy to run their course 
and do the work of brutalizing the people for them.” Given the ex-
tent to which drug addiction and dealing were already devastating 
the area, not to mention Baltimore consistently having one of the 
highest murder rates in the country, this shift in policy was nothing 
short of catastrophic. “We went back to ‘Bodymore, Murderland,’”11 
Najee told us.

11  “Bodymore, Murderland,” a play on “Baltimore, Maryland,” is a nickname 
the city earned for its high rates of murder and other violent crime. In the years 
following the rebellion, murder rates soared past their already shockingly high 
standards, prompting city officials and community leaders to call for days and 
weekends without death. Unfortunately, most of these calls went unheeded, and 
the streets would claim at least one body during those designated days.
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“The murder rate went up since [the rebellion],” Rome, a 
44-year-old West Baltimore native, said. “Nobody has respect for 
police no more.... [They] had it stable; people were scared of the 
police. But since the riots, they stopped.”

It was not as though the lumpen masses caught up in “the life” 
of street crime became spontaneously emboldened, but that they 
quickly recognized that policing efforts had been significantly 
scaled back and began operating within the new and looser bound-
aries that had been established. Fly, a friend of Najee’s, related that 
“Before the Freddie Gray situation, the police would’ve stopped the 
car, got out, [and] asked what was going on. But nowadays, I can be 
holding a gun to you—holding you hostage—and the police would 
roll right by.... They just figure, like, ‘Why should we put our hands 
on someone? Why should I jeopardize my career?’ We video re-
cording them now, so they just avoid it all.”

Abdul weighed in by providing concrete examples of the in-
difference-become-policy that Fly described, reporting, “People got 
shot out here, [and] police sat in their car. Ain’t do nothing. Peo-
ple got robbed from their car, [and police] ain’t do a damn thing.... 
There’s a lot of violence. Six people got killed, man, around the 
corner in broad daylight, and whoever did it, man, ain’t even run. 
Just stuck his gun in his pocket and just walked. The police just 
sat there and did nothing. Nothing.” Abdul wasn’t exaggerating: at 
least three shootings occurred in West Baltimore over the few days 
that our team was carrying out social investigation.

Though certainly not all, much of the violent crime that occurs 
in West Baltimore has its roots in the local drug economy, with rival 
sets all too willing to make examples of those who interfere with 
their business, both contenders and customers alike. Toak, for one, 
attributed the city’s daunting rate of violent crime not only to the 
drug economy, but to the nature of the drugs themselves. We asked 
him what accounted for the uptick in violence among the people 
over the years. “Synthetic opiates,” he responded without hesita-
tion. “I have never seen the violence and disrespect that people 
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have for one another since the introduction of synthetic opiates. 
I’ve lived through the crack era. There was crack babies—[our in-
terview was then interrupted by a hustler trying to sell us metha-
done]. You see that?! And look, there’s a cop right there!” he said, 
nodding toward an officer approaching without intent from the 
opposite direction. “We couldn’t make this stuff up!” He continued, 
“It’s the pharmaceuticals that be driving the murders. It’s the opi-
ates. 10-15 years from now, we’re gonna have opiate babies just like 
we had crack babies.”12

But lest we forget, drugs alone are more than capable of pro-
ducing a sizable body count, making Baltimore, a city with a history 
of drug problems, particularly vulnerable in the midst of the opioid 
epidemic and the BPD’s newly relaxed policing protocols. As Na-
jee succinctly summarized it, “They don’t do nothing about drugs 
no more.” What is worse, police had been proven to have actively 
contributed to their availability on the streets for at least six years 
prior to our visit. The following is just one such example, though it 
is admittedly a particularly grievous one.

At least one pharmacy was among the structures hit during the 
rebellion, and opportunist police got in on the action. BPD Ser-
geant Wayne Jenkins, supervisor of the notorious Gun Trace Task 
Force, absconded with two large trash bags filled with prescription 
drugs looted and subsequently sold on the streets.13 In that particu-
lar case, the burning and looting of a CVS on the corner of Pennsyl-

12  It should be noted that while the crack epidemic certainly caused or exacer-
bated a number of social issues in Black proletarian communities throughout the 
US, the “crack baby” myth was essentially racist bourgeois propaganda, as studies 
have consistently shown that prenatal exposure to crack cocaine has little to no 
effect on long-term development. See Janine Jackson, “The Myth of the ‘Crack 
Baby’: Despite Research, Media Won’t Give Up Idea Of ‘Bio-Underclass,’” Fairness 
& Accuracy in Reporting, September 1, 1998, fair.org/extra/the-myth-of-the-crack-
baby (accessed February 20, 2021).
13  See Footnote 2. See also Justin Fenton, “Witness: Baltimore Gun Trace Task 
Force officer brought him trash bags full of looted drugs amid 2015 riot,” The 
Baltimore Sun, February 2, 2018, baltimoresun.com/news/crime/bs-md-ci-gttf-day-
six-20180201-story.html (accessed February 5, 2021).
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vania and North Avenues, Najee’s brother was set up to take the fall:

My brother was locked up for that robbery. [Police] said there was 
a picture of my brother jumping across a counter and coming back 
with three big white containers of pills, but they found nothing in our 
house. He was sitting in jail for a month and a half until, finally, they 
looked at the video I tried to get them to look at. The video shows that 
me and my brother were actually sitting in my room recording the 
CVS in flames. [Sgt. Jenkins] started the whole thing.

Tonya expressed her misgivings about the BPD’s role in sup-
pressing the drug economy as well. “They really ain’t doing their 
job,” she said. “They hanging around the corners where people 
are doing what they’re doing [dealing drugs], and they’re not doing 
nothing. They may even be having a conversation with the crimi-
nals. In fact, I think they may even be involved with some of them; 
there some crooked cops out here.”

During our many hours stretched across the three days we 
spent around the intersection of Pennsylvania and North Avenues, 
police were always within our line of sight. When we spoke to Che-
rie, there was only a single BPD cruiser idling on the northwest cor-

BPD officers stand guard outside of  the CVS on the corner of  Pennsylvania and North Avenues, BPD officers stand guard outside of  the CVS on the corner of  Pennsylvania and North Avenues, 
which was looted during the rebellion—most notably by the BPD’s own Sgt. Jenkins.which was looted during the rebellion—most notably by the BPD’s own Sgt. Jenkins.
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ner. “Today, ironically, there are no police out here, except for that 
one police car,” she noted. “On an average, you see 45 police walking 
around, standing around. They down here all day, every day, [but] 
I don’t really see them doing much of anything. Sometimes they go 
after the little drug dealers. Periodically, I’ve seen that. Other than 
that, I don’t see them doing anything other than just watching.”

True to form, Toak was able to provide a detailed and thorough 
explanation of the police response (or lack thereof ) to Penn North’s 
rampant drug problem:

Let me tell you something: we don’t have cops no more; we got mon-
itors. They monitor the crime. For instance, [if you] walk across the 
street, [you would hear] “I got this, I got that. I got bupes [buprenor-
phine], I got percs [Percocet].”14 They be selling their wares, and the 
police be sitting right in front of them, and they don’t say nothing. 
[Pointing at an occupied BPD cruiser parked at a corner of the bus-
iest and most conspicuous drug-dealing intersection that we saw in 
West Baltimore]: There you go. His lights are flashing, but he’s not 
gonna get out the car.... They’re scared for their jobs. I have seen peo-
ple pouring pills into people’s hands, and the police be sitting right in 
the car watching.

When asked to elaborate on why he thought police had be-
come fearful of losing their jobs and adopted a more laissez-faire 
approach, Toak quickly answered, “The consent decree. I hate it. 
Kids are literally getting away with murder. I wish they would go 
back to...[pauses in reflection]...not to the old policing, but at least 
[they could] police.”

Over the course of our social investigation around Penn North, 

14  Buprenorphine and Percocet are both opioid medications. Even before the 
opioid epidemic, prescription-based opioids such as these and the cheaper, more 
readily available heroin had a demand in Baltimore. While the appeal of opioids 
is more deeply seated in the conditions under which West Baltimore residents 
are forced to live, their availability is due in part to Baltimore being a port city 
as well as the site of internationally renowned medical institutions, particularly 
Johns Hopkins Hospital, where opioids are rarely in short supply.
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alongside the permanent presence of BPD vehicles, ambulanc-
es were a common sight. At least one shooting occurred while we 
were on the streets, we saw many people nodding off in the thrall of 
opioids, and while speaking with Toak, a man lay strewn across the 
sidewalk about 100 feet away, seemingly unconscious. An ambu-
lance drove by while we were wrapping up, its sirens blaring, caus-
ing Toak to comment, “That’s the second time they been here today. 
Gunshots and fentanyl.... Gunshots and fentanyl.”         

    c r i s i s  a n d  d e c ay :     
“t h i s  c i t y  d o n ’ t  ta k e  c a r e  o f  us ”

In the summer of 2018, West Baltimore was in the grips of a 
crisis. As the beating heart of the ghetto in a deindustrialized city, 
it faced a litany of problems. To begin with, there were few oppor-
tunities for legitimate employment available to residents between 
the dearth of nearby businesses, their reluctance to hire locally due 
to the neighborhood’s reputation, and the time and cost of traveling 
to areas in which there were a wider range of job options. On top of 
that, due to the discriminatory and overaggressive policing that was 
routine in the years prior to the rebellion and captured in the DOJ’s 
2016 investigation report, many residents had a criminal record. Pa-
trisse, a lifelong Baltimore resident, rationalized that

It’s hard for a male to find a job if they’ve ever been arrested, 
no matter what [the crime] is. It could be something small, but if 
they’ve been locked up, it’s hard.... Most of the time when people 
get jobs, they know someone there already. If you don’t know no-
body, it’s hard.... They always want people with experience, and a 
lot of the time, [people] don’t have any experience or they’re too 
young to be having experience.... [For most jobs], you usually gotta 
travel a long way—catch three or four buses, or catch two and walk 
the rest of the way.

Najee also spoke to the difficulty in securing a job when you’re 
from an area where many earn a rap sheet even before they reach 
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adulthood. He linked the struggle for legitimate employment with 
the draw of the drug economy, identifying hustling as the primary 
source of income in the neighborhood:

If you walk up and down [the streets], you see how the currency is 
being brought into the community [via the drug economy]. A lot of 
people are trying [to find legitimate work], but most jobs don’t want 
to hire felons, [and] everyone has a past out here.... We actually try to 
go get a job, but when we give it our all and it don’t come through, and 
it’s stressing us out and it’s crunch time, we gotta go to this last resort. 
And this is what you see here all day, every day.

With so many local families torn apart by drug addiction, mass 
incarceration, and violence, it is not uncommon for adolescents to 
shoulder the burden of providing for family. Working professional-
ly with young people on the wrong side of the law, Toak displayed 
empathy in the course of explaining why so many get involved in 
the drug economy, saying, “We gotta do something with these kids 
going forward. All of these kids out here are trying to take care of 
their own families; that’s why they selling drugs. You know how 
many people out here wake up every morning and their gas and 
electric is off?”

It’s not only the pull of the streets that introduces new genera-
tions of adolescents to the life of hustlers and regulators, but also 
the push out of public programs and spaces. Austerity measures 
had gutted many West Baltimore services by 2018, leading Abdul to 
relate, “[Jobs are] nowhere. Nowhere. No jobs, no rec[reation] cen-
ters, [and] they closed the parks down. That’s why everybody’s on 
the streets.”

Taneal and Rome independently echoed similar concerns, 
rhetorically asking what else young people are expected to do and 
where else they are expected to go when the education system fails 
them and local programs meant to cultivate and nurture other in-
terests and skills are shut down. Taneal contrasted the options with 
those available in her own youth, saying, “A lot of the [recreation 
centers] are closed down. When I was growing up, they kept us in 
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basketball, dancing, ...anything to keep us off the street. Our kids 
don’t have what we had.”

“Have more programs going for the community,” Rome sug-
gested. “There ain’t enough things out here for people to do. You 
in the ghetto. Half of us dropped out of school; all we know is the 
drug business.”

Connected to the desolation of employment opportunities, 
housing was also an issue for West Baltimore residents. Even 
among the children and grandchildren who inherited property 
from families that took advantage of Baltimore’s dollar homes15 
decades prior, with deindustrialization and the dispossession of 
manufacturing jobs, many found it almost impossible to maintain 
these properties, contributing to the city’s characteristic panoramas 
of abandoned row houses. And while Baltimore had entertained 
revisiting the dollar homes incentive around the time of our trip, 
there was little draw among residents who knew that they wouldn’t 
be able to afford the upkeep, and presumably littler still among 
people with means in outlying areas who have no interest in mov-

15  Baltimore’s 1973 “Dollar House” program sold rundown, city-owned houses for 
$1 so long as people pledged to live in them for a time. It was an effort to rehabil-
itate properties and revitalize areas of the city that had been abandoned or had 
fallen into deep poverty.

Abandoned and derelict row houses are characteristic of  Baltimore’s ghettos.
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ing into the city’s deepest pockets of poverty.

Nicole, who was sharing a stoop with Najee and Fly, spoke with 
a combination of disdain and empathy when she described the 
housing situation in the neighborhood. “When people die, they 
leave these homes to their sorry-ass families who can’t pay the tax-
es and water bills on them,” she said. “All these people out here, 
their grandparents owned these places, and they left them to these 
motherfuckers.”

Affirming Nicole’s general statement with a particular exam-
ple, Taneal motioned toward the row house she had appeared 
from, saying, “This house [my next-door neighbor] actually inher-
ited from his great-grandma. I’m not sure if he can’t get money to 
fix it up or if he don’t have the right help or the right people to go to 
for it,” but it had since fallen into disrepair. “He actually owns this. 
I’m just renting.”

Finally, the most pronounced symptoms of crisis and decay 
were the intimidatingly high rates of death due to drug addiction 
and murder. While Baltimore has always vied for the nation’s high-
est rates, they had become qualitatively worse in the years follow-
ing the rebellion, in large part due to the “Ferguson effect” that saw 
police resort to a more passive, containment-based strategy in lieu 
of prevention.

“Baltimore is one of those high-risk places,” Josiah lamented. 
“You hear the name, and you don’t want to send your kids there.”

Nicole spoke personally about her desperate desire not to see 
her son claimed by the streets. Indicative of the lack of opportuni-
ties for so many on the bottom of society, he chose to enlist in the 
military, which provided Nicole with some sense of relief: “My son 
is 17. He’s starting to get a little taste of the streets, but he’s going 
into the Army. He’s got to get the hell outta here—I don’t care what 
he does.”

Speaking to the confusion and erratic behavior borne of des-
perate conditions, David worked through where to assign blame 
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when it comes to the cutthroat character of many West Baltimore 
youths:

You got people out here that would do stuff to you for no reason. They 
don’t even know why they’re doing it.... You can’t blame them, you got-
ta blame the parents for not being there—a lot of them don’t have 
good parents, you understand? They don’t have parents that will be 
there for them—half of them are locked up! The system putting kids’ 
fathers in jail, so then they gonna blame kids for all the little stuff they 
do? No, you blame the people that put [their parents] in jail.

To paraphrase the conditions of people in West Baltimore, Ta-
neal said, “This city don’t take care of us.”

does it fe ster, ...or does it explode : 
“these people can come together and 

there can be an uprising”

Despite the myriad social issues that we came to learn about 
during our social investigation, policing remained our primary 
subject of interest. Black proletarians in deindustrialized cities like 
Baltimore constitute a reserve army of labor and a potentially revo-
lutionary force, and police, as an integral part of the repressive state 
apparatus, largely exist to suppress that revolutionary potential. 
Since the 1980s, mass incarceration and the militarization of police 
across the country have served this strategic function. However, as 
was the case in Baltimore in 2015, traditional policing strategies and 
state repression can send sparks into the tinderbox of social con-
tradictions, which can then erupt in the flames of rebellion, mak-
ing a tourniquet-like approach a more feasible strategy. A festering 
appendage can be contained and left to rot, sparing the rest of the 
organism. Likewise, were West Baltimore simply contained and 
left to its own devices—a rampant drug economy and staggering 
murder rate—a surplus population would still be controlled while 
leaving bourgeois hands clean. At a future date, should there be a 
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demand or desire to build on and flesh out the stump left behind 
through development and gentrification, the city could point to the 
out-of-control remnants of the old population and rationalize more 
extreme and proactive means of displacement.

While many of the residents of West Baltimore held onto the 
belief that some relief from the oppression and suffering they have 
always known could come from representatives on high in the 
bourgeois state, the refrain from all whom we spoke with was that 
change would not come unless people come together. As rebellions 
often do, Baltimore’s 2015 rebellion united a population in resis-
tance against a common enemy, though only for a time. Once that 
enemy adapted its strategy to new, post-rebellion conditions and 
adopted a passive approach, old contradictions among the people 
were left to reconcile themselves.

The lack of local leaders with the capability and daring to unite 
the masses at a deeper and more thoroughgoing level demonstrates 
the dire need for communist organization in Baltimore and other 
cities facing similar trials. As Mustafa put it succinctly, “They don’t 
want someone to come into this community that would unite these 
people, wake up these people, and tell these people what this is and 
what that is. These people can come together and there can be an 
uprising.”

The walls of  West Baltimore are a tribute to its people. Photo by our social investigation team, summer 2018.
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e d i t o r i a l  i n t r o duc t i o n 
In the 1990s, when the ruling classes were proclaiming the 

permanent victory of capitalism-imperialism in all corners of the 
globe, a small cadre of revolutionaries in remote, landlocked Ne-
pal dared to prove them wrong and waged 10 years of revolutionary 
people’s war that shocked local and international observers and in-
spired a generation of rebels around the world. Led by the Commu-
nist Party of Nepal (Maoist) (CPN(M)), this people’s war was able to 
mobilize the masses in the largely agrarian country against forms 
of oppression both archaic (caste and national oppression, mass 
landlessness, and semi-feudal agriculture) and horrifically modern 
(labor export, including the widespread sex trade of girls and wom-
en) as well as against a ruling system that reflected those contradic-
tions: a parliamentary monarchy.

As the forces behind the people’s war grew from scrappy 
guerrilla squads with a handful of antiquated rifles into a real con-
tender for political power, and as they came to exercise political 
power over large swaths of the countryside, they also faced knotty 
tactical and strategic challenges: fear of intervention by Indian 
expansionism and US imperialism and a mass protest move-
ment against the King led by a variety of political forces. To their 
eternal shame, two of the central leaders of the CPN(M), Pushpa 
Kamal Dahal (Prachanda) and Baburam Bhattarai, led the People’s 
Liberation Army (PLA) right into a massacre—not by real bullets, 
but by sugar-coated ones—by signing a peace treaty and entering 
the CPN(M) into a constituent assembly that saw the heroic PLA 
dissolved, their weapons handed over. The story of Nepal’s revolu-
tion, however, is not over. A number of participants in the people’s 
war and a generation disgusted by the betrayal have formed new 
parties and organization to lead the masses in resistance and pave 
the way for the resumption of revolutionary struggle. Among 
those leaders is Mohan Baidya, better known as Comrade Kiran, 
the General Secretary of the Communist Party of Nepal (Revolu-
tionary Maoist).
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Comrade Kiran is a veteran of the struggle in Nepal and an 
elder of the International Communist Movement. Kiran is known 
for his decades of service to the Nepali people and the world 
proletarian revolution, having been at the center of the struggle 
to establish a revolutionary communist vanguard party and to 
initiate the people’s war in which he played a leading role until 
his capture by the Indian state in . Though imprisoned during 
the peace negotiations, Comrade Kiran has steadfastly refused to 
capitulate and continued to agitate for a revolutionary solution to 
the problems plaguing the Nepali people.

kites is proud to present the following interview with Comrade 
Kiran. This interview was conducted in January 2021 and has been 
lightly edited from the original to bring greater clarity in some 
sections. All footnotes, captions, and images are additions from 
the Editorial Committee of kites. All edits and additions have been 
reviewed and approved by Comrade Kiran’s party. Special thanks 
to Comrade Mukti Nepal for facilitating this interview.

Comrade Kiran, General Secretary of  the Communist Party of  Nepal (Revolutionary Maoist), speaking Comrade Kiran, General Secretary of  the Communist Party of  Nepal (Revolutionary Maoist), speaking 
at a program in Kathmandu on 21 June 2016.at a program in Kathmandu on 21 June 2016.
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   * * *

i n t e rv i e w  w i t h  c o m r a d e  k i r a n 
1. kites: First, a more personal question: you have remained a 
steadfast communist for decades, even in the face of major set-
backs, betrayals, and imprisonment. What has kept you a com-
munist all these years? And what advice do you have for new 
communists, or people trying to become communists, to perse-
vere in the face of difficulties?

Kiran: Mao has taught us that we must have the revolutionary 
spirit of going against the tide. I have made efforts to grasp what 
Mao meant by this. Perhaps my allegiance towards Marxism-Le-
ninism-Maoism, my eternal faith in communism, and my convic-
tion of revolution has enabled me to catch the revolutionary spirit 
of going against the tide. The successes and setbacks, allegiances 
and betrayals, and freedom and imprisonment are the unity and 
struggle of opposites. Maybe my attempt to grasp this law of dia-
lectics has enabled me to persevere with revolutionary optimism.

Fighters of  the People’s Liberation Army of  Nepal, a people’s army in which women made up 40% of  soldiers.Fighters of  the People’s Liberation Army of  Nepal, a people’s army in which women made up 40% of  soldiers.
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2. One thing that stands out about the people’s war in Nepal is 
its rapid advance, from its humble beginnings in 1996 with little 
weaponry to a large People’s Liberation Army (PLA) in the early 
2000s that began to pose a serious challenge to the ruling class’s 
state power. How do you account for this rapid advance?

You are correct that the people’s war in Nepal had a rapid 
advance right after its initiation. The correct analysis of social 
contradictions, proper handling of them in sorting out the plan of 
waging the class struggle, and the people’s confidence in the par-
ty’s ideological and political line and leadership were the principal 
causes behind this rapid advance.1 The correctness of the ideolog-
ical and political line, firm conviction towards revolution, and the 
sense of sacrifice for the cause of exploited and oppressed masses 
on the part of party leaders and cadres were the reasons that the 
vast section of the oppressed people were drawn towards people’s 
war in Nepal.

3. How did the Communist Party of Nepal (Maoist) (CPN(M)) go 
about building a mass base in the years before the launch of peo-
ple’s war in 1996? How did it multiply that mass base during the 
people’s war?

Nepal had remained an independent feudal country for a long 
time. The Sugauli Treaty, signed between British India and the 
Nepalese ruling classes in 1816, was a turning point from which 
an independent feudal country changed into a semi-feudal and 
semi-colonial one. Since then, Nepal and the Nepalese people have 
been weighed down by two big monsters – imperialism and feudal-
ism. In the given socioeconomic condition, a section of the ruling 
class misrepresented the Nepalese people’s aspiration for national 
independence and exercised feudal autocracy upon them; and an-
other section used democracy as a tool to mislead them with the 
“blessing” of imperialism and expansionism. Thus, the reactionar-
ies, to fulfill their vested interests, succeeded in dividing Nepalese 

1  All references to “the party” during the people’s war by Comrade Kiran refer to 
the CPN(M) during its revolutionary period.
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people along the line of national independence and democracy.

The Communist Party of Nepal, after its formation in 1949, 
launched a countrywide drive to politically train mainly the work-
ers and peasants to recognize that the cause of their suffering and 
poverty was the dual oppression perpetrated by imperialism and 
feudalism. In the meantime, it carried out peasant struggles mainly 
in the southern plain lands and mobilized urban petty-bourgeois 
populations against the hegemonic interventions carried out by In-
dian expansionism in Nepal. In this course, a revolutionary pole 
that simultaneously advocated people’s democracy and national 
independence evolved in Nepal and continued sinking its roots 
among the masses. Although the Communist Party of Nepal splin-
tered into many groups in the ’60s, their basic understanding of 
the interrelation between national independence and people’s de-
mocracy did not fundamentally change for a long time. Mainly two 
streams, the erstwhile CPN(Mashal) and the CPN(Marxist-Lenin-
ist), were the parties that actively worked along these lines during 
the reign of autocratic monarchy. It created a countrywide revolu-
tionary base for the communists.

Hindu activists protesting in support of  a law to restore the Hindu monarchy in Nepal, which was defeat-Hindu activists protesting in support of  a law to restore the Hindu monarchy in Nepal, which was defeat-
ed by the Constituent Assembly by more than two-thirds of  lawmakers in September 2015.ed by the Constituent Assembly by more than two-thirds of  lawmakers in September 2015.
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After the restoration of the so-called multiparty democracy 
under the constitutional monarchy in 1990, the CPN(Marxist-Le-
ninist) united with the CPN(Marxist) to form the CPN(Unified 
Marxist-Leninist). It followed a right revisionist line and advocated 
for the three peaceful means coined by Khrushchev.2 On the other 
hand, the CPN(Mashal) adopted Maoism and the line of protracted 
people’s war to accomplish the new democratic revolution in Ne-
pal. Later, it united with three other groups and thus formed the 
CPN(Unity Centre) in 1991. The intensive and extensive ideological 

2  The “three peacefuls” or “three peaceful means” were policies at the core of 
the restoration of capitalism in the Soviet Union: peaceful coexistence among 
social systems, peaceful competition between social systems, and the peaceful 
transition from capitalism to socialism. For important contemporary critiques of 
Khrushchev’s revisionist policies from revolutionary China, see “A Proposal Con-
cerning the General Line of the International Communist Movement” (1963) by 
the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China and “Long Live Lenin-
ism!” (1960) by the Editorial Department of Hongqi, both available on Marxists.
org. For a contemporary breakdown of these issues, see “Theses on Capitalist 
Crisis and Class War” by José San Miguel in kites #2.

On the river’s edge by the Pashupatinath Temple, women observing Rishi Panchami spend hours in a On the river’s edge by the Pashupatinath Temple, women observing Rishi Panchami spend hours in a 
process of  ritual washing to cleanse themselves of  the sins they are believed to have committed during process of  ritual washing to cleanse themselves of  the sins they are believed to have committed during 
menstruation. Photo by Poulomi Basu, Kathmandu, 2013.menstruation. Photo by Poulomi Basu, Kathmandu, 2013.
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and political struggle that took place during the period of the Unity 
Congress held in 1992 further enriched the party’s grasp of Maoism 
and protracted people’s war.

The period following this was a period of extensive political 
agitation and propaganda, of exposing reactionary political parties 
and revisionism of all shades, and of intense intraparty two-line 
struggle over the four preparations. The four preparations were: 
one, ideological and political preparation; two, organisational 
preparation; three, material preparation; and four, preparation for 
class struggle. The two-line struggle developed to such an antago-
nistic level that the party had to expel the right liquidationists from 
the party to clear the way ahead. Then the CPN(M) emerged in 1995 
and developed an overall plan for initiation of people’s war.

The party divided the whole country into three different cat-
egories: the main zone, the secondary zone, and the propaganda 
zone. On February 13, 1996, there were about 5,000 actions all over 
the country but of different levels. They included actions upon po-
lice posts – the representative of state power; rural usurers – the 
representative of feudalism; the small farmer’s development bank 
– the representative of bureaucratic capitalism; and the Coca Cola 
factory – the representative of multinational companies, among 
other actions. This selection of targets in the course of the initia-
tion of people’s war signified the enemies to overthrow in the new 
democratic revolution in Nepal. The party distributed leaflets and 
pasted posters all over the country. Unlike in Peru, the initiation of 
people’s war in Nepal was of a rebellious type.

No later than the execution of the plan of initiation, the party 
developed further plans one after another to continue people’s war. 
They consisted of two consecutive offensives: military offensives in 
the rural areas and political offensives in the urban areas. The for-
mer was aimed at militarily equipping the PLA and establishing 
base areas in the countryside and the latter at strengthening the 
mass base in the urban areas. All this helped consolidate the party 
both politically and militarily and expand the revolutionary mass 
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base as well. The polarization of revolutionaries over the people’s 
war took a swift pace all across the country. In a short span of time, 
the oppressed people in Nepal started exercising people’s power in 
the vast area of the country, excepting the places where there were 
strongly fortified army installations.

4. Cultural troupes seem to be a particular strength of the com-
munist movement in South Asia. What role did the cultural 
troupes play in the people’s war in Nepal? Were they a stronger 
form than spoken agitation and propaganda for reaching the 
masses, and if so, why? What made them so popular among the 
masses?

Yes, the cultural troupes have been helpful to arouse the rev-
olutionary consciousness among the basic masses in Nepal. The 
cultural programme emotionally attracts people towards it, wheth-
er or not they are politically motivated. The revolutionary songs 
and other performances teach them politics. They join the cultural 
programmes to get entertained by songs, dances, and operas, but 

A cultural troupe made up of  guerrillas of  the People’s Liberation Army perform a program for the rural A cultural troupe made up of  guerrillas of  the People’s Liberation Army perform a program for the rural 
masses at the commencement of  the people’s war in Rolpa, 1996.masses at the commencement of  the people’s war in Rolpa, 1996.
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return with their minds filled with revolutionary ideology and pol-
itics. It is an easy way to approach the common people and teach 
them revolution. It is our experience that a well-set revolutionary 
cultural programme can influence the general masses more effec-
tively than a well-versed orator, who delivers lectures in a huge 
mass meeting. Folk songs and dances are more effective than a lav-
ishly modernised orchestra.

5. During the people’s war, the CPN(M) seemed to do particularly 
well at tactically maneuvering between different sections of the 
ruling class, focusing its energy on attacking the bourgeois par-
ties in power at any given time, avoiding confrontation with the 
monarchy, and playing one section of the ruling class against an-
other. What was the strategic and tactical approach that enabled 
this maneuvering? Did this approach contribute to illusions 
about the possibility of alliances with sections of the ruling class 
and coming to power through elections? How can communists 
tactically maneuver between contradictions in the ruling class 
without letting that disintegrate our strategic orientation that 
the entire ruling class must be overthrown?

Nepalese society, which is in semi-feudal and semi-colonial 
condition, is one in which there is a mesh of contradictions. One 
of them is principal and the others are secondary. So, there is al-
ways room to tactically maneuver among different sections of the 
ruling classes and unite temporarily with petty-bourgeois classes 
based on the contradictions they have with the main enemy. Divide 
the enemy class, isolate a few, and unite more friendly forces is the 
Maoist approach in dealing with contradictions in society. The par-
ty handled it correctly.

As I said before, there was historically a contradiction between 
the monarchy and the parliamentarian political parties, with Ne-
pali Congress in the main. There was a political tussle over sharing 
power, and the monarchy had the upper hand. Even in the period 
of constitutional monarchy, the King enjoyed sole authority over 
the Nepal Army. The government could mobilize only the Nepalese 
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Police. Over time, people’s war in Nepal reached a stagnant state 
in which the Police were defeated while the military was not yet 
deployed. The political situation became even more formidable be-
cause King Birendra refused to deploy the Nepal Army against the 
Nepalese people and their revolution. In this situation, the diehard 
domestic reactionaries and the imperialist and expansionist forces 
removed this hindrance on their way to deploying an army against 
the people’s revolution in Nepal. The refusal of King Birendra to 
deploy the army against the people’s war was one of the main caus-
es behind the royal massacre on June 1, 2001.3

In the face of these sharpening contradictions among the reac-
tionaries, the PLA attacked the army barracks and collected heavy 
arms and ammunition. The days following this event turned even 
3  Comrade Kiran is referring to the 1 June 2001 murder of King Birendra, his 
wife, and eight other relatives by then Crown Prince Dipendra, which paved the 
way for King Gyanendra to ascend the throne. Official stories at the time suggest-
ed that the Crown Prince was drunk and upset about his parents’ refusal to allow 
him to marry whom he pleased, but many questions are unanswered, including 
the roles of Gyanendra and outside actors. While Birendra favored some coop-
eration with the parliamentary parties and had thus far not deployed the Royal 
Army against the people’s war, Gyanendra was a hardliner who deployed the 
Army within a year of taking the throne.

The royal family before Crown Prince Dipendra (far left) killed his parents, King Birendra and Queen The royal family before Crown Prince Dipendra (far left) killed his parents, King Birendra and Queen 
Aishwarya, his two younger siblings, five other royal family members, and two others, with more wounded.Aishwarya, his two younger siblings, five other royal family members, and two others, with more wounded.
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more tumultuous, and the people’s war advanced in leaps and 
bounds, generating heightened challenges and the possibilities. 
Reactionaries all over the world conceded that the Maoists exer-
cised power in about 80% of Nepal. In this challenging situation, it 
was natural that the whole party, in general, and the main leader, 
in particular, were under extreme pressure. Because of his eclectic 
way of thinking, petty-bourgeois instability and spontaneity, and 
quick-victory mentality, Prachanda failed to withstand the chal-
lenge. As a result, he underwent an ideological and political devi-
ation in his attempt to find new ways to complete the revolution. 
What happened next is open to all.

Dividing the enemy and uniting more friendly forces in favour 
of the revolution is a correct tactic to adopt by revolutionaries. The 
scientific grasp of Marxism-Leninism-Maoism, persistent and firm 
resolve towards revolution, and the correct handling of contradic-
tions allow a communist revolutionary to play between contradic-
tions within the ruling class without letting the strategic orienta-
tion derail. Firm in strategy and flexible in tactics is the correct 
approach for a revolutionary.

6. In the people’s war in Peru, the slums of Lima became a crucial 
theater of war. What successes and failures did the CPN(M) have 
in organizing the slum population of Kathmandu for people’s 
war? In what ways did Kathmandu become a theater of war?

It was a coincidence of necessity and chance that all the found-
ing leaders of the Communist Party of Nepal were from the Kath-
mandu Valley. And also, they were from the same indigenous na-
tionality, the Newar. Historically, the Valley has remained a theatre 
of anti-establishment politics in Nepal. It is one of the main char-
acteristics of Nepal that even a small political event in Kathmandu 
throws its influence all across the country, and likewise, events in 
the countryside shake the people of Kathmandu. In addition, the 
vast majority of poor people, including those in the slum areas of 
Kathmandu, had good support for and participation in the people’s 
war.
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7. How did the petty-bourgeoisie react to the people’s war over 
the course of its development? Was the CPN(M) able to affect a 
shifting of allegiance among the petty-bourgeoisie? If so, how? If 
not, what were the challenges?

Nepal did not have an industrial revolution. It does not have 
manufacturing industries and the classical type of proletarians 
working here. However, there are workers who come from a pet-
ty-bourgeois class base: the poor and lower-middle-class peasant-
ry, specifically. The base from which communist leaders emerge in 
Nepal is this petty-bourgeois class base. The students, who were 
involved in politics in their school and college lives, later turned 
into underground professional political leaders, and many of them 
became part-time activists as school teachers. This was true for 
both revolutionary and the parliamentarian parties in Nepal, par-
ticularly when political parties were banned during the autocratic 
monarchical system.

Hence, the main problem in Nepal was not the shifting of al-
legiance towards revolution among the petty-bourgeoisie, but the 
revolutionary transformation of the communist leaders from their 
petty-bourgeois ways of thinking. Many leaders, including the 
main leadership, failed to transform themselves into proletarian 
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revolutionaries and thereby fell prey to petty-bourgeois mentality. 
The betrayals by Prachanda and Baburam have their roots deeply 
sunk into this failure to transform.

8. It seems like the advances in the people’s war had a lot to do 
with a willingness to innovate, with Prachanda playing a leading 
role in that innovation. How can communists stay grounded in 
the core principles of communism that have been proven true 
through history and experience, but at the same time innovate 
and rupture with aspects of communist philosophy and strategy 
that are outdated?

The people’s war in Nepal, like others, had both universal and 
particular features. So its initiation and continuation were not rep-
licas of other people’s wars. It developed in leaps and bounds in a 
short span of time, garnering new experiences for revolutionaries, 
generally, and revolutionaries in Nepal, in particular. Despite this, 

Exercises at dawn were a routine part of  life for members of  the People’s Liberation Army, a practice essen-Exercises at dawn were a routine part of  life for members of  the People’s Liberation Army, a practice essen-
tial to the good health, discipline, and fitness of  members of  the people’s army, but also an embodiment of  tial to the good health, discipline, and fitness of  members of  the people’s army, but also an embodiment of  
the principle that struggle brings strength.the principle that struggle brings strength.
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it was a premature decision to synthesise those experiences as “Pra-
chanda Path.”

This terminological innovation does not correctly address the 
sense of what we are talking about here. Marxism is not a dogma, 
but a guide to action. Lenin asserted this. Marxism is not merely 
a philosophy, but a social science that guides revolution. When it 
is creatively applied in practice it develops, and in turn, guides us 
to solve the new challenges proletarian revolution confronts. The 
development of both Marxist principle and revolutionary practice 
is not linear, but spiral. It is through this process that Marxism de-
veloped into Marxism-Leninism and then into Marxism-Lenin-
ism-Maoism. There is a dialectical relation between theory and 
practice, but practice is the base. The development of theory de-
tached from practice does not have any relation to Marxism, and 
the notion of rupture with aspects of “outdated” communist philos-
ophy and strategy smells like post-Marxism.

9. What were the principal reasons, especially in terms of po-
litical line, for the betrayals by Prachanda and Bhattarai? What 
were the different lines on the state and bourgeois democracy 
within the CPN(M) that led to the end of the people’s war?

The ideological and political roots behind the betrayal of the rev-
olution in Nepal have been discussed before. The document “The 
Development of Democracy in the Twenty-First Century” that the 
party had put forward for discussion has its root linked to bourgeois 
democracy. Later, it was in the Chunwang meeting that the party de-
viated from its revolutionary line when it officially adopted the dem-
ocratic republic as a tactical step in between bourgeois democracy 
and the new democracy. The tactic of the Constituent Assembly ul-
timately turned out to be a strategy when the party introduced the 
democratic republic – to be established by the Constituent Assem-
bly – as a new step above bourgeois democracy and below people’s 
democracy. The end of people’s war, the exchange of people’s power 
for the interim parliament, and the disarmament of the PLA were the 
consequences brought about by that deviation, among others.
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10. One of Prachanda’s justifications for betrayal was that since 
Nepal is a small, landlocked country surrounded by two large 
powers, a dictatorship of the proletariat could not last even if 
the revolution was successful at overthrowing the Nepali ruling 
class. Though his ideological perspective is capitulationist, it 
seems he may have had a point about the difficulties of estab-
lishing and defending proletarian dictatorships surrounded by 
hostile, more powerful forces when the international commu-
nist movement is at an all-time low. How can communists deal 
with this challenge? Might we have to go through a Paris Com-
mune-type scenario before we can establish an enduring prole-
tarian dictatorship?

Firstly, Prachanda was aware that Nepal is a small, landlocked 
country surrounded by two giant rival powers when he was writing 
a political line for the new democratic revolution in Nepal. At that 
time, he did not foresee that the democratic dictatorship led by the 
proletariat could not last even if it succeeds. Later, he produced this 
logic to mislead the revolutionary people all across the world. You 
have correctly noticed that his ideological perspective is capitula-
tionist.

Secondly, our country is small and landlocked, but it has many 
complexities to sustain revolution and continue proletarian dicta-
torship. This is not only true for our country, but also for others. 
As Marxists, we believe that every negative aspect is accompanied 
by its opposite. The neighbours are powerful, but there is a rivalry 
between them. The contradictions between them may be utilized 
to help sustain the revolution. And it is not correct to presume the 
problem before it emerges. Abortion is not justified by the pre-
sumption that the newborn baby may die of a certain disease.

Thirdly, we know that full-fledged Marxism developed after syn-
thesizing the entire experience of the Paris Commune. The Com-
mune-type political system cannot grasp the content of Marxism, 
let alone Marxism-Leninism-Maoism. We have to creatively apply 
Marxism-Leninism-Maoism to fit the present context, not the pre-
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mature Marxism from prior to the Paris Commune.4 

11. How did the existence of the Revolutionary Internationalist 
Movement (RIM) help the advance of the people’s war in Ne-
pal? What lessons, positive and negative, do you take from the 
20 years of the RIM? What kind of international organization 
among communists is possible and desirable today?

The formation of the RIM was a victory for revolutionaries over 
the apologists of imperialism, who were trumpeting the end of his-
tory due to the “failure” of Marxism. The adoption of Maoism as a 
third, higher stage of Marxism was a great achievement on the part 
of the RIM. It played a very important role in bringing together rev-

4  The last element of this question was interpreted differently than how kites 
had intended it, one of the real challenges of international correspondence. kites 
was referring to the possibility that a “Paris Commune-type scenario,” in which 
the proletariat seizes power briefly before likely being crushed by imperialist 
encirclement and aggression, could inspire a kindling of revolutionary daring 
and spirit worldwide. Comrade Kiran understood the question as a reference to 
the return of bourgeois democracy masked as a return to the values of the Paris 
Commune, which has been part of the debate among communists in South Asia 
for decades.

Baburam Bhattarai (left) and Pushpa Kamal Dahal, or “Prachanda” (right), two of  the principal leaders Baburam Bhattarai (left) and Pushpa Kamal Dahal, or “Prachanda” (right), two of  the principal leaders 
responsible for the revisionist positions that led the revolutionary movement toward a capitulatory peace responsible for the revisionist positions that led the revolutionary movement toward a capitulatory peace 
process in 2006 and the eventual disarmament of  the People’s Liberation Army. This photo is undated, process in 2006 and the eventual disarmament of  the People’s Liberation Army. This photo is undated, 
but was uploaded on the internet for the first time in February 2018. In the quickly shifting landscape but was uploaded on the internet for the first time in February 2018. In the quickly shifting landscape 
of  bourgeois politics in Nepal, each has held the position of  prime minister for brief  periods of  time: of  bourgeois politics in Nepal, each has held the position of  prime minister for brief  periods of  time: 
Bhattarai from August 2011 to March 2013 and Dahal from August 2008 to May 2009 and then from Bhattarai from August 2011 to March 2013 and Dahal from August 2008 to May 2009 and then from 
August 2016 to June 2017.August 2016 to June 2017.
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olutionary forces internationally, allowing them to learn from and 
share experiences with one another. Among others, the experienc-
es of people’s war in Peru, Turkey, Iran, and Bangladesh that the 
Committee of the RIM helped share with our party were of great 
internationalist help in developing the line of people’s war and ad-
vancing it in Nepal.

The RIM is now completely defunct. The need for an interna-
tional centre of Maoists has increased manifold. It can be the reac-
tivation of the RIM or some new formation. However, it should now 
be a forum-type structure, because the level of unity Maoists have 
internationally does not presently allow going beyond this.

12. What are the ramifications of recent changes in the imperial-
ist system, such as the growth of slums, information technology, 
artificial intelligence, and growing rivalries between imperialist 
and expansionist powers, on revolutionary strategy in Nepal and 
in the world more generally?

The world has undergone many changes – the growth of slums 
in the cities, information technology and artificial intelligence, etc. 
They have different implications in developing class struggles. The 
growth of slums in the underdeveloped countries suggests that the 
potential for waging revolutionary class struggles in the cities has 
increased. The development of information technology can hin-
der the possibility of establishing relatively stable base areas in the 
course of protracted people’s war. In the same manner, robotics and 
artificial intelligence have started displacing workers from their 
jobs, causing additional problems of unemployment all over the 
world and in the imperialist countries, in particular. In addition to 
these changes, there are others that impart effects on strategy and 
tactics that revolutionaries have been utilizing. So, all these factors 
necessitate developing strategy, tactics, and a path to revolution for 
communists not only in the oppressed countries, but in the impe-
rialist ones as well. We have to be dynamic enough to develop our 
strategy and tactics in agreement with changes in the objective and 
subjective conditions.
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13. The following are a series of tough questions asked with deep 
humility and great sympathy: How can communists in Nepal 
come back from the betrayal of the people’s war by several of its 
key leaders and their participation in bourgeois government? 
What effect did this betrayal have on the masses and on party 
cadre who did not follow the revisionist line? How have genuine 
communists worked to sort through the line issues that led to the 
betrayal, and what practical strategies are being implemented to 
rebuild the subjective forces for revolution? What can comrades 
internationally do to support these efforts?

Revolution and counter-revolution constitute a unity of oppo-
sites. Revolution is necessary because there is counter-revolution in 
society. First of all, revolutionary communists must recognize and 
follow this dialectical relationship. The counter-revolution in Ne-
pal has added further hardship to people’s lives, national indepen-
dence has been further jeopardised, and people’s democratic rights 
appear on paper, but not in practice. The democratic republic, 
guided by neoliberalism, has exacerbated these problems rather 
than solve them. It is new democratic revolution, and nothing else, 
that can solve them. Once this is correctly grasped, a revolutionary 
communist must strive hard to find ways to make revolution. This is 
what is happening now among revolutionaries in Nepal.

Certainly, the betrayal of the revolution has created some sort 
of pessimism among cadres and the masses, but annoyance and ha-
tred towards the betrayers is the other aspect that goes side by side 
with that. Rising hardship always pushes people towards finding 
a solution, and revolutionaries need to provide the way out. This 
is how the hatred and annoyance among cadres and the masses of 
people can be transformed into revolutionary optimism. We are 
working hard to consolidate our subjective strength along these 
lines. Our party has assessed the whole process of counter-revolu-
tion. It has developed its ideological and political line and its mil-
itary line as well for the seizure of political power. The complete 
failure of the revisionists in state power, with their infighting for 
power and privileges from the state, has nakedly exposed the fu-
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tility of the parliamentary system and the new neoliberalism that 
guides it. We are hopeful that we can emerge as an alternative po-
litical force sooner rather than later.

14. You have a personal interest in literature. How has your 
love for literature shaped you as a revolutionary leader?

Literature, philosophy, economics, science, etc. are different 
forms of social consciousness. They are interrelated and influ-
ence one another. Though I started my academic study in litera-
ture, the litterateur movement based on socialist realism attract-
ed me towards Marxism and Marxist philosophy.

15. As a great elder of the international communist movement, 
what, to you, does it mean to be a communist?

It is my experience that it is easy to become a communist 
when there is a rising tide of revolution. But the real test of an 
individual on his allegiance to Marxism and revolution is at the 
time of setback and counter-revolution. Thus, it carries that the 
real meaning of being a communist is remaining steadfast when 
the communist revolution is in the ebb. 

16. Why does revolutionary China, the Great Proletarian Cul-
tural Revolution, and the spirit of Maoism have a special place 
in your heart?

The new democratic revolution in China led by Mao was a 
trailblazer of liberation for the semi-feudal and semi/neo-colo-
nial countries oppressed by imperialism. This path pioneered 
by Mao proved to be a correct path to revolution for the coun-
tries in Asia, Africa, and Latin America oppressed by imperial-
ism. The Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution is the pinnacle 
of the application so far of dialectical materialism, the science of 
proletarian revolution, in socialist society. The theoretical con-
tent of the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution – that the rev-
olution must continue under the dictatorship of the proletariat 
– is the crux of Mao’s contributions, which opened up the path 
towards communism and, by so doing, developed Marxism-Le-
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ninism to its next, higher stage: Maoism. Today, no one can be-
come a Marxist without becoming a Maoist.

Comrade Kiran, keeping it real.
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The past decade has seen a rapid growth in new and a few previ-
ously existing Leftist organizations across North America, matched 
almost tit for tat by splits within and the dissolution of said Leftist 
organizations. A number of the larger, crusty old Leftist organiza-
tions have fallen apart after decades of doing the same thing over 
and over again expecting different results. In other and overlapping 
cases, their ideological rot was exposed after their leadership tried 
to cover up rape within their organizations. To them, we say good 
riddance to your organizations and to the rancid revisionist ideolo-
gy behind them. To the handful of crusty old Leftist organizations 
who managed to rebrand themselves and garner new recruits by 
appealing to postmodernism and dogmatic internet “communism,” 
we say your days are numbered. Sooner or later your new member-
ship will by and large burn out from the same old routine or realize 
that they have joined opPortuniSt manipuLators who don’t tell new 
recruits that they’re Trotskyists.

Most of the new Leftist organizations that sprung up in the last 
decade were small and local (fine as a starting point), perhaps had 
a few months of internet fame, and then fell apart. Few managed to 
sink any solid roots among the masses, lead substantial class strug-
gle (or even campus-based political struggles), or contribute some 
meaningful theory and analysis. The inflated social media procla-
mations of these organizations sooner or later collapse around a 
dearth of revolutionary practice. The failure of this or that organi-
zation or struggle is not in itself a problem, as failures are part of the 
revolutionary process. What is a failure is the inability of the more 
advanced elements to come out of their experiences with a keener 
grasp of revolutionary theory, methods of practice that can result 
in revolutionary advances, and a deeper appreciation for building 
strong collective organizations based on democratic centralism. 
Frankly, anarchists 20 years ago had greater collective discipline, 
more hierarchical organization, and better cadre development than 
the vast majority of those who call themselves communists today in 
North America.

Cynical as all this sounds, we intend for this to be an ideologi-
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cal intervention to assist comrades coming out of the demoralizing 
experience of organizations collapsing or splitting. We hope this 
intervention transforms people to regard Splitsville as a transition-
al community on the road to real revolutionary organization rather 
than some Floridian swamp for retirees and others to get stuck in. 
Moving forward from these debacles, however, requires the work of 
summation: examining the ideology and political lines that guid-
ed these organizations’ practice and why those politics proved in-
capable of meeting challenges, as well as pulling out the positive 
achievements and synthesizing them so that they can become part 
of our collective knowledge. To date, few (no?) summations of this 
kind have come forward. Either organizations disappear without a 
word of explanation or what “summation” exists consists of, at best, 
criticisms of bad behavior by opportunist individuals rather than 
their ideology and politics or, at worst, gossip and rumor. It doesn’t 
help that splits often take place on social media, and “summations” 
are often in the form of a Facebook post.

The aversion to democratic centralism among virtually all 
radicals in North America—including those who call themselves 
communists—is a big part of the reason for this failure to sum up 
and move forward from splits and organizational collapse. For 
democratic centralist organizational practice—assuming it’s done 
right—insists that we be ruthlessly critical of our practice, be col-
lectively accountable to one another and to the masses, raise dif-
ferences to the level of political line, and not allow our enemies to 
take advantage of those internal differences. Paradoxical as it may 
sound if you’re steeped in anarchism or other bourgeois-democrat-
ic ways of thinking, the more we practice democratic centralism, 
the more critical and self-critical our thinking will be.

So if your organization collapsed, split, reached challenges it 
couldn’t overcome, or if it had some positive experiences, we en-
courage you to write a serious summation that focuses on questions 
of political line rather than personality. Having such summations 
will help others to avoid paths that have proven unproductive, and 
also pull out the positive lessons to emulate (though, to be honest, 
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this is by and large the secondary aspect of the last decade). The 
act of writing a summation will force you to sharpen your grasp of 
political line and come to terms with the reasons for failures.

The kites Editorial Committee is happy to work with comrades 
on writing their summations, whether that’s by asking questions 
that might help you think through the issues or by helping polish 
a good draft into something that can be published in our journal. 
More than anything, we’re determined to not let young comrades 
get demoralized by negative experiences and the emotional roller 
coaster of being part of an organization that seemed to have a lot 
going for it and then collapsed, with people you thought were your 
comrades becoming fucked up. We get it; we’ve been there. It’s our 
dedication to the masses and to overthrowing imperialism, our 
critical summation and study of theory, and the assistance of other 
comrades—including internationally—that helped us get through 
those experiences and emerge as better communists. God knows 
we need all the cadre possible if we’re going to make revolution, 
so let’s figure out what went wrong, pick ourselves up from it, and 
move forward.
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Appearing in print for the first time and published originally on the 
website of Revolutionary Initiative in January 2018, this essay constitutes 
the fourth and final essay in the Specter series by Kenny Lake. This piece 
was written during the second term of the Obama administration, after the 
rebellions in Ferguson and Baltimore but prior to the emergence of Don-
ald Trump as the Republican presidential nominee. As such, it does not re-
flect some of the radical shifts that have taken place since then. However, 
its analysis of who constitutes the proletariat in the US remains accurate. 

  *  *  *

Having laid a theoretical foundation for understanding the pro-
letariat as a concept in part one, drawn a broad outline of changes 
in the capitalist-imperialist system in part two, and extracted les-
sons from the successes in forging a revolutionary people in recent 
communist people’s wars in part three, here we turn our attention 
to understanding who constitutes the proletariat in the United 
States and especially its most potentially revolutionary sections. 
Given the lack of any real communist pole in the US (and in most 
of the world), it will be crucial for those seeking to build commu-
nist organization to do so by picking the ripest fruit for harvesting 
a revolutionary people. Since, as argued throughout this series, it is 
in the processes of dispossession and proletarianization and in the 
social antagonisms created by the anarchic movements of capital 
that those most prone to revolutionary possibilities can be found, 
communist practice requires a keen analysis of just who those peo-
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ple are to be most effective.

As such, what follows will zero in on the processes that gen-
erate such proletarians in the US rather than attempt to make an 
overarching class analysis of US society. Moreover, many partic-
ularities will be left out in favor of identifying broader processes 
effecting virtually the entire US. Any practical efforts to organize 
these proletarians in revolutionary struggle will ultimately require 
delving into how these processes manifest themselves in different 
geographical locations, as well as dealing with other processes not 
addressed here. Furthermore, since it would be foolish to discuss 
concrete methods of organizing in a published essay, strategic and 
tactical proposals will be kept to a minimum, though much can be 
implied from the analysis. Finally, the processes of class formation 
and class antagonisms below have been identified and analyzed in 
various ways by others, and thus what follows is nothing profound-
ly new. What is different here is subjecting these processes to class 
analysis and seeking out the potential they hold for forging a rev-
olutionary people—which even the best of radical petty-bourgeois 
thinkers will never be capable of.

One last qualification is required before moving on. In What Is 
To Be Done?, Lenin argued that communists need to carry out po-
litical work among all class strata in order to build the necessary 
alliances to be in a position to seize power and carry out the so-
cialist transition to communism. Moreover, he advocated that com-
munists speak to all the political, economic, social, scientific, and 
cultural questions in society rather than just the immediate con-
cerns of the proletariat. But within this broad-minded, thoroughly 
communist, and strategically accurate polemic, Lenin also stated:

In the earlier period, indeed, we had astonishingly few forces, and it 
was perfectly natural and legitimate then to devote ourselves exclu-
sively to activities among the [proletariat] and to condemn severely 
any deviation from this course. The entire task then was to consoli-
date our position in the [proletariat].1

1  Lenin, What Is To Be Done?, in Selected Works vol. 1 (Moscow: Progress Publish-
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Without taking this statement as absolute, it is fair to say 
that any communist formation that does not make building roots 
among our social base its first concern and prime order of practical 
importance is not on the revolutionary road.

t o  c a p i ta l ,  b l ac k  l i v e s  d o n ’ t  m at t e r

White supremacy has long been the main social glue that holds 
the US together as a social formation. Since the genocide of the 
Native American population and the rise of slavery, this has prin-
cipally revolved around the oppression of Black people. The social 
glue of white supremacy, however, is a unity of opposites in that it 
is a highly toxic adhesive capable of bursting into flames, as history 
has repeatedly demonstrated. And while white supremacy and the 
oppression of Black people cannot be reduced to a question of class 
formation and class antagonism, it has been and remains integrally 

ers, 1977),158. “Working class” has been changed to “proletariat” to reflect the 
distinction made in part one, and I believe this terminology to be consistent in 
spirit with what Lenin wrote.

While Black Lives Matter itself  has come to matter more and more to capital as a slogan and a foundation, 
that doesn’t mean there’s any inherent value in Black lives to capital as a whole or even to those sections of  
capital that have co-opted today’s struggle against national oppression.
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linked with the class structure of the US.2

As Löic Wacquant points out, earlier systems of white suprem-
acy revolved around the control of the labor of Black people and 
had, as their ongoing objective and foundational motivation, the 
extraction of surplus value through exploitation of that labor. Slav-
ery and then Jim Crow enforced such exploitation in the agricul-
tural economy of the South all the way to the 1960s. The Great Mi-
gration beginning around World War I saw ultimately millions of 
Black people make their way from the South to cities, especially in 
the Northeast and Midwest, over the course of several decades both 
to escape the violence and terror of Jim Crow and because capital 
was in need of labor in its growing industrial centers. This resulted 
in the proletarianization of many Black migrants from the South 
in the lowest rungs of the class structure, as well as in new forms to 
control and repress these Black proletarians: the segregated ghettos 
lining city centers and police terror replacing the Klan terror of the 
South.3

But beginning in the 1970s, capital no longer needed this popu-
lation to labor in its factories. With the internationalization of pro-
duction and the more profitable possibilities for locating produc-
tion and exploiting the proletariat in the oppressed nations, a wave 
of deindustrialization swept the US, especially in the industrial 
cores of the Midwest and Northeast. As sociologist William Julius 
Wilson summarizes, “in the twenty-year period from 1967 to 1987, 

2  A fuller discussion of the many cultural, social, and other forms that the op-
pression of Black people takes and how this oppression permeates all class strata 
among Black people is beyond the scope of this essay. And in order to avoid the 
analytical question of what constitutes an oppressed nation, in part because the 
particularities of social formation are more important than the definitions they 
fit into, the general term oppressed people is used throughout this essay.
3  Löic Wacquant, “The New ‘Peculiar Institution’: On the Prison as Surrogate 
Ghetto,” Theoretical Criminology 4 no. 3 (2000): 377–89. Also see Karen E. Fields 
and Barbara J. Fields, Racecraft: The Soul of Inequality in American Life (New York: 
Verso, 2014), ch. 4 for a historically substantiated argument that the exploitation 
of Black slave labor served as the foundation for racist ideology in the United 
States rather than the other way around.
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Philadelphia lost 64 percent of its manufacturing jobs; Chicago lost 
60 percent; New York City, 58 percent; Detroit, 51 percent.”4 The an-
archic motion of capital from the old manufacturing belts of the 
US to the new export processing zones of the oppressed nations 
thus cohered a new segment of the proletariat in the former: an 
industrial reserve army of unemployed.

Given how central the oppression of Black people is in the US 
to maintaining bourgeois hegemony by always giving white people, 
even white proletarians, a position over and above Black people 
and Black proletarians in particular, it is no surprise that Black pro-
letarians disproportionately bore the brunt of this deindustrializa-
tion. While in 1970 70% of Black people “working in metropolitan 
areas held blue-collar jobs,” by 1987 “the industrial employment of 
[B]lack men had plummeted to 28 percent.”5 Many of the new man-
ufacturing jobs created in recent decades were located in the sub-
urbs, which meant those trapped in inner-city ghettos who could 
not afford a car were hard-pressed to find and keep such jobs.6 In 

4  William Julius Wilson, When Work Disappears: The World of the New Urban Poor 
(New York: Vintage Books, 1997), 29–30.
5  Michelle Alexander, The New Jim Crow (New York: The New Press, 2011), 50–51.
6  Wilson, 37–41; Alexander, 51.

One city affected by deindustrialization is Baltimore, which, according to the US Census Bureau, has an 
astonishing 46,800 vacant properties—16% of  its total housing stock.
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those sectors of the economy where new jobs did emerge, such as 
services and finance, Black proletarians and the young men among 
them in particular were effectively locked out through a combina-
tion of discrimination by employers and the failure of the educa-
tion system to provide training.7 The results of systematic discrimi-
nation can be seen in the fact that while in 1954 the Black and white 
unemployment rates were more or less equal, by 1984 “the [B]lack 
unemployment rate had nearly quadrupled, while the white rate 
had increased only marginally.”8 Even during “the much heralded 
economic boom of the 1990s, the true jobless rate among noncol-
lege [B]lack men was a staggering 42 percent (65 percent among [B]
lack male dropouts).”9

The result of all this is that over the last several decades, a large 
segment of especially though not only Black proletarians have be-
come a more or less permanent industrial reserve army of unem-
ployed.10 Since the factories are not coming back and capital and 
the bourgeois state have done nothing to provide employment for 
this population, with crime and the drug trade the only exception, 
there is virtually no hope among them for stable and legal employ-
ment. From the beginnings of industrial capitalism in England, 
surplus populations have been an inherent necessity to capital’s 
functioning—keeping employed proletarians in their place with 
the threat of their replacement and providing potential laborers for 
periodic rapid expansions in the accumulation and production pro-
cesses. But these surplus populations, being desperate for means 
of subsistence, have also been an inherent instability for the rule 
of capital—posing an insurgent threat, even if often in the form of 
“criminal” activity to meet their subsistence. Moreover, since sur-
plus populations are likely to roam in search of employment, the 
bourgeoisie must also put restrictions on their mobility if it wants 

7  See Wilson, chapter 5 for a statistical study of employment discrimination.
8  Alexander, 218.
9  Ibid., 229.
10  While Black proletarians are the principal element of this surplus population, 
it includes many other demographics that have resided in urban ghettos for sev-
eral decades, including Latinos, Native Americans, and some whites.
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to keep them around for when it may find their labor useful again.11

The creation of a permanent surplus population made up es-
pecially of Black proletarians in the urban ghettos began exactly at 
the same time as Jim Crow and the older structures used to main-
tain the oppression of Black people were coming to end, in large 
part due to the Civil Rights and Black liberation struggles. As has 
happened and will continue to happen until proletarian revolution 
occurs in the US, when the old structures of white supremacy were 
dismantled, new ones arose to take their place and the majority 
of white people were enlisted to give their consent and support to 
these new structures. And it is no coincidence that the new struc-
ture—mass incarceration—met the needs both of controlling the 
new surplus population and providing an officially colorblind form 
of white supremacy after open racism became more difficult to 
publicly proclaim following the 1960s. Thus mass incarceration can 
be understood as both a means for controlling a potentially volatile 

11  For an excellent discussion of capitalism’s limits on the mobility of labor and 
surplus populations in particular, see David Harvey, The Limits to Capital (New 
York: Verso, 2006), 380–85.

With about 2.2 million inmates—nearly 40% of  whom are Black—the US jail and prison population consti-
tutes approximately ¼ of  the world’s inmates, making the “land of  the free” the home of  the largest propor-
tion and raw number of  people formally rendered unfree by bourgeois state institutions in the world.
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surplus population and as the leading edge of maintaining white 
supremacy and the oppression of Black people.12 What makes it 
occupy such a central role in both regards is its sheer magnitude, 
the fact that the entire ruling class and its state apparatus has been 
united behind it as policy and practice, and the way in which the 
hegemony of the ruling class has been fortified through building 
consensus with and active participation by white Americans in the 
mass incarceration of Black people.

A few statistics begin to explain the sheer magnitude of mass 
incarceration. From 1980 to 2000, the total number of people in jail 
or prison went from 300 thousand to well over two million, and 
has remained above that number since then. In 2008, there were 
5.1 million people on probation or parole. That over one million 
Black men are in prisons or jails and, in 2006, one in fourteen Black 
men were imprisoned as compared to one in 106 whites are tell-
ing indications of how mass incarceration is the new form for the 
oppression of Black people.13 Aside from these statistics, the sheer 
magnitude of mass incarceration is also expressed in how it perme-
ates so many aspects of daily life for the communities affected, from 
daily harassment, violence, and arrests by the police, to the regular 
humiliations and powerlessness faced in a court system stacked 
against Black people, to navigation of the prison system by fami-

12  This analytical framework differs from those which label mass incarceration 
as the “prison-industrial complex” and thus imply or openly argue that the 
prime motivation for the increased prison population is to exploit (Black) labor. 
The error of such analysis is to focus narrowly on the question of exploitation 
in the labor process as the only or main form that the contradiction between the 
bourgeoisie and the proletariat takes and to fail to understand how crucial indus-
trial reserve armies—unemployed proletarians—are for capitalism’s functioning. 
Of course it is also true that private contractors have increasingly used prisons 
as profit mechanisms, whether through building or running prisons, providing 
paid services to prisons, or using prison labor, but this is more a matter of joining 
in to a process already underway. Marx, far from being a narrow reductionist, 
explained that causes become effects and effects become causes, and it is in this 
sense that the “prison-industrial complex” adds further fuel to mass incarcera-
tion.
13  Alexander, 60, 94, 100, 179.
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lies separated by its walls. Moreover, employment discrimination 
against convicted felons forced to “check the box” indicating their 
criminal record on job applications has solidified their status in the 
permanent industrial reserve army.14

Over several decades in which splits and vehement disagree-
ments among the US bourgeoisie have only been growing, its 
nearly absolute unity on expanding mass incarceration has been 
striking. This manifested in the electoral battles to prove who was 
toughest on crime beginning in the late 1960s that reached fever 
pitch in the 1990s with liberal Democrat Bill Clinton signing off on 
the execution of a mentally impaired Black man to prove his presi-
dential worthiness. Under the rubric of the War on Drugs initiated 
by Reagan, each new “tough on crime” law passed through Con-
gress with overwhelming support—the 1988 Anti-Drug Abuse Act, 
with its 5-year minimum sentences, passed the House of Represen-
tatives 346 to 11.15 Clinton’s $30 billion anticrime law, which includ-
ed handing down life sentences under the “three strikes and you’re 
out” provision, allocated over $16 billion for “state prisons and the 
expansion of state and local police forces.”16 The Supreme Court 
has consistently given its rubber stamp to the practices of the police 
and court system that corral Black people into prisons, from its con-
sistent rulings eviscerating Fourth Amendment protections against 
searches and seizures to its blocking of attempts to challenge sys-
tematic racism by the justice system.17 Finally, the bourgeois media 
has given a rather consistent message of support for mass incarcer-
ation and the demonization of Black men as a criminal threat.

This latter aspect points to the role of mass incarceration in ce-
menting the hegemony of the bourgeoisie through the incorpora-
tion of the vast majority of white people as at best passive support-
ers of imprisoning Black people on a massive scale and at worst as 

14  See Alexander, chapter 4, for an exposition of employment and other discrim-
ination against felons.
15  Alexander, 53–54.
16  Ibid., 56.
17  Ibid., 61–69; 106–39.
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active participants. The public opinion created through the bour-
geois media and political sphere constructs passive support, while 
the 700 thousand prison and jail workers and 2.4 million employees 
of the justice system18 constitute a direct example of what Grams-
ci referred to as the subaltern classes brought into the exercise of 
bourgeois rule. Many of the small towns around prisons depend 
on those prisons for their economic survival, and thus have a direct 
material stake in the preservation of mass incarceration. All this 
dovetailed with an increasing politics of cruelty demonizing Black 
people and justifying massive cuts to social welfare at the very time 
when unemployment among ghetto residents soared and the crack 
epidemic put so many in need of addiction treatment.

As Michelle Alexander rightfully emphasizes, mass incarcer-
ation not only imposes itself on those who are incarcerated, but 
on the entire population rendered superfluous to capital accumu-
lation. This includes the numerous control mechanisms imposed 
on such communities, from probation and parole to consistent po-
lice harassment, brutality, and the creation of criminal records so 
crucial to sustaining mass incarceration. Furthermore, while Black 
men have been the main targets of mass incarceration, women 
who are not incarcerated still deal with its effects, having to raise 
children, find a means of subsistence, and hold families and com-
munities together that are literally separated by prison bars and 
the distance of prisons located up to hundreds of miles from the 
communities the prisoners came from. Thus the number of pro-
letarians in a position of direct antagonism with the structure of 
mass incarceration stretches well beyond the over seven million in 
prison, on probation, or on parole.

What makes this section of the proletariat particularly ripe for 
becoming part of a revolutionary people? First, as argued through-
out this four-part essay, dispossession is not only the foundation-
al act for creating the proletariat as a class, but also heightens the 
potential for proletarian class-consciousness and revolutionary 

18  Ibid., 230.
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practice due to its dislocating effects. Since proletarians rendered a 
surplus population by the effects of deindustrialization have been 
subjected to a second dispossession—the loss of employment in 
proletarian jobs—they have a greater stake in and more attraction 
towards revolutionary solutions. Moreover, they confront the rule 
of capital not principally through its exploitation of labor, but in 
its anarchic motions that render whole sections of people superflu-
ous, and thus have an immediate stake not just in ending exploita-
tion but in exercising collective mastery over the socialized means 
of production.

Second, with its dual functioning as social control over a sur-
plus population and as the leading edge of the oppression of Black 
people, mass incarceration is at the heart of both class antagonisms 
and the functioning and structure of white supremacy. If the sol-
id core of the necessary broader revolutionary united front is the 
combination and overlap of the multinational proletariat and the 
oppressed peoples subjugated by white supremacy, then those af-
fected by mass incarceration embody that solid core. Furthermore, 

The family of  a Rikers Island inmate travels by bus to visit an incarcerated loved one. In 2017, it was estimated 
that 1,500 people visited loved ones in Rikers each day. Along with reaching out to visitors such as these, we should 
develop ties with people like Salvador Espinoza, the photographer who captured this moment, who use their art to 
shine light on the hidden and marginalized everyday struggles of  so many proletarians.
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this goes a long way in explaining the sheer brutality and inhuman-
ity of mass incarceration that also makes it an integral site for resis-
tance.

Third, mass incarceration imposes collectivity and discipline 
(see below for what is intended by this term) on those proletari-
ans subjected to it and thus potentially facilitates revolutionary or-
ganization. Practically speaking, prisons place a large number of 
proletarians in a single space and put them in direct antagonism 
with and, potentially, collective struggle against their immediate 
oppressors (prison officials, guards, and the white supremacist 
prison gangs often allied with them). Among the families and com-
munities of the incarcerated, it holds the potential for facilitating 
collective organization both as survival strategies (such as busses to 
visit distant prisons) and struggles that do not rely on the structures 
of bourgeois rule for redress. The potential for the latter is height-
ened by the fact that those with incarcerated relatives are virtually 
powerless as individuals to get their relatives released through the 
court system or other official channels.

In regards to discipline, the volatility of a permanent surplus 
population in the ghettos of the US that often has one foot in crim-
inal activity presents both positive possibilities and difficulties for 
revolutionary organizing. On the former, this surplus population 
has been most prone to explosions of rebellious and even revolu-
tionary violence, as has been demonstrated recently from Ferguson 
to Baltimore. On the latter, the instability of daily life, the fact that 
life could end any day and thus thinking about any future makes 
little sense, and the negative ideological impact of crime (see part 
two) have made bringing this surplus population into revolutionary 
organization a considerable difficulty. Huey Newton was entirely 
analytically correct to point to the semi-lumpen youth in the urban 
ghettos as a social base for revolution, and the Black Panther Party 
did indeed make considerable headway organizing these youth.19 

19  See Joshua Bloom and Waldo Martin, Black against Empire: The History and 
Politics of the Black Panther Party (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of Califor-
nia Press, 2013), 66–73 for an exposition of Huey Newton’s analysis of the social 
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But times have changed, and the difficulties of organizing this sur-
plus population have increased considerably given the more wide-
spread nature of the criminal economy and the gangster ideology 
inculcated in those participating in it. Unfortunately the answer 
of many revolutionaries has been to romanticize the youth among 
this surplus population rather than find the practical means to or-
ganize them, including the need to make ruptures with gangster 
ideology to proletarian class-consciousness.

Mass incarceration has imposed a harsh discipline on this sur-
plus population, and the brutality of such discipline must be op-
posed and defeated. But communists should not fail to recognize 
some positive side effects for revolutionary organizing. For exam-
ple, many prisoners “seek out philosophy” while incarcerated, thus 
making compelling communist theory and analysis potentially 
more effective. This discipline can also diminish some of the indi-
vidualism inculcated in those who did participate in the criminal 
economy. Furthermore, it forces many to start thinking about the 
future, albeit generally on more individual terms (such as how to 
find jobs and take care of children). Such thinking about the future 
could potentially be transferred to collective revolutionary activi-
ties.

Here a tactical note is in order. Communist-led initiatives will 
need to prioritize struggles around those aspects of mass incar-
ceration which curtail political activity and collectivity among the 
incarcerated. The bourgeoisie is well aware of the potential threat 
collective political struggle by prisoners poses to its rule, and has 
thus structured incarceration to limit this possibility. The wide-
spread use of solitary confinement is one salient example, which 
serves both to break the spirit of those subjected to it and to isolate 
potential political leaders from the masses. Thus winning some im-
mediate victories through mass struggle that better enable prison-
ers to organize themselves on the inside, such as ending the use of 
solitary confinement, would need to be priorities for communists. 
position of Black ghetto residents and Black people more generally and their 
potential for revolutionary struggle.
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This will be especially fruitful given that a communist organization 
worthy of the name will find many of its members going to prison.

Recognizing dispossession as a defining feature of the proletar-
iat and valuing the revolutionary potential of surplus populations 
of unemployed proletarians just as much as working proletarians 
analytically justifies viewing prisoners, those on the outside under 
the control of probation or parole, and all those affected by the 
regime of mass incarceration as a crucial social base for proletar-
ian revolution in the US. That the regime of mass incarceration is 
both the leading edge of the oppression of Black people today and 
capital’s main means of controlling the surplus population creat-
ed by deindustrialization puts those affected by it at the center of 
the broader revolutionary united front. And given that the surplus 
population of mostly Black proletarians is put in direct antagonism 
with the repressive state apparatus, its grievances cannot be re-
dressed short of revolutionary struggle. For all these reasons, this 
section of the proletariat must be central to the development of a 
revolutionary people.

t h e  i m m i g r a n t  p r o l e ta r i at

While deindustrialization meant the loss of manufacturing 
jobs in the US that had involved much (though not all) of the prole-
tariat up until the 1970s, other and newer processes of capital accu-
mulation required the labor of proletarians, especially those who 
were amenable to flexible, low-wage, and physically arduous work 
often lacking in safety standards and who did not have the politi-
cal rights to challenge their conditions of employment. Key among 
these processes was the ascendance of finance capital, the emer-
gence of global cities where finance was centered, the rise of the 
service and tech industries, food production and the ongoing labor 
required for society’s reproduction, and the construction industry.

By the 1970s, sources of internal rural to urban migration with-
in the US (and imperialist countries more generally) had dried 
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up.20 With the US becoming the largest, wealthiest, and most brutal 
imperialist empire in human history following World War II, the 
labor aristocracy, bourgeoisified workers, and the petty-bourgeoi-
sie, disproportionately concentrated among white people, came to 
expect a certain standard of living and distinguished themselves 
from classes underneath them in part through refusing to carry out 
certain labor, especially that which was physically intensive and 
potentially dangerous. The Black liberation struggle, widespread 
urban rebellions in Black ghettos, and the general refusal of Black 
proletarians to continue being treated as less than human during 
the 1960s had the effect of making the bourgeoisie view Black pro-
letarians as an unstable labor force. Thus as capital’s need for easily 
exploited and politically powerless proletarians increased in recent 
decades, the US bourgeoisie had to look outside its borders to fulfill 
its labor needs.

Immigrants, and especially undocumented immigrants, proved 
the perfect proletarians to suit capital’s needs. Given that proletari-
an immigrants were coming from oppressed nations where life and 
labor conditions were far worse and they migrated in part to send 
money back home to families dependent on remittances for surviv-
al, they were willing to work in the most back-breaking, dangerous, 
and precarious positions. This, combined with the lack of political 
rights and threat of deportation facing undocumented immigrants, 
meant the bourgeoisie was in a better position to control their labor 
and subject them to exploitation while denying them the means to 
resist. Finally, with the structural adjustment programs wreaking 
havoc on the oppressed nations over the last several decades, there 
was a growing surplus population abroad seeking out employment 
wherever capital would provide it (see part two).

It is no coincidence that the 1965 Immigration and Nationality 
Act relaxed restrictions on immigration from Asia, Africa, and Lat-
in America just when capital was beginning to need new sources 

20  Saskia Sassen, The Mobility of Labor and Capital (Cambridge: Cambridge Uni-
versity Press, 1988), 55–56.
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of cheap labor. Immigrants from Mexico have been the largest por-
tion of the new immigrant proletariat in the US for historical and 
geographic reasons: the 2,000-mile land border between the two 
nations; the long history of Mexican migrant farm labor in the US; 
and the US and Mexico’s deepening economic ties which repeated-
ly devastated the masses in Mexico, from Mexico’s 1982 economic 
crisis to the effects of NAFTA. As such, migrant Mexican proletar-
ians will receive the main analytic focus here, though this should 
not be taken as license to ignore other immigrant proletarian pop-
ulations in the US when communists get to the hard work of orga-
nizing such proletarians in their specific locations.

The economic restructuring of New York and Los Angeles that 
made them global cities central to the functioning of finance cap-
ital, along with similar processes in places such as Chicago, Hous-
ton, Miami, and San Francisco, served as one crucial impetus for 
bringing immigrant proletarians into the US. As stated in part two 
of this series:

The management and coordination of the global economy and the 
functioning of finance and financial and production services has to 
be produced and reproduced in the spatial location of the global city. 
Office buildings need to be constructed, cleaned, and maintained; the 
class managing, speculating on, and servicing the global economy 
needs to be fed and transported; and the gentrified lifestyles of this 
class require labor-intensive production of gourmet foods, clothes, 
and other trinkets as well as servants to carry out daily tasks of re-
production such as cleaning and child care. Furthermore, while the 
overall trend is for production to be “offshored” from the imperialist 
nations, some aspects of production, for one reason or another, make 
more sense to take place in the global cities, whether these be sweat-
shops producing high-end fashion or specialized electronics manu-
facturing. All this requires a proletariat that is amenable to flexible, 
informal, and labor-intensive employment and can be expected to 
refrain from the disruptive activity of class struggle.21

21 This summary of production, reproduction, and the proletariat in the global 
cities draws from Saskia Sassen, Globalization and its Discontents (New York: The 
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The immigrant proletariat in the global cities thus occupied a 
variety of positions new and crucial to the functioning of capital-
ism-imperialism and set an important precedent for the use of im-
migrant labor within the US.

Another crucial impetus was food production. Throughout the 
twentieth century, Mexican immigrants were used to fulfill labor 
shortages in US agriculture and deported when no longer needed. 
The Bracero program of 1942–64 cemented the use of Mexican farm 
workers to meet agricultural capital’s labor shortage during and af-
ter World War II and solidified a class structure in which non-im-
migrants, especially whites, largely refused to do agricultural labor 
anymore. Furthermore, given the Bracero program’s inability to 
meet labor needs and the end of the program after 1964, hiring un-
documented immigrants became a norm for the agricultural cap-
italist.22

Changes in the political arena greatly impacted the nature of the 
immigrant proletariat, especially that coming from Mexico, begin-
ning in the 1980s. The 1986 Immigration Reform and Control Act gave 
legal residency status to 2.3 million undocumented Mexican immi-
grants nationwide, including 800 thousand in Los Angeles alone.23 At 
the same time, the border became increasingly militarized, “illegal” 
immigrants were demonized in the political arena and scapegoated 
in the bourgeois media, and migrants were increasingly forced to 
cross in remote and dangerous regions rather than places like the 
Tijuana-San Diego border. Besides turning the Arizona desert into 
a graveyard, the effect of such policies was to replace what had been 
a largely circular immigration pattern between Mexico and the US 
with one that involved increasingly permanent or longer settlement 

New Press, 1998), 86–91, 111, 121–29, 137–47; and Sassen, Mobility, 22, 145, 157–60, 174, 
187.
22  See Douglas Massey, Jorge Durand, and Nolan Malone, Beyond Smoke and 
Mirrors: Mexican Immigration in the Era of Economic Integration (New York: Russell 
Sage Foundation, 2002), ch. 3, for a history of Mexican migration to the US over 
the twentieth century and pp. 34–41 for the Bracero program in particular.
23  Ibid., 88–91.
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in the US by Mexican immigrant proletarians.24

Furthermore, the structural position of Mexican immigrant 
proletarians and the labor needs of capital brought Mexican mi-
grants to increasingly widespread locations within the US. Two 
pivotal processes in this regard are the booms and busts of the 
construction industry and the labor needs of and transformations 
within food production and agriculture. The building of sports fa-
cilities and infrastructure for the 1996 Olympic Games in Atlanta, 
for example, brought in Latino workers, often undocumented, and 
goes a long way to explaining the growth in the Latino population 
in Georgia (which was only 1.7% in 1990) by 300% in the 1990s, with 
the Atlanta area 7% Latino by 2000.25 Similarly, while much of the 
Black proletarian population was expelled from New Orleans fol-
lowing Hurricane Katrina in 2005, Mexican and other immigrants 
were brought in to rebuild the city and then subject to repression 
and deportation when no longer needed.

24  See Ibid., ch. 5 for an overview of these changes.
25  Alan Ehrenhalt, The Great Inversion and the Future of the American City (New 
York: Vintage Books, 2013), 91–92.

A migrant family from Honduras runs from tear gas that was deployed by US Border Patrol agents near the 
fence between Mexico and the US at Tijuana. Photo by Kim Kyung-Hoon, Reuters, 2018.
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Not just urban construction but also suburban development 
relies largely on immigrant labor. Gwinnett County just outside of 
Atlanta constitutes a perfect example; with its population boom in 
the 1990s from 352 to 588 thousand came an increase in the Lati-
no population from 8,470 to 64,137, many of whom were there to 
build homes for the petty-bourgeoisie.26 These examples point to 
the more general anarchic motion of capital in the construction 
and real-estate industries, which rely on the back-breaking and 
dangerous labor of immigrant proletarians during their periods of 
expansion. Importantly for our purposes, these cycles of expansion 
rely on the mobility of labor and have the effect of dispersing im-
migrant proletarians throughout the US, including into suburbs 
and exurbs. Given the size of the construction industry—in 2000 it 
employed 6.7 million people and generated an $800 billion output 
(7.6% of GDP)—it plays an important role in class formation.27

Food production and agriculture are industries in which be-
sides the historic use of Mexican migrant labor, recent changes 
have given rise to a geographic dispersal of Mexican proletarians 
throughout the US in the lowest rungs of the class structure. In 
picking the fruits and vegetables and slaughtering and carving up 
the meat that sustains American gluttony, these proletarians answer 
Marx’s question of who really feeds who. Under capitalism’s com-
pulsory commandment of competition accentuated in the 1990s by 
neoliberal restructuring, “consolidated corporate owners [in appar-
el, meat, poultry, and agricultural products enterprises] undertook 
a massive deskilling of the production process, a deunionization of 
the workforce, and the subcontracting of labor.”28

26  Ibid., 92–94.
27  Emilio Parrado and Wiliam Kandel, “New Hispanic Migrant Destinations: A 
Tale of Two Industries,” in New Faces in New Places: The Changing Geography of 
American Immigration, ed. Douglas Massey (New York: Russel Sage Foundation, 
2008), 104.
28  Douglas Massey, “Conclusion,” in New Faces in New Places: The Changing 
Geography of American Immigration, ed. Douglas Massey (New York: Russel Sage 
Foundation, 2008), 344.
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The poultry industry is one salient example, where innovations 
in chicken genetics made for cheaper production and combined 
with increased demand for great potential profits.29 Even with in-
novations in technology, human labor still did most of the work of 
carving up chicken carcasses, and the proletarians on the disassem-
bly line contend with conveyor belts pumping out 90–180 birds per 
minute. “In 1999 there were 219,400 poultry production line work-
ers in the United States; it was one of the fastest growing jobs in 
the country in the early 1990s.”30 Increasingly this labor force con-
sisted of Mexican and other immigrants, with Latinos going from 
8.6% to 28.6% of workers in the meatpacking industry from 1980 to 
2000 and concentrated in the lowest occupations within it.31 Along-
side the concentration of the meatpacking industry into a smaller 
number of large firms was “relocation of production to rural areas, 
especially in the Midwest and South,” where geographic isolation 
meant decreased ability to unionize.32 Furthermore, the “relative 
cheapness of labor in the poultry industry is largely a factor of the 
concentration of the industry in right-to-work states—those states 
that do not allow unions to demand union membership as a con-
dition of employment.”33 Thus the immigrant proletarians in the 
meatpacking industry are exploited at far greater rates than others 
due to the high extraction of surplus value through the intensity of 
production and low wages. Moreover, they are changing the demo-
graphics of small towns in the US. In Devereux, Minnesota, a most-
ly white small town of 20,000, a unionized meatpacking plant was 
closed and re-opened as non-union, and 96% of those exploited on 
the disassembly lines at the new plant were immigrants.34

29  Guthrey Grieg, “Mexican Places in Southern Spaces: Globalization, Work, and 
Daily Life in and around the North Georgia Poultry Industry,” in Latino Workers 
in the Contemporary South, ed. Arthur Murphy, Colleen Blanchard, and Jennifer 
Hill (Athens, GA: The University of Georgia Press, 2001), 62.
30  Ibid., 63.
31  Parrado and Kandel, 108–109, 117.
32  Ibid., 105–106.
33  Greig, 62–63.
34  Katherine Fennelly, “Prejudice toward Immigrants in the Midwest,” in New 
Faces in New Places: The Changing Geography of American Immigration, ed. Douglas 
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North Carolina provides an example of where agriculture has 
brought in Mexican immigrant proletarians in such a way that has 
quickly changed the demographics of the state. With North Caroli-
na ranking first in tobacco production and third in poultry raising 
as of 1996, its Spanish-speaking population doubled in only seven 
years. North Carolina has the fifth highest number of migrant farm-
workers in the US, 90% of whom are Latinos. Most of these migrant 
farmworkers live in temporary and often substandard housing and 
are only employed by the season, and consequently have to remain 
highly mobile and seek out work in construction or manufacturing 
as winter nears.35

Massey (New York: Russel Sage Foundation, 2008), 154.
35  Jack Dale, Susan Andreatta, and Elizabeth Freeman, “Language and the 
Migrant Worker Experience in Rural North Carolina Communities,” in Latino 
Workers in the Contemporary South, ed. Arthur Murphy, Colleen Blanchard, and 
Jennifer Hill (Athens, GA: The University of Georgia Press, 2001), 93–94, 100–101.

The workers of  the Lincoln Premium Poultry plant in Fremont, Nebraska process around 200,000 chick-
ens a day for Costco. The crowded working conditions of  meat processing facilities like this one have led 
the meat processing industry to become one of  the most dangerous for workers during the COVID-19 
pandemic. Photo by Reuters, Fremont, 27 February 2020.
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Thus over the last several decades the immigrant proletariat 
went from being concentrated mostly in the border region (from 
Southern California to Texas) and a few global cities to having a 
presence in cities, suburbs, and rural areas in virtually the entire 
US. With recent estimates putting the number of undocumented 
immigrants in the US at over 11 million.36 Considering that many 
legal migrants work in proletarian positions, this is a segment of 
the population numbering in the tens of millions, especially given 
that many second and third generation Mexican immigrants are 
locked into the class position of their parents owing to discrimina-
tion, cultural hegemony, language barriers, and being locked out of 
educational opportunities.37 While white supremacy has operated 

36  See http://data.cmsny.org/ for statistical estimates of undocumented immi-
grants.
37  Douglas Massey, “Conclusion,” in New Faces in New Places: The Changing 
Geography of American Immigration, ed. Douglas Massey (New York: Russel Sage 
Foundation, 2008), 246–48.

Undocumented Mexican workers pick tobacco in the sweltering heat of  the eastern North Carolina 
tobacco fields. Many work barefoot in the mud, exposing their feet to a toxic mixture of  pesticides and 
nicotine which can cause their feet to turn black. Photo by Nancy Siesel, 2009.
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in the US in part by allowing certain immigrant groups to “become 
white,” including by permitting them to join the ranks of the labor 
aristocracy and the petty-bourgeoisie, so far there is no indication 
that the bourgeoisie plans to do this for Mexican immigrants.38

This immigrant proletariat potentially brings several strengths 
to the revolutionary struggle. First, given that mobility of the popu-
lation is one crucial process of the socialization of production, these 
proletarians exemplify the socialized labor processes that form a 
crucial basis for moving society through the socialist transition to 
communism. Furthermore, the migrations they have undergone 
are part of what makes the proletariat, not just theoretically but 
also practically in its conditions of life, an international class. The 
tremendous variety of life, work, and cultural experiences and the 
personal, collective, and political struggles they have been through 
all potentially enrich the revolutionary struggle.

Second, they are a population that the bourgeoisie has deci-
sively refused to incorporate within its hegemony on multiple lev-
els, from language, culture, political status, to class stratification. 
Since the bourgeoisie cannot and will not provide solutions to the 
various forms of oppression these immigrant proletarians face, the 
necessity for revolution and diverting struggles over these forms of 
oppression towards revolutionary objectives have far greater attrac-
tive power. Consider, for example, the deliberate denial of the abil-
ity to unionize in many of the occupations these immigrant prole-

38  See Noel Ignatiev, How the Irish became White (New York: Routledge, 1995) 
for an excellent explanation of how Irish immigrants went from being “white 
niggers” largely confined to the worst of proletarian positions to being integrated 
into the oppressor white nation. It is worth noting that tensions around upward 
mobility among the children of immigrants will continue to give rise to political 
struggles, as recent and often quite radical political activity by undocumented 
immigrant college students (“Dreamers”) indicates. Whether these political 
struggles result in the bourgeoisie offering immigrants in these positions partial 
incorporation into the petty-bourgeoisie and the exercise of bourgeois hegemo-
ny or whether such struggles deepen their critique of US society and refuse to 
separate themselves from the predicament of the immigrant proletariat remains 
to be seen.
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tarians work in. Undocumented status in particular means many 
are forced to live in the shadows and have developed the skills of 
living outside the law—an invaluable asset for a communist move-
ment which must be able to operate outside the sight of the repres-
sive state apparatus.

Third, this immigrant proletariat faces class antagonisms in a 
myriad of ways, from its exploitation in the labor process, hazard-
ous conditions in many work sites, its instability of employment 
due to the anarchic motions of capital, and being harassed, ar-
rested, and deported by the repressive state apparatus. All of these 
class antagonisms pose the need for collective struggle, with offi-
cial and legal means to redress grievances often closed off. In plac-
es where racist vigilantes, the Border Patrol, and ICE inflict violent 
terror on immigrants, drastic measures of the Robert F. Williams 
variety could emerge if this violent terror were to intensify. While 
these struggles around particular manifestations of class antago-
nisms cannot be the ultimate objectives of a revolutionary people, 
they can provide crucial training grounds in class struggle and the 

Migrant farm workers from Mexico harvest organic spinach at Grant Family Farms, a modern-day planta-
tion in Wellington, Colorado. Photo by John Moore, Getty Images, 3 September 2010.
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means for communists to sink roots in, build trust with, and estab-
lish organization among immigrant proletarians.

Finally, the dispersal of immigrant proletarians in urban and 
rural areas throughout the US could put the revolutionary struggle 
in a strategically advantageous position to break out of encircle-
ment and isolation. This is especially important in regards to rural 
areas which have often been bastions of support for the most reac-
tionary sections of the US bourgeoisie and the most ugly forms of 
white supremacy—we now have significant numbers of our social 
base living behind enemy lines. Thus it is incumbent on commu-
nist organizing to go beyond the major urban centers and find ways 
to organize immigrant proletarians within their geographically dis-
persed locations.

Forging this immigrant proletariat into part of a revolutionary 
people puts several requirements on any organizing efforts by com-
munists. First, it requires not just intensive social investigation but 
also deeply integrating with the masses in the way Mao advocated, 
including learning their languages, working the very back-breaking 
jobs that they do, and living where they live (including rural areas). 
Second, communists will have to be adept at building myriad types 
of organizations—from radical unions, defense against deporta-
tions and vigilante terror, movements around questions of political 
and cultural rights for immigrants, and quiet organization outside 
the sight of the repressive state apparatus—in order to bring these 
immigrant proletarians into the revolutionary struggle. Third, 
practical bridges will need to be built between these immigrants 
and other sections of the proletariat both to break out of conditions 
(and feelings) of isolation and to bring forward the larger interests 
of the proletariat as an international class rather than the grievanc-
es of its particular sections.
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t h e  b r i d g e  i s  ov e r

One last process merits analytic attention given its speed, in-
creasing ubiquity, and importance for class formation and antag-
onism: the changing social geography in which proletarians, espe-
cially Black and other oppressed peoples, are displaced from the 
inner-cities by the motion of capital and the bourgeois and pet-
ty-bourgeois classes following it.

Symbiotic with the creation of urban ghettos during the Great 
Migration was capital flight from the inner-cities and into the sub-
urbs. It was this movement of capital, supported by government 
policy, which constructed suburban homes and infrastructure 
while leaving the inner-cities to rot. But in recent decades this 
motion has reversed for several reasons. First, the restructuring 
of the economy, with finance, technology, and services overtaking 
industrial production, has meant that new capital moved into cen-
tral cities. Second, new bourgeois and petty-bourgeois classes have 
arisen with this economic restructuring, and many in these classes 
increasingly eschew the suburban dream in favor of trendy urban 
lifestyles. Third, capital always moves in search of profit, and giv-
en that suburban development had reached its apex by the 1970s 
and land and buildings in the inner-cities had become drastically 
devalued, it was only natural for capital to eventually re-invest in 
the inner-cities. Fourth, given that much of the inner-city popula-
tion has become, to capital, a surplus population, it can be removed 
without disrupting capital accumulation.

As described by Neil Smith, the process of gentrification and 
displacement follows this general pattern. As inner-city real estate 
is devalued, residents increasingly move out and only the poorest 
are left behind. This devaluation allows real estate capital to move 
in, and land becomes more valuable than actual buildings (and yet 
another vehicle for financial speculation). Often frontiers of gen-
trification are first set up on the borders between wealthy and poor 
neighborhoods, but increasingly luxury condominiums are built, 
rents are raised, and the poor are displaced. While “urban renew-
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al” promises to include low-income housing, little or none is ever 
forthcoming. A harbinger of this scenario is often the proliferation 
of art galleries—and whatever the intentions of artists, the culture 
industry is an intimate part and beneficiary of this process.39

The new global cities, such as New York and Los Angeles, have 
been at the forefront of this transformation, and the Giuliani ad-
ministration of 1990s New York zealously criminalized the homeless 
and the poor to smooth the transition. In addition, places where as-
cendant industries, such as technology, are centered have been con-
centration points for displacement. Writing in 2000, Rebecca Solnit 
points out that 35% of venture capital and 30% of multimedia / in-
ternet enterprises of the US were located in the San Francisco Bay 
Area. At the same time, San Francisco became the most expensive 
city to live in nationwide, with rents skyrocketing and evictions along 
with them—up to seven per day.40 In recent years the tech-job elite 

39  Neil Smith, The New Urban Frontier: Gentrification and the Revanchist City (Lon-
don and New Rork: Routledge, 1996), 18–26.
40 Rebecca Solnit, Hollow City: The Siege of San Francisco and the Crisis of American 
Urbanism (New York: Verso Press, 2000), 14–15.  

Members of  Mi Casa No Es Su Casa: Illumination Against Gentrification, a community protest art project, Members of  Mi Casa No Es Su Casa: Illumination Against Gentrification, a community protest art project, 
lit up homes and streets across Brooklyn, New York’s neighborhood of  Bushwick with messages of  resis-lit up homes and streets across Brooklyn, New York’s neighborhood of  Bushwick with messages of  resis-
tance to gentrification in 2016.tance to gentrification in 2016.
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has crossed the bay to Oakland and rapidly transformed a former 
concentration of the multinational proletariat into a hipster haven.

Chicago is a prime example of a deindustrialized city that re-
placed its manufacturing base with a vast increase in the service sec-
tor. Accompanying this transformation was the construction of lux-
ury high-rise apartments in the city center for the classes benefitting 
from the new economy.41 On the flipside was a microcosm of what 
Alan Ehrenhalt describes as one of “the most powerful demographic 
events of the past decade,” namely “the movement of African-Amer-
icans out of central cities (180,000 of them in Chicago alone).”42 Eh-
renhalt explains that during “the past ten years, with relatively little 
fanfare and surprising little media attention, the great high-rise pub-
lic housing projects that defined squalor in urban America for half a 
century have essentially disappeared.” Chicago’s Cabrini Green and 
Robert Taylor housing projects and the tens of thousands of people 
residing in them are among the victims.43

Where high-rise housing projects still exist, they are in the 
sights of capitalist real estate. New York’s Queensbridge proj-
ects, for example, which sits underneath the bridge leading from 
Queens to Manhattan, is now becoming surrounded by hotels re-
cently transformed to serve the tourism industry. Nowadays when 
an apartment in Queensbridge goes vacant, the housing authority 
deliberately leaves it empty in a slow but ominous process of clear-
ing the way for demolition and redevelopment. Short of a powerful 
struggle against displacement, in a decade or so KRS-1’s battle rap 
classic “The Bridge Is Over” will likely have a new meaning.

As Ehrenhalt argues, gentrification is no longer adequate to de-
scribe the vast change in social geography that has spread to most 
cities to a greater or lesser degree—his term is demographic inver-
sion. The proletariat is being viciously displaced, due to the motion 
of capital, from its concentration in the inner-cities and dispersed 

41  Ehrenhalt, ch. 2.
42  Ibid., 6.
43  Ibid., 17–18.
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into suburbs and homelessness. The social base for revolution is no 
longer concentrated in urban centers, but dispersed into clusters 
spread throughout metropolitan areas.44 That recent site of rebel-
lion against the police murder of Black people—Ferguson, Mis-
souri—is an example of a suburb with a recent increase in Black 
proletarian residents due to displacement from St. Louis, including 
as a result of recent airport construction.

All this has tremendous ramifications for revolutionary strate-
gy. First, it points to the need to incorporate social geography into 
class analysis, including the role of the motions of capital through 
geographic space in class formation. Second, it demonstrates that 
capital’s transformation of social geography sets in motion a class 
antagonism with those proletarians displaced by that very trans-
formation. This antagonism does not revolve around exploitation, 
and even rising rents, which constitute another means of extracting 
surplus value, are secondary to the geographic removal of people 
perpetrated by capital. Thus struggles against displacement in all 
the forms it takes—from rent hikes, run-down buildings, evictions, 

44  Ibid., 19.

Queensbridge Houses, the largest housing project in North America, is made up of  96 buildings and 3,142 
apartment units spread across six blocks. Queensbridge’s standing in popular consciousness has been hard-
earned and has come by way of  the many rappers and other notable personalities that have emerged from the 
neighborhood, including Nas and Mobb Deep. 
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demolitions, to the creation of newly homeless people—become 
a crucial vehicle through which to organize the proletariat and to 
divert these immediate struggles towards revolutionary objectives. 
Third, since displacement is well under way, communists will have 
to cease clinging to old models based on a proletariat concentrated 
in inner-city ghettos and forge organization that is far more geo-
graphically dispersed. (Here the dispersal of the immigrant prole-
tariat to rural areas and small towns dovetails with urban dispersal, 
even though the two processes are driven by different capital mo-
tions.)

Fourth, the transformation of social geography poses acute 
challenges for forging alliances with petty-bourgeois classes. It is 
the new professional class, including those in managerial, techni-
cal, computer, and “creative industry” positions, along with sections 
of the petty-bourgeoisie serving their consumption needs, who take 
an active part in the displacement of the urban proletariat. More-
over, often it is those sections of the petty-bourgeoisie, especially 
the so-called creative class, which profess an allegiance to progres-
sive social causes that pave the way for this displacement and even 
present their move into the cities as an act of emancipatory culture. 

The rebellion against police violence that erupted in Ferguson after the murder of  Michael Brown on 9 August 
2014 marked just the first in a whole series of  rebellions against police violence in suburbs and regions of  the 
US newly settled by Black people.
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As Neil Smith has argued:

Gentrification is reconfigured as an expression of personal activism 
by the new middle classes, their personal triumph of culture over eco-
nomics. Only via such a cultural determinism and via a wholesale 
and uncritical alignment with the subject position of the “gentrifiers” 
can one celebrate gentrification…as constituting “emancipatory prac-
tice” and expressing “the space of freedom and critical spirit of the 
city”…If gentrification is emancipatory political practice, it is difficult 
to see it as anything other than political activism against the working 
class.45

Such utopian postmodernist petty-bourgeois displacers, many 
of whom are activists in recent social movements, would thus need 
to confront not just ideologically but also practically their objective 
role in a class alignment against the proletariat in order to get on 
the right side of history.

c o n c lus i o n

A great weakness among the Maoist organizations that 
emerged in imperialist countries out of the 1960s has been a failure 
to develop a concrete analysis of just who the proletariat is in their 
geographical context. Mao provided an excellent method for un-
dertaking the process of social investigation and class analysis and 
for breaking with orthodox notions that treated the proletariat as 
a monolithic subject defined, rather mechanically, by the produc-
tive forces it worked on rather than its place within the relations 
of production. Furthermore, Mao identified the revolutionary po-
tential of other classes, most notably the poor peasantry in the op-
pressed nations, and the role of other social antagonisms—namely, 
patriarchy and national oppression—as crucial engines of the rev-
olutionary process. While all this provides a crucial starting point 
for identifying a revolutionary subject, the concrete application of 
Mao’s method has not been adequately carried out. Consequently, 

45  Smith, 43.
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too often communists have settled for a rather vague conception of 
“the oppressed” while in fact falling back on outdated and revision-
ist conceptions of the proletariat.

Furthermore, Mao’s mode of analysis is no longer adequate 
given the dramatic changes in the world imperialist system (see 
part two). Just as the new communist movement was emerging in 
the 1960s, the proletariat was dramatically changing in the impe-
rialist countries. Much of the industrial working class had been 
transformed into a labor aristocracy and the process of deindus-
trialization was just beginning. Existing communist formations in 
imperialist countries subsequently failed to recognize how the pro-
letariat was transforming into a permanent reserve army of labor, 
on the one hand, and proletarianized immigrants who are viciously 
exploited and denied basic bourgeois political rights, on the other. 
Alongside this failure of analysis was a failure to integrate with the 
proletarians undergoing these processes, and thus missed oppor-
tunities. For as part three of this series demonstrated, it is within 
the very processes of dispossession and proletarianization that 
communists can make the most headway in forging a revolution-
ary people.

It is my hope that this series provides a more rigorous and 
thoroughly communist approach to seeking out just who consti-
tutes a revolutionary subject capable of carrying out the aims and 
objectives of communist revolution. Clearly more particular anal-
ysis is required, and most importantly, it is time to get down to the 
hard work of organizing a revolutionary people through a process 
of deeply integrating with their lives and struggles. Alongside the 
vague class analysis criticized above has been the wishful think-
ing that a revolutionary subject will somehow emerge without this 
type of hard work. To those who are for real about revolution: the 
specter of communism still haunts somewhere in the distance, but 
it can and must be given shape and form through our painstaking 
efforts.
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“...the Marxist-Leninst movement is confronted with the exceptionally serious 
responsibility to further unify and prepare its ranks for the tremendous 
challenges and momentous battles shaping up ahead.”

- Declaration of the Revolutionary Internationalist Movement  

Despite what certain hagiographies and posters produced in the 
Soviet Union and People’s Republic of China when they were socialist 
might have us believe, the international communist movement has nev-
er progressed with the unity of the proletariat and oppressed marching 
in a straight line. Instead, it’s been the moments of conflict and contra-
diction, often expressed in two-line struggle, that have advanced the 
communist movement and demarcated the revolutionary road from 
opportunism and revisionism. Marx and Engels waged their polemics 
against the utopian socialists from within the First International. Lenin 
and other Bolshevik revolutionaries founded the Third International 
(Comintern) “in clear repudiation of the bankrupt opportunist and revi-
sionist line of the Second International,” as Jose Maria Sison wrote.1 For 
some sense of how sharp the debates were in the Third International, 
watch the movie Reds.2

The most recent attempt at forging genuine unity among commu-
nist revolutionaries internationally was the Revolutionary International 
Movement (RIM), active from the early 1980s to the mid 2000s. As the 
ruling capitalist-imperialist system is increasingly gripped by crises with-
out a new tide of proletarian revolution to seize upon the opportunities 
they present, revolutionaries are taking a fresh look at the history of the 
RIM in order to forge new forms of unity among genuine communist 
revolutionaries. In particular, this article’s content was inspired by and 
is intended to be in conversation with comrades from India, Nepal, Ita-
ly, and Canada who have published documents, issued statements, and 
partaken in interviews with the aim of developing revolutionary clarity 
of line and in the spirit of internationalism. It’s my hope that, through a 
1  Jose Maria Sison, “The Role of the Communist International in the Formation 
of the Communist Party of the Philippine Islands (1930),” available at prismm.net.
2  In his lengthy memoir, Black Bolshevik, Harry Haywood shares the story of 
how decisive Lenin and the Comintern were in essentially forcing the CPUSA to 
adopt a revolutionary position on the Black national question.
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ruthlessly critical examination of our communist past, revolutionaries 
today can forge the higher levels of communist theory and practice so 
desperately needed in the world today.

 o n  t h e  h i s t o ry  o f  t h e 
i n t e r nat i o na l  c o m m u n i s t  m ov e m e n t

The Comintern was founded in the wake of the establishment 
of the first socialist state in the Soviet Union. It aimed to popularize 
the lessons of the October revolution and coordinate the activities 
of communists internationally. The Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union (CPSU) played the leading role in the Comintern, helping to 
found new communist parties and spread the flames of revolution 
worldwide, including bringing revolutionaries from around the 
world to Moscow for training, a concrete expression of proletarian 
internationalism. The downside of the dominance of the CPSU in 
the Comintern was a tendency towards dictating strategy to oth-
er revolutionaries in opposition to local conditions. For example, 
Mao’s revolutionary strategy of surrounding the cities from the 
countryside was developed in direct refutation of Comintern and 

Delegates of  the Second Congress of  the Comintern, 1920. This Congress affirmed the revolutionary position 
in support of  national liberation in the colonies and semi-colonies.
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Soviet guidance.  

In the midst of a very real existential threat from European 
fascism, Soviet policy in the international communist movement 
subordinated the advance of world revolution to the defense of 
the Soviet Union. While the people of the world owe an absolute 
debt to the proletariat and struggling masses of the Soviet Union 
for the defeat of fascism, the international ramifications of Stalin’s 
Popular Front policy were disastrous for the advance of proletari-
an revolution on a worldwide scale.3 Subordinating the advance of 
world revolution to the defense of the Soviet Union from the Nazi 
threat led many national communist parties and organizations to 
unite with their own reactionary bourgeois classes where they hap-
pened to be temporarily allied with the Soviet Union. In the case 
of the United States, this led to such abominations as members of 
the Communist Party USA (CPUSA) enthusiastically joining the 
US military to gleefully fight the war, as well as CPUSA head Earl 
Browder proclaiming that “communism is 21st century American-
ism.” Thousands of anti-fascists and communists traveled to Spain 
from around the world to fight the murderous fascist General Fran-
co. While more strategically sound than those of anarchists and 
Trotskyists in the field, Soviet policies continuously aligned revolu-
tionaries with the interests of the bourgeois republic, strangling the 
possibility of proletarian rule.4

After the death of Stalin and the restoration of capitalism in the 
Soviet Union, the Chinese Communist Party under the leadership 
of Mao Zedong emerged as the leading force in the internation-
al communist movement. Mao and other Chinese revolutionaries 
gained prestige and admiration from having led a successful peo-
ple’s war in a semi-feudal, semi-colonial country, and later for their 

3  To be clear, I think that Joseph Stalin was a genuine, if deeply mistaken and 
flawed, communist leader, and I uphold the Stalin era against bourgeois and 
revisionist slander, up to and including the ice pick in Trotsky’s head.
4  For a deeper study of the complexity of the Spanish situation and the errors 
of Soviet policy, see “The Line of the Comintern on the Civil War in Spain” in 
Revolution #49 (June 1981), available at bannedthought.net.
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leadership in exposing and combating Soviet revisionism. Despite 
errors in foreign policy during the end of the socialist period, as a 
whole, the Maoist era in China was an exemplary model of pro-
letarian internationalism. In the face of great challenges (includ-
ing the threat of nuclear annihilation from the United States), the 
Chinese comrades offered material and technical support to the 
national liberation struggles in Korea and Vietnam and offered 
other support and propaganda to the progressive and revolution-
ary causes of the day. The Chinese hosted important internation-
al delegations, letting revolutionary cadre from around the world 
see the new society up close and providing important political and 
technical education.5 The Chinese maintained the translation and 
publishing house Foreign Languages Press, distributing millions of 
copies of important revolutionary literature internationally. 

5  In addition to those who would go on to found and lead communist parties 
back home, revolutionary China hosted W.E.B. Du Bois, Huey Newton, and Rob-
ert F. Williams. Williams and his family lived in China in the mid to late 1960s.

One of  the concrete expressions of  proletarian internationalism by Mao Zedong and the Chinese revolution 
was support for the Black liberation struggle in the US. Here, a demonstrator in 1970 carries Mao’s famous 
quotation at a protest at Yale university in support of  the Black Panther Party, which famously carried and 
studied the “little red book,” Quotations from Chairman Mao Tsetung, and sold copies to obtain guns.
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Despite this overall internationalist stand and the leading role 
of Mao and the Chinese revolutionaries in the struggle against 
Soviet revisionism, the Chinese Communist Party, in light of the 
errors in Soviet domination of the Comintern, chose not to build 
a new international or other formation of communist parties. In 
1984, the Declaration of the Revolutionary Internationalist Movement 
(RIM Declaration) offered this evaluation of that decision: 

While the CPC [Communist Party of China] paid great attention to 
the development of Marxist-Leninist parties in opposition to the revi-
sionists they did not find the necessary forms and ways to develop the 
international unity of the communists. Despite contributions to the 
ideological and political unity this was not reflected by efforts to build 
organizational unity on a world scale. The CPC had an exaggerated 
understanding of the negative aspects of the Comintern, mainly those 
caused by over-centralization, which led to crushing the initiative 
and independence of constituent communist parties. While the CPC 
correctly criticized the concept of Father party, pointed out its harm-
ful influence within the international communist movement, and 
stressed the principles of fraternal relations between parties, the lack 
of an organized forum for debating views and achieving a common 
viewpoint did not help resolve this problem but in fact exacerbated it.

the revolutionary internationalist movement 
The period following the 1976 overthrow of socialism in China 

was a time of disorientation for the international communist move-
ment. Many revolutionaries with roots in the great upsurges of the 
1960s and 1970s took the opportunist road and gleefully upheld the 
coup in China,6 leading to splits and disorientation, and there was 
no international center to lead discussions or facilitate debate and 
exchange. Many of the comrades who came out of this era with rev-
olutionary principles intact, upholding the positive experiences of 
the revolutions in the Soviet Union and China, especially the Great 

6  In the US, you can still find these hacks collecting pensions from their jobs as 
union bureaucrats and reminiscing about Jesse Jackson’s presidential campaigns 
in 1984 and 1988.
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Proletarian Cultural Revolution, went on to establish the RIM as 
the embryonic center of the world’s communist movement. 

Mao Zedong once remarked that “going against the tide is a 
Marxist-Leninist principle,” and the 1984 founding of the RIM was 
a concrete expression of that principle. In the face of real threats of 
nuclear war between the imperialist US and the social-imperialist 
Soviet Union and the reactionary assaults of Ronald Reagan, Mar-
garet Thatcher, and their comrade Deng Xiaoping on the proletari-
at and popular classes, many former radicals spent the 1980s capit-
ulating to the hegemony of global capitalism-imperialism, either 
giving up entirely on revolution or burrowing into pathetic parlia-
mentary organizations. The RIM was a profound rejection of those 
capitulationist trends, boldly upholding the revolutionary legacy of 
Maoism and the Cultural Revolution and proclaiming the ongoing 
urgency and necessity for communist revolution. 

Comrades in counter-revolution, Deng Xiaoping with Nancy and Ronald Reagan.
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As Kenny Lake has pointed out elsewhere,7 the RIM didn’t 
simply bring together parties and organizations on the basis of 
declared fidelity to communist revolution but also important prac-
tical experiences in mass political resistance and armed struggle 
(including the experiences of comrades who had faced serious re-
pression and torture). The shared experience of bitter sacrifice and 
bold resolve served to strengthen the seriousness of the RIM as an 
embryonic center of the world communist movement and stands 
in sharp contrast to calls for unity based on nothing more than 
stated allegiance to an ideology. Remarking on the significance of 
the RIM, Comrade Kiran of the Communist Party of Nepal (Revo-
lutionary Maoist) told kites in a recent interview that “the formation 
of the RIM was a victory for revolutionaries over the apologists of 
imperialism, who were trumpeting the end of history due to the 
‘failure’ of Marxism.”8

To understand the seriousness of purpose of the RIM, it’s in-
structive to look at the comrades who played important roles 
throughout the organization’s existence. The RIM Declaration said 
that “the task of revolutionary communists in all countries is to has-
ten the development of the world revolution.” The Communist Par-
ty of Peru, a RIM member, gave that call the dignity of immediate 
actuality (to borrow a phrase from Lenin) by taking up arms in the 
traditional “backyard” of the US imperialists and mobilizing the 
masses discarded by the imperialist system in the forgotten high-
lands of Peru and the newly created slums of its capital in Lima, 
seriously challenging the Peruvian state for power. Beginning in 
1996, the revolutionaries of the Communist Party of Nepal (Maoist), 
also a RIM member, raised the red flag in the Himalayas, waging a 
decade of people’s war and exercising political power in vast areas 
of the Nepali countryside. 

7  In particular, see Kenny Lake’s “On Infantile Internet Disorders and Real Ques-
tions of Revolutionary Strategy” in kites #1.
8  See “Against the Tide of Counter-Revolution: An Interview with Comrade 
Kiran (Mohan Baidya), General Secretary of the Communist Party of Nepal 
(Maoist)” in this issue (kites #4).
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RIM members from Iran emerged from the mass uprisings 
against the hated US-backed Shah, faced torture and brutal repres-
sion at the hands of the reactionary theocratic government, and 
brought their experiences into the RIM while attempting to forge 
a new vanguard.9 In Turkey, a country where Maoism has a special 
place in the hearts of the oppressed, comrades participated in the 
RIM while waging struggles (including armed struggles) against the 
US-backed regime in the countryside, cities, and prisons. The Af-
ghan revolutionaries who joined the RIM had been forged through 
the struggles against the monarchy and the social-imperialist oc-
cupation by the Soviet Union. The pro-Soviet puppet government 
called the Maoist-linked youth organization, the Progressive Youth 
Organization, its number-one enemy. The RIM also included Mao-
ists from Bangladesh who had experience in armed struggle. 

Many of these organizations, and the RIM as a whole, were 
strengthened through the deep ties their members had to the great 
upsurges of the 1960s. Due to its vast size and the strength of its 
communist movement, a number of different Indian parties and 
organizations were present in the RIM who could trace their ori-
gins back to the 1967 Naxalbari uprising. At various times revolu-
tionaries from the imperialist countries were present in the RIM, 
including the Revolutionary Communist Party, USA (RCP, USA), 
which played important roles upholding the need and possibility 
9  Union of Iranian Communists (Sarbedaran), “Defeated Armies Learn Well,” A 
World To Win #4. This, and all other AWTW articles referenced are available at 
bannedthought.net.

Graffiti in Colombia in support of  CPN(M) revolutionary leader Comrade Guarav, who was imprisoned in India 
during the people’s war. The RIM and AWTW built international support for Guarav and other political prisoners. 
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for revolution in the belly of the imperialist beast, analyzing and 
condemning the coup in China, and initiating and promoting the 
RIM. 

The best information that we have for understanding the po-
litical line and contributions of the RIM can be found in the pages 
of the publication it inspired: A World To Win (AWTW). In Ligne de 
Masse, a new blog by Quebecois Maoists, Jacques Roux accurate-
ly calls AWTW “a true goldmine of political analysis and content 
worth seriously studying.”10 In addition to a goldmine of political 
analysis, the pages of AWTW offer insight into the dialectical ma-
terialist methods of the RIM leadership and its interventions in 
struggles well beyond the existing Maoist movement. AWTW con-
sistently upheld and promoted revolutionary armed struggles, in-
cluding providing practical coordination to campaigns in support 
of the people’s wars in Nepal and Peru, and movements defending 
political prisoners.

Beyond the revolutions waged by RIM participants, the RIM 
and AWTW are notable for their support of and intervention in 
struggles outside of the direct participation of its member organiza-
tions. AWTW and RIM statements offered support for the ongoing 
people’s war in the Philippines, including intervening against revi-
sionist winds during the late 1980s. A similar dialectical approach 
was taken towards just struggles waged by revolutionary masses in 
Palestine, Kurdistan,11 South Africa, and Mexico, with the pages of 
AWTW used to uphold the thrust of those struggles while offering 
principled criticisms and attempts to influence those struggles in a 
consistently revolutionary direction. The RIM approach is a pow-

10  Jacques Roux, “Tendencies and Line Struggle in the International Communist 
Movement,” available at en.lignedemasse.com.
11  When Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK) founder Abdullah Öcalan was captured 
and isolated by the Turkish state (where he remains today), the RIM and AWTW 
took a principled stand in support of his freedom despite real political differ-
ences with the PKK. This stands in contrast with certain anarchist trends that 
only took notice of the longstanding Kurdish national liberation struggle when 
Öcalan embraced democratic confederalism.
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erful example of the Maoist practice of criticism and self-criticism, 
unlike today’s social-media driven culture of unprincipled sniping 
without understanding or study.

AWTW lived up to the call of the RIM Declaration to develop a 
propaganda organ as a tool of reconstructing the communist move-
ment. The history, summations, and analyses published in AWTW 
helped popularize the Maoist methods of assessment and helped 
to train comrades internationally in those methods. At its best, 
AWTW drew general lessons from deep summations and analyses 
of particular events without losing sight of the need for the con-
crete analysis of concrete conditions. The RIM was the main de-
fender of the legacy of Mao Zedong and the Chinese revolution, 
and AWTW was an important vehicle for excavating the lessons 
of that revolution. The journal reprinted important works by Mao 
and analyzed the ongoing class struggle in China, both printing 
documents from Chinese revolutionaries and devoting the bulk of 
an issue to an analysis of the Tienanmen Square uprising. AWTW 
upheld and published biographical sketches of Mao’s comrades Ji-
ang Qing and Zhang Chunqiao in the face of their imprisonment 
by the Chinese revisionists.12

12  AWTW always used the old Wade-Giles transliteration of Chinese names, in 
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Especially important in the years before the spread of the in-
ternet, AWTW published party documents and announced the 
formation of new revolutionary parties and organizations while 
serving as a reliable source for news and reports on ongoing rev-
olutionary people’s wars. AWTW reported on the hunger strikes 
and struggles of imprisoned revolutionaries in Turkey, published 
an important summation from the Communist Party of the Phil-
ippines, and analyzed the shortcomings of the revolutionary pro-
cess in Cuba.13 The journal played an important role as a center of 
debate within the Maoist movement. When a RIM participant in 
India dissolved itself and denounced revolutionary communism as 
anti-democratic, AWTW devoted an entire issue (#17) to the debate 
on dictatorship and democracy. Other issues engaged documents 
and resolutions published with the aim of uniting various Marx-
ist organizations outside of the Maoist tradition. In the course of 
these debates and polemics, AWTW upheld the Maoist tradition of 
printing documents from both sides of the debate so readers could 
compare and contrast political lines. Attention was paid to the re-
view of works of fiction and art, and the journal engaged other radi-
cal and philosophical trends. Over two decades, AWTW welcomed 
the rebel music of reggae, memorialized Palestinian intellectual 
Edward Said, and polemicized against the political line of Michael 
Hardt and Antonio Negri, which had gained prominence in strug-
gles against capitalist globalization.14

The existence of the RIM was clearly an important inspiration 
in the formation of new communist parties and the initiation of 

line with the English translations by Foreign Languages Press. kites editorial stan-
dards use the Pinyin system, developed in China during the socialist period.
13  “Turkey’s Prisons: Shining Trenches of Combat,” A World To Win #27; Commu-
nist Party of the Philippines, “Putting Mao at the Heart of Party Life,” A World to 
Win #23; Rudi Mambisa, “Notes on the Political Economy of Cuba—Burn Down 
the Cane Fields!” A World to Win #14 and #15.
14  Rita Forest, “Reggae: Jamaica’s Rebel Music,” A World to Win #3; J.S., “Remem-
bering Edward Said: An Extraordinary Citizen of the World,” A World to Win #30; 
“On Empire: Revolutionary Communism, or ‘Communism’ Without Revolu-
tion?” A World to Win #32.
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revolutionary struggles. It’s easy to imagine that revolutionaries in 
far-flung locales were able to initiate their organizations through 
discussion and debate of AWTW and RIM documents. In India, 
the intervention of the RIM helped to end the fratricidal violence 
between different revolutionary organizations, paving the way for a 
greater unity among Indian communists expressed in the Commu-
nist Party of India (Maoist), which is now leading the people’s war. 
The Indian comrades credit RIM with helping to end the violence 
and bring the organizations that would form the Party together.15

c e n t r i f u ga l  f o rc e s 
After the capture of Communist Party of Peru (PCP) leader 

Abimael Guzmán (Chairman Gonzalo) and other top PCP lead-
ers, the RIM launched an international campaign: Move Heaven 
and Earth to Defend the Life of Chairman Gonzalo. Beyond just saying 
the words, the campaign found concrete expression in the Interna-
tional Emergency Committee (IEC). The IEC held a major interna-
tional conference in defense of Gonzalo, campaigned in the United 
Nations, and organized seven delegations to Peru. These interna-
tional delegations included activists, academics, and religious lead-
ers who faced off against the fascist Fujimori government in Peru, 
demanding the right to visit Gonzalo and an end to his isolation. 
Today, the loudest defenders of Gonzalo on the internet are hostile 
to the legacy of the RIM. This is a grand irony because the RIM and 
the campaign it inspired reached millions of people around the 
world and contributed to a political situation where the Peruvian 
state was unable to murder Gonzalo outright. No similar effort has 
been extended at ending the isolation and demanding the release 
of Gonzalo by those who claim to be his most ardent followers.16

15  See the statement by the South Asia RIM Conference, “Appeal to the Commu-
nist Party of India (Marxist-Leninist) (People’s War) and the Maoist Communist 
Centre,” A World To Win #26, as well the Communist Party of India (Maoist) 
Central Committee statement “Our Stand on the Formation of an International 
Organization of the Proletariat” from February 2017.
16  It’s doubtful that the Peruvian government feels threatened by pro-Gonzalo 
graffiti in Austin, Texas.
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It would not be an exaggeration to say that through the inter-
vention of the RIM, its participants, and those it inspired, more 
people learned about the people’s war in Peru and dire situation 
of Gonzalo and other imprisoned PCP leadership than any effort 
extended since. The delegations and the international support for 
the people’s war in Peru inspired by the RIM contributed to at least 
keeping Gonzalo alive and popularized revolutionary communism 
around the world. Prior to the initiation of the people’s war in Ne-
pal, a major demonstration in Kathmandu demanded Gonzalo’s 
freedom, while in the US, the radical band Rage Against the Ma-
chine extended support for the revolution in Peru and the fight to 
keep Gonzalo alive (seriously, track down the original cut of the 
“Bombtrack” music video). 

When Gonzalo was presented before the world caged and in 
prison stripes, he boldly declared that the Peruvian revolution 
would overcome his capture and the capture of other top PCP lead-
ers, that it was merely a “bend in the road.” However, the PCP was 

The seventh delegation of  the International Emergency Committee to Defend the Life of  Dr. Abimael 
Guzmán in Lima, Peru, 2001. Inspired by the RIM campaign, these delegations courageously challenged 
the inhumane conditions of  Gonzalo’s detention and demanded an end to his isolation.
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soon embroiled in a two-line struggle over the future of the revolu-
tion. The Peruvian government reported that Gonzalo was in favor 
of a ceasefire and peace negotiations rather than continuing the 
armed struggle. While, to this day, the veracity of those claims is 
unknown, it sent shock waves through the movement in Peru and 
internationally. The RIM and its leading body, the Committee of 
the Revolutionary Internationalist Movement (CoRIM), upheld a 
firm materialist stance that the decisive question before the revolu-
tion wasn’t whether or not Gonzalo himself had called for a cease-
fire, but whether that was a correct application of revolutionary 
principles. The CoRIM said at the time, “[political] line not author 
is decisive.”17

Alongside Gonzalo, much of the central leadership of the PCP 
was captured, and many revolutionaries were unable to contend 
with the new situation, much less the possibility that Gonzalo 
might have capitulated from within the enemy’s dungeons. Sup-
porters of Gonzalo, notably Peruvian exiles based in Europe, de-
cided that rather than assault the old Peruvian sate, they should 
turn their fire against the RIM for its insistence on the basic empir-
ical fact that people simply did not know the true views of Gonzalo 
while he was isolated from his comrades, lawyers, and internation-
al observers. The RIM insisted that the principle of continuing the 
revolution was decisive, while the exiles insisted on the religious 
tautology that Gonzalo couldn’t be behind calls for peace, because 
he wouldn’t have done that, so it must be a hoax—a way of think-
ing that has more in common with dogmatic forms of religion than 
revolutionary communism.

It’s clear that, while facing unprincipled attack from dogma-
tists, there were significant differences within the RIM on some of 
the issues surrounding the people’s war in Peru and their broader 

17  Many of these issues are discussed in an article in the final issue of AWTW (#32): 
“A Sober Look at the Situation of the Peru Revolution and Its Needs.” For a more 
detailed summation of the strengths and weaknesses of the Peruvian experience, 
see Kenny Lake’s “On Infantile Internet Disorders and Real Questions of Revolu-
tionary Strategy” in kites #1 and “When We Ride On Our Enemies” in kites #3.
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implications. An interview with a CoRIM member in AWTW #26 
dances around the hoax question, both insisting on the principle 
that line not author is decisive and referring uncritically to the be-
lief of the PCP that the call for peace accords was certainly a hoax. 
That same interview criticizes a previous issue of AWTW for hav-
ing published a more sober appraisal of the stakes of the two-line 
struggle in Peru. While the RIM was playing an overwhelming pos-
itive role in relation to the situation in Peru, that interview indicates 
that their were differences of political line and centrifugal forces at 
work within the RIM.

a n d e s  t o  t h e  h i m a l ayas 
On an international scale, the setbacks in Peru were balanced 

by the spectacular emergence of the revolution in Nepal. The Com-
munist Party of Nepal (Maoist) (CPN(M)), a RIM member, was 
leading the revolution and sweeping aside the old feudal relations 
in large parts of the countryside. The RIM, revolutionaries world-
wide, and the pages of AWTW spread the news of this revolution 
and defended and popularized it. RIM-affiliated and inspired or-
ganizations (including the World People’s Resistance Movement) 
built support for the Nepali revolution and sent young activists to 
see the revolution firsthand. The RCP, USA had widespread cov-
erage of the people’s war in its newspaper, Revolutionary Worker, 
including firsthand accounts and photographs that would later be 
published in a book.18 When key leaders of the CPN(M) were im-
prisoned in India, efforts were launched to campaign for their free-
dom and popularized in the pages of AWTW. 

While the people’s war in Nepal was reaching strategic equilib-
rium with the reactionary state, it seemed as if the RIM was poised 
to take a new leap in the early 2000s as well. In the US, the RCP, 
USA was playing a leading role in parts of the protest movement 

18  Li Onesto, Dispatches from the People’s War in Nepal (London: Pluto Press, 2004).
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against the Iraq war, an important step for a Maoist party in an im-
perialist country. After periods of setbacks and/or disorientation, 
Afghani and Iranian revolutionaries had announced the formation 
of new RIM member parties and devoted themselves to solving 
the thorny questions of revolution in those countries.19 The Mao-
ist Communist Party of Turkey and North Kurdistan announced its 
formation in 2002, with an intention to retake the road of armed 
struggle. 

In this period, South Asia seemed poised to emerge as a revolu-
tionary storm center. In addition to the spectacular advances in Ne-
pal, fratricidal violence between communists in India had ceased, 
and Indian Maoist organizations inside and outside of the RIM 

19  It’s unclear to me whether those Parties had cadre within Afghanistan and 
Iran or they were strictly based in exile, and I would welcome any summation 
from those comrades on their experiences and practice.

Inspired by the internationalism of  the RIM, the World People’s Resistance Movement organized volunteers 
to travel to Nepal during the people’s war. In the red base area of  Rolpa, they joined the building of  the 
Martyrs Road, a major infrastructure project carried out by the revolutionary government. Here is a cultural 
performance for the road builders.
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were moving towards closer unity. The strength of the South Asian 
revolutionary movement was expressed in a new organization, the 
Coordination Committee of Maoist Parties and Organizations of 
South Asia (CCOMPOSA), which promised greater political coor-
dination among the burgeoning Maoist movement, including the 
CPN(M) and revolutionaries from India, Bangladesh, and at vari-
ous times Sri Lanka and Bhutan.

At the height of the revolution in Nepal, despite the potential 
for real advances, fierce line struggles and centrifugal forces were 
pulling apart the RIM. A core part of the leadership of the CPN(M), 
concentrated around Pushpa Kamal Dahal (Prachanda) and Babu-
ram Bhattarai (who had long advocated the bourgeois position of 
multi-party democracy under socialism), united with the bourgeois 
political parties against the monarchy. They signed a peace accord 
which handed over the weapons of the People’s Liberation Army 
(PLA) and had the PLA stationed in UN-supervised cantonments 
(before the PLA was dissolved altogether). While important leaders 
of the CPN(M) were imprisoned in India, Prachanda and Bhattarai 
dutifully exchanged the blood of the revolutionary Nepali people 
for cushy jobs in the new bourgeois government (and increasingly 
became subservient to Hindu-fascist Indian expansionism). 

At the same time as the long betrayal in Nepal was underway, 
the RCP, USA was in the process of proclaiming its founder and 
Chairperson, Bob Avakian, to have developed a New Synthesis of 
communism. They proclaimed that the adoption of that synthesis 
was a dividing line for the whole of the international communist 
movement, a bizarre and farcical repetition of the worst aspects of 
the Peruvian experience without even the dignity of immediate ac-
tuality. 

The betrayal in Nepal and the degeneration of the RCP, USA 
would catalyze the end of the already weakened RIM. The final 
issue of AWTW was published in 2006, and the last CoRIM state-
ment that I’m aware of was issued in 2007. By 2012, an international 
conference initiated by Indian comrades declared the RIM no lon-
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ger existed and offered some initial summations. It’s a blight on the 
legacy of the RIM that the level of disunity was so great that the 
CoRIM couldn’t even issue a simple statement declaring that the 
RIM no longer existed. This article, and my understanding, owes a 
debt to those comrades who have offered some summation of the 
RIM experiences. It would be invaluable to the international com-
munist movement today if other comrades who were involved in 
the RIM or AWTW would offer their summations, so we can better 
synthesize those lessons going forward. 

I’m aware from internal documents which have since been 
made public that there was fierce debate, generated by the RCP, 
USA, within the RIM around 2006. However, to my knowledge, 
prior to the 2012 conference, there were no public statements an-
nouncing the state of the RIM. There were several international 
developments that contributed to the demise of the RIM or give a 
sense of how and why it was unable to sustain itself. Following the 
capture of Gonzalo and the two-line struggle over continuing the 
revolution in Peru, the PCP was never able to retake the Shining 
Path. The Communist Party of India (Maoist), which included RIM 
member organizations consolidated with its formation, emerged in 
2004 but never choose to participate in the RIM as a new party. 

In Turkey, an important center of Maoism internationally, 
leading cadre of the Maoist Communist Party of Turkey and North 
Kurdistan (MKP) were brutally massacred by the Turkish state in 
2005 on their way to a Party congress. Over 1,000 Turkish troops 
were part of this cowardly attack, using helicopters and US-made 
weapons to execute MKP General Secretary Cafer Cangöz, Berna 
Unsal, a veteran of Turkish prisoner struggles, and 15 other com-
rades. This was a devastating setback to the communist movement 
in Turkey and the whole international communist movement.
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b o r n  i n  t h e  usa ?

For anyone who’s encountered the RCP, USA at a protest or 
public event in the last 10 years, this may be hard to believe, but they 
played a positive and important role in bringing together the RIM 
and were an important participant within it. However, the previ-
ously referenced Ligne de Masse article by Jacques Roux repeats the 
claim that the CoRIM was dominated by the RCP, USA, and there-
fore the RIM degenerated with the degeneration of that party. This 
claim seems to have originated from the Revolutionary Commu-
nist Party of Canada (PCR-RCP) and has been in circulation within 
their circles for some time. The only written source I can find for 
that claim is Arsenal, the theoretical journal of the PCR-RCP.20 Let’s 
be clear: the PCR-RCP was never a member of the RIM and has no 
reason to know about the internal workings of the CoRIM. Spec-
ulating about membership in international bodies and spreading 
false information is dangerous and irresponsible. 

A number of South Asian comrades (who are in a better posi-
tion to know) have offered summations of the RIM, some highly 
critical of the role of the RCP, USA, and none repeat the PCR-RCP 
claim that the RCP, USA “dominated” the CoRIM.21 For reasons 
that should be obvious, there are few public records of the day-to-
day work of the CoRIM. However, from analyzing publicly avail-
able documents, it’s clear that there was line struggle among RIM 
members. The 2000 interview with a CoRIM member mentioned 
above contradicts the views of the RCP, USA, including around the 
Gonzalo “hoax” question. The RIM millennium statement of that 
same year offered formulations that the RCP, USA clearly (and cor-
20  “On the experience of the Revolutionary Internationalist Movement (RIM) and 
the fight for regrouping the Maoist forces at the international level,” Arsenal #7.
21  See Ajith, Against Avakianism, available at foreignlanguages.press, Comrade 
Kiran in Maoist Outlook #4 or Communist Party of India (Maoist), “Our Stand on 
the Formation of an International Organization of the Proletariat,” both available 
at bannedthought.net.
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rectly) opposed, such as the formulation that, in the year 2000, “rev-
olution is the main trend in the world today.”22

The unsubstantiated claims that the RCP, USA dominated the 
CoRIM and thus the RIM fell apart when the RCP, USA degenerated 
do a disservice to the real task of excavating the lessons of the RIM. 
The notion that the leadership body of the RIM had a nefarious po-
litical outlook distinct from the larger organization is both bizarre 
and, frankly, anti-communist. To get a better sense of how the RIM 
actually functioned, we can turn to someone who had good reason 
to know, Comrade Kiran: “It [the RIM] played a very important role 
in bringing together revolutionary forces internationally, allowing 
them to learn from and share experiences with one another. Among 
others, the experiences of people’s war in Peru, Turkey, Iran, and 
Bangladesh that the Committee of the RIM helped share with our 
party were of great internationalist help in developing the line of 
people’s war and advancing it in Nepal.”23

c o n t i n u i t y  a n d  ru p t u r e

Idle speculation doesn’t help to excavate the real ideological, 
political, and organizational challenges that faced the RIM and its 
member organizations. Neither do the pat answers from social me-
dia influencers help us understand how comrades were attempt-
ing to wield revolutionary communism to solve those challenges in 
practice. So while it’s easy (and not entirely untrue) to say that the 
RIM collapsed because key parties abandoned Marxism-Lenin-
ism-Maoism (MLM), I don’t think that’s a sufficient enough basis 
to understand the collapse. More crucially, I don’t think a simple 
assertion of fidelity to the principles of MLM is a sufficient basis to 

22  For the interview with the CoRIM member, see “Accelerating the Pace of 
World Proletarian Revolution,” and for the RIM millennium statement, see 
“Forward towards the Victory of Socialism and Communism! For a Century of 
People’s Wars!”, both in A World To Win #26.
23  See “Against the Tide of Counter-Revolution: An Interview with Comrade 
Kiran (Mohan Baidya), General Secretary of the Communist Party of Nepal 
(Maoist)” in this issue (kites #4).
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build unity and reorganize the communist movement. 

Comrades often commend the RIM for its synthesis and adop-
tion of the appellation Marxism-Leninism-Maoism. In the same 
interview quoted above, Kiran offers this succinct assessment: “The 
adoption of Maoism as a third, higher stage of Marxism was a great 
achievement on the part of the RIM.” For communist revolution-
aries, the appellation of MLM: 

• Demarcates the revolutionary road from revisionism, opportun-
ism, and capitulation;

• Signifies the defense of the dictatorship of the proletariat in the 
Soviet Union and China;

• Insists on the absolute necessity of armed revolution to smash 
the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie and exploiting classes every-
where and the need for the leadership of a communist vanguard 
party;

• Upholds the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution in China and 
Mao’s crucial insight and theory that class struggle continues 
and is the driving force within the socialist transition to commu-
nism; and

• Marks us as comrades with the historic and ongoing experiences 
of revolutionary people’s wars.

Unfortunately, we often encounter would-be revolutionaries 
who raise the banner of MLM to oppose its basic principles. Partic-
ularly in the imperialist countries, there are those who declare their 
fidelity to MLM on social media as if it were an identity category or 
who carry out some version of basic petty-bourgeois activism (such 
as community gardens or passing out free food) with the occasional 
Mao quote, using MLM as radical chic rather than a guide to ac-
tion. Thus, we find North American activists with copies of Ibrahim 
Kaypakkaya’s work on the national question who have never talked 
to basic masses about their problems or living conditions. 
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The challenge for revolutionaries today is not to simply as-
sert that the basic principles of MLM continue to be relevant and 
true (as important as that is). The task before us is to apply those 
principles to new and changed situations, forging new advances 
for our class in theory and practice. Kenny Lake has described this 
approach as a “necessary tension between upholding the lessons 
forged through revolutionary struggle and sacrifice that we have 
inherited as Marxism-Leninism-Maoism, on the one hand, and, on 
the other hand, ruthlessly critiquing our past, drawing from out-
side the MLM canon, and forging ahead in new ways.”24

fo r  a  ru t h l e s s  c r i t i q u e

It’s worth taking a moment to appreciate the generations of com-
munists who maintained the RIM and produced AWTW for more than 
two decades despite the risks and despite working under conditions of 
extreme repression. Within that “goldmine of political analysis” there 
are some important secondary shortcomings to assess in the spirit of 
ruthless criticism. Following the death of Mao Zedong and the over-
throw of socialism in China, the RIM and AWTW served objectively as 
the center of the struggle against Soviet social-imperialism and Chinese 
revisionism. The RIM was one of the few forces to polemicize against 
the derailing of revolutionary movements by Soviet imperialism and to 
correctly demarcate that struggle as a dividing line.25

Within this correct and crucial struggle were secondary weakness-
es, including not engaging with revolutionary movements that were 
wrong on the Soviet question or that paid insufficient attention to the 
anti-revisionist struggle. In particular, insufficient attention was paid 
towards theorists emerging out of the anti-colonial revolutions in Af-
rica and the Caribbean, like Amilcar Cabral, Franz Fanon, and Walter 

24  Kenny Lake, “On Infantile Internet Disorders and Real Questions of Revolu-
tionary Strategy,” kites #1.
25  In the 1980s, the revisionists and opportunists in North America almost uni-
versally dropped references to Maoist China and started fully embracing Soviet 
social-imperialism. We could call this the international dimension of giving up 
on revolution.
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Rodney. There was a general problem of not engaging with theorists 
who were revolutionaries but outside of the Maoist canon and an un-
even study of revolutions not led by Maoists, leading AWTW to miss 
potential lessons arising out of revolutionary struggles in Africa and the 
Caribbean. To be clear, the RIM and AWTW studied and supported 
outbreaks of protest and rebellion in those areas, including Haiti, South 
Africa, and the Dominican Republic,26 but that’s not to say that they 
didn’t fall short of their opportunities and responsibility to synthesize 
what can be derived from those experiences.

AWTW acknowledged that conditions had changed since the 
death of Mao Zedong but did not devote enough resources towards 
analyzing those changes. In particular, massive transformations in the 
oppressed countries resulting from imperialist structural adjustment 
programs and the growth of slums posed real opportunities to revolu-

26  For example, see “Apartheid, Your Days are Numbered” and “Santo Domingo: 
Two Days of Popular Upsurge” in A World to Win #1, a cover and several articles 
dedicated to the struggle against apartheid in South Africa in A World to Win #3, 
and a cover and several articles on Haiti in A World to Win #6.

The pages of AWTW stack up to a quarter-century of communist theory and history, an archive to be 
cherished by any would-be revolutionary today. While hard copies are no longer in circulation, the 
entire archive of AWTW and other RIM publications can be found at bannedthought.net. 
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tionaries in those countries. While there were important experiences 
addressing those challenges in Lima, Peru and Davao City, the Philip-
pines, they were never comprehensively summed up in order for the 
whole international movement to learn from their advances.27

Importantly, AWTW devoted attention to reviewing literature, an-
alyzing the impact of popular forms of music, and engaging with intel-
lectual trends that had currency among progressive people. This was an 
important beginning for deeper communist intellectual engagement, 
but it could have been expanded. In particular, AWTW failed to ade-
quately challenge the rise of postmodernism among the progressive 
petty bourgeoisie and in academics. The RIM and AWTW devoted at-
tention to mass political struggles in the imperialist countries, including 
rebellions by Black people in the US, immigrant upsurges in Europe, 
and the significant social movements against capitalist globalization 
and imperialist wars. That said, there was not enough discussion of 
how to move from those outpourings of resistance towards revolution-
ary civil war and the seizure of power in the imperialist countries. This 
wasn’t mainly a political error of the RIM but rather the grim reality of 
the lack of revolutionary advances in those countries. 

away  w i t h  a l l  p e s t s 
It’s no coincidence that the decade and a half following the de-

mise of the RIM has seen an atrophying of communist debate and 
discussion. Instead of AWTW, anyone looking for genuine revolu-
tionary content online (especially in the imperialist countries) finds 
YouTube charlatans claiming the banner of Maoism, dogmatic proc-
lamations from organizations that disappear overnight, and a culture 
of sniping, gossiping, shit-posting, and an overall lack of seriousness.28

27  See Kenny Lake’s “When We Ride On Our Enemies” in kites #3.
28  One model for revolutionaries to look to in how to use the internet well is the 
Communist Party of the Philippines (www.cpp.ph) and the National Democrat-
ic Front of the Philippines (www.ndfp.org), who regularly publish documents, 
reports from the people’s war, interviews, and statements online and on social 
media.
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There’s a crying need for new forums to discuss and exchange 
views on any number of crucial questions facing revolutionaries to-
day, to popularize revolutionary struggles, train new communists, 
and initiate new waves of revolutionary struggles (this is why I’m a 
partisan of kites). To give a few examples of crucial questions for dis-
cussion and summation:

• How do communists understand the massive changes in the 
global capitalist-imperialist system, the increasing transition 
from a singular, US-led imperialist system to a multi-polar 
world with increasing inter-imperialist conflict?

• What are the strategic possibilities generated by mass migra-
tions and the massive diaspora populations that exist through-
out North America and Europe? 

• What are the possibilities and strategic horizons of revolution-
ary struggle in the imperialist citadels? 

• How can communists contend with massive ideological appa-
ratuses and the regime of preventive counter-revolution de-
veloped by the bourgeoisie, especially in the imperialist coun-
tries?29

• What is our assessment of the Rojava project and its promises 
of social transformations that inspired so many people world-
wide yet ended up in an uneasy compromise with US imperi-
alism? How do Kurdish, Turkish, and Arab revolutionaries and 
progressive forces assess it today? 

• What about the governments in Latin America that have deliv-
ered some material benefit and/or social transformation to the 
masses of those countries and come under attack by US im-
perialism? What are the different political lines in those coun-

29  Kenny Lake’s work is an invaluable starting point for these last two questions, 
as is the document Four main issues to be debated in the International Communist 
Movement by the (new) Communist Party of Italy (available online at www.nuovo-
pci.it/eile/en/testi/NPCI_Four_Issues.pdf ).
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tries, and how have the masses responded to the social trans-
formations and imperialist machinations? 

I agree with comrades internationally who see a necessity for 
uniting genuine communist forces. The creation of new bi- and 
multi-lateral exchanges between different revolutionary organiza-
tions is an important first step, as are practical collaborations and ex-
changes of summation wherever possible. The brave revolutionaries 
who built the RIM did so in the face of anti-communist onslaught, 
mockery from former comrades who sold out, and extreme threats 
from the imperialists and reactionaries. A thorough and critical study 
of their successes, weaknesses, and shortcomings as part of an overall 
struggle for the unity of genuine communists is the best way to hon-
or those contributions on the road to making revolution. We have a 
world to win. 
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e d i t o r i a l  i n t r o duc t i o n

In early May 2020, the kites Editorial Committee conducted 
this interview with comrade Marco Pappalardo and other cadres 
of the CARC Party based out of Milan, Italy. The CARC Party was 
established as a party in 2004, however it emerged as a communist 
organization in the early ’90s out of the prison solidarity movement 
that arose in the previous decade in resistance to the mass repres-
sion and the thousands of arrests of members and supporters of 
the Red Brigades and other fighting communist organizations of 
the 1970s. A distinguishing feature of the CARC Party is that it is 
one of two fraternal communist parties in Italy—the other being 
the (new) Italian Communist Party, ((n)PCI)— that uphold Marx-
ism-Leninism-Maoism and follow compatible strategies, with each 
playing their own distinct role in the revolutionary process. Where-
as the (n)PCI is a clandestine party that promotes and carries out 
protracted revolutionary people’s war,1 the CARC is an open party 
fighting to form the “People’s Bloc Government” (PBG). A PBG is 
conceptualized as a kind of government that will allow the popular 
masses to face the worsening of capitalist crises, and each of the 
two organizations see its formation as an important task in the first 
phase of the protracted revolutionary people’s war. That is to say the 
CARC Party and the (n)PCI see the PBG is a tactical measure within 
the overarching strategy of protracted revolutionary people’s war, 
particularly within its first, defensive phase. In sharp contrast to the 
dogmatism of what kites has been calling the “church of PPW [pro-
tracted people’s war] universalism,” what impresses us is that the 
caravan of the (n)PCI has articulated the content of a revolutionary 
strategy on the basis of a comprehensive and concrete analysis of 

1 As Kenny Lake notes in “On Infantile Internet Disorders and Real Questions of 
Revolutionary Strategy: A Response to the ‘Debate’ over the Universality of Pro-
tracted People’s War,” available in kites #1, the (n)PCI’s use of the term “protracted 
revolutionary people’s war” does not generally refer to “the initiation of military 
actions or the creation of base areas, but rather an accumulation of revolutionary 
forces that increasingly exerts its force against bourgeois power and demonstrates 
to the broader masses a way out of bourgeois rule.” For more, see the following 
footnote.
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Italian conditions (which can be found in the Manifesto Program of 
the (n)PCI), and it has spent the 17 years since its founding as a party 
carrying out the actual work of the first phase of protracted revolu-
tionary people’s war.2

In the interest of learning everything we can from seasoned and 
still-in-the-struggle communist revolutionaries—especially those 
in other imperialist countries, and even more especially those with 
a strong connection to and summation of the generations of revo-
lutionary struggle that precede them—we in kites are in equal parts 
proud and humbled to present this interview with the CARC Par-
ty, an organization whose strategy and practice for bringing about 
a proletarian revolution in their imperialist country has achieved 
a level of clarity and development of thought that revolutionaries 
in other imperialist countries should expect and demand of their 
organizations. This interview is the first in a two-part series that 
we’re calling On Granite Conviction: Revolutionary Communism in It-
aly Today. Along with the forthcoming second part—an interview 
with Umberto Corti of the Central Committee of the (n)PCI—these 
interviews provide a sweeping overview of the movement of com-
munist revolutionaries in Italy who are organizing to establish the 
PBG, overthrow “the Papal Republic,” and, through the protract-
ed revolutionary people’s war, establish socialism and remove It-

2  As the (n)PCI write in Section 3.3 of the Manifesto Program of the (new) Italian 
Communist Party, “The essence of the Protracted Revolutionary People’s War 
consists of constituting the communist party as centre of the new popular power 
of the working class; in the growing mobilization and aggregation of all the 
revolutionary forces around the communist party; in the elevation of the level 
of the revolutionary forces; in their utilization according to a plan for develop-
ing a succession of initiatives that put the class conflict at the centre of country 
political life so [as] to recruit new forces, to weaken [the] imperialist bourgeoisie’s 
power and to strengthen the new power, in succeeding to construct the armed 
forces of the revolution, in directing them in the war against [the] bourgeoisie, 
until turning the relations of force upside down, eliminat[ing] the State of [the] 
imperialist bourgeoisie and establishing the State of proletaria[n] dictatorship” 
(80-81). So, the protracted revolutionary people’s war is a process starting from 
the constitution of the Party. An English translation of the Manifesto Program can 
be found at www.nuovopci.it/eile/en/mp-npci-en/MP_ing__(n)PCI_WEB.pdf
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aly from its position as an oppressor country within the overall 
capitalist-imperialist system. The final translation and edits to the 
contents of this interview from their Italian original have been re-
viewed and approved by the CARC Party. The footnotes in this in-
terview have been written by the CARC Party, while pictures and 
captions are the work of kites editors.

i n t e rv i e w  w i t h  t h e  c a rc  pa rt y

1. kites: Comrade, as far as names of communist organizations go, 
the name of your party, Il Partito dei Comitati di Appoggio alla Resis-
tenza per il Comunismo (the Party of Committees to Support Resis-
tance—for Communism), is rather unorthodox. Can you tell us 
about the meaning behind the name? And also, how long has the 
CARC Party existed, and what kind of party is it?

CARC Party: First of all, on behalf of the entire CARC Party (P. 
CARC in Italian), we thank the comrades of kites for this interview. 
We consider it important to develop international relations with 
comrades of other imperialist countries. The exhaustion of the first 
wave of world proletarian revolution (1917–1976) renders the task of 
creating revolution in an imperialist country a top priority.

In particular, the struggle to liberate us from the US imperi-
alist groups3 and their nefarious designs as well as the struggle to 
rid the world of the cancer of the Vatican are tasks not only of our 
respective national communist movements but also momentous 
objectives for the entire world.

The second wave of world proletarian revolution is developing 
on the basis of the assessment of the experience of the first wave in 
the light of Marxism-Leninism-Maoism (MLM). Within this frame-

3  The CARC Party defines an imperialist group as a section of the ruling class 
that pushes a particular set of imperialist interests. A section of the Italian 
bourgeoisie carries out the interests of US imperialism in Italy, and this is what is 
being referred to here as “the US imperialist groups.”
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work, the communist parties of our respective countries (Italy, the 
US, and Canada) must develop: (1) a frank and open debate on the-
ory (the first and decisive aspect for advancing our unity); (2) active, 
reciprocal, and unconditional solidarity; and (3) an exchange of in-
formation and, where possible, common action at an international 
level (for instance, the largest Italian company—formerly Fiat—is 
today part of the multinational group Stellantis, which includes Jeep, 
Chrysler, Dodge, and Ram Trucks, all of which are based in the US). 
We see this interview as advancing the tasks of points 1 and 3.

To answer the first question, our party, P. CARC, is an open par-
ty with public offices that avails, on the one hand, of the political 
freedoms conquered by the anti-fascist resistance in Italy (1943–
1945) and, on the other hand, of the struggles of the ’70s in order to 
organize the working class and the rest of the popular masses into 
workers’ and people’s organizations that will step-by-step take over 
different parts of society, eventually form the People’s Bloc Govern-
ment (PBG), and, from there, proceed towards socialism.

CARC stands for “Committees to Support Resistance—for 
Communism.” The name is a synthesis of the line developed in 1992 
with the birth of the CARC, a line that is the same as that which was 
later brought forward by the (n)PCI in its Manifesto Program: 

Unite closely and unreservedly with the resistance that the masses 
put up against the advancing general crisis of capitalism, understand 
and apply the laws that this resistance develops, support it, promote 
it, organize it, and make the leadership of the working class prevail 
until it transforms into a fight to make Italy a new socialist country, 
adopting as the main method of work and direction the mass line.4

The conception of the world from which this line draws is as follows:

• The masses put up resistance to cope with the progression of the 
general crisis of capitalism. This is an objective phenomenon, 
and it is spontaneous (not conscious). Resistance is widespread: 

4  Manifesto program of the (n)PCI, Section 2.1.5, “The construction of the new 
Italian Communist Party,” 66.
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individual and collective; active and passive; constructive and de-
structive. 

• The communist party is consciousness, and very precisely the con-
sciousness, based today on MLM, that in the imperialist phase, 
the working class must guide the popular masses through to the 
construction of a socialist revolution (thus transforming that spon-
taneous resistance into the conscious struggle for socialism).

• There exists a dialectical relationship between the resistance of 
the masses (objective) and the struggle for communism (subjec-
tive). The two are not identical. They must become one. This di-
alectical relationship generates political line.

• In the context of a crisis, any form of resistance that does not 
transform into a struggle for socialism will come to be directed 
by the imperialist bourgeoisie and will become a reactionary 
mobilization.

2. January 2021 marked 100 years since the founding of the orig-
inal Italian Communist Party. Since then, the communist move-
ment in Italy has passed through many phases. We understand 
that your movement traces its roots back to both the Red Bri-
gades and the Marxist-Leninist/anti-revisionist currents of the 
’70s, and also, as you’ve already indicated, that your party up-
holds the manifesto of another party, the (n)PCI. Can you ex-
plain how your party figures into this rich and complex history 
of communism in Italy?

Italy is one of the main imperialist countries, although it nev-
er had a primary role—except during the 1920s and ’30s when the 
Italian bourgeoisie created the first fascist regime in history, therein 
becoming a historic example for the bourgeoisie all across the world.

The creation of fascism was the bourgeoisie’s answer to the 
great developments of working class struggle in Italy during the 
Red Biennium (Biennio Rosso, 1919–1920), a struggle that placed the 
seizure of power on the agenda following the October Revolution.
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During those years, the working class occupied factories and cre-
ated what Antonio Gramsci saw as the Italian equivalent of the sovi-
ets: workers’ councils (consigli di fabbrica). Peasants occupied lands, 
and a revolutionary movement shook the entire country. However, 
the absence of a real Bolshevik-style communist party prevented the 
seizure of power. Nevertheless, this struggle was very important for 
the birth of the first Italian Communist Party (PCI), founded in Janu-
ary 1921 under the direction of the Communist International.

By 1922, the bourgeoisie established fascism, compelling the 
PCI into clandestinity, from which it organized resistance for 20 
years. That resistance contributed to undermining the fascist re-
gime and put the Party in the position to lead the armed resistance 
of 1943–45 that liberated Italy from Nazi-fascism. However, the 
PCI—like all the other parties of the imperialist countries—never 
assimilated Leninism to the point of being self-sufficient in elabo-
rating and applying adequate strategy and tactics to make socialist 
revolution in Italy. It was always politically dependent upon the 
Communist International and the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union.

At the end of the war for Italy’s liberation from Nazi-fascism in 

Benito Mussolini (second from left) in the putschist “March on Rome” by the National Fascist Party that pressured 
King Victor Emmanuel III to appoint him as the new prime minister on the following day, 29 October 1922.
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1945, at a time when the bourgeoisie and its institutions were in a 
deep political crisis, the PCI entered into a politics of compromise 
with the bourgeoisie. Its leader, Palmiro Togliatti, gave strategic 
value to Stalin’s tactical direction during fascism to enter a united 
front with anti-fascist bourgeois forces, including monarchists. In 
other words, the so-called Svolta di Salerno (the “Turn of Salerno”) 
should have been a tactical maneuver but instead was a strategic 
turning point: Togliatti had embraced modern revisionism.5

5  In the spring of 1944, the partisan war was almost at its peak. The northern part 
of the country was occupied by the Nazis, and the PCI was leading the armed 
resistance through mass organizations on the ground. In the south, there was a gov-
ernment led by Pietro Badoglio operating as a protectorate of British and American 
imperialist forces. Togliatti returned from the USSR as the leader of the PCI and 
urged the party to rectify the line of opposing the Badoglio government hitherto 
followed by the PCI, given the common commitment in the anti-fascist struggle. 
This stance quickly paved the way for the formation of a new Badoglio government 
supported by and composed of elements of the PCI (Togliatti was Vice President of 
the Council) along with technicians, soldiers, and monarchists who had hitherto 
been in the government with Badoglio. The new government took office on 24 
April 1944 in the province of Salerno, and, for this reason, the new line brought by 
Togliatti will go down in history as the “Turn of Salerno.” Togliatti’s turn could have 

Togliatti in Salerno, 1945. That the same party, the PCI, could yield both a leader as great and far-seeing Togliatti in Salerno, 1945. That the same party, the PCI, could yield both a leader as great and far-seeing 
as Antonio Gramsci and a revisionist as consequential as Togliatti can be explained only by the Maoist as Antonio Gramsci and a revisionist as consequential as Togliatti can be explained only by the Maoist 
understanding that communist parties are always subject to two opposing lines. In fact, were it not for the understanding that communist parties are always subject to two opposing lines. In fact, were it not for the 
turns to revisionism years earlier by Earl Browder of  the CPUSA and Tim Buck of  the Communist Party turns to revisionism years earlier by Earl Browder of  the CPUSA and Tim Buck of  the Communist Party 
of  Canada, Togliatti might just deserve the title of  the founding father of  modern revisionism.of  Canada, Togliatti might just deserve the title of  the founding father of  modern revisionism.
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In the immediate post-war period (1945–1947), the PCI discour-
aged mass organizations from mobilizing further to rebuild the 
country. Its leadership feared breaking the united front with bour-
geois anti-fascist forces. The left wing of the PCI (their leader being 
Pietro Secchia) eventually realized that this line was opportunistic, 
but they did not conceive of revolution as a Protracted Revolution-
ary People’s War (they thought the point was just organizing anoth-
er insurrection), so they did not have an alternative line to oppose 
it.

Since 1947 and up to the present, the Italian imperialist bour-
geoisie that has ruled the country has been composed of the fol-
lowing groups: (1) the Vatican;6 (2) the US imperialist bourgeoisie; 
(3) the criminal organizations; and (4) the Italian and EU imperi-
alist bourgeoisie. The conditions in our country have been deter-
mined by the bloody and fractious struggles within these bourgeois 
groups and fierce attacks against the working class, including sever-
al massacres that have consisted of killing striking workers, strug-
gling peasants, and young demonstrators.

been the beginning of an action aimed at beating class enemies by isolating them 
from other forces, starting with fascism and the Nazis. This line, if rooted in the 
development of mass organizations,  would have been consistent with the united 
front line launched by Georgi Dimitrov (see The Fascist Offensive and the Tasks of the 
Communist International in the Struggle of the Working Class against Fascism) at the 
Seventh Congress of the Communist International in 1935.
6  Many may not know this, but the Vatican is one of the most powerful impe-
rialist groups in the world owing to its economic, political, and social power 
throughout the world. A peculiarity of Italy is that the Catholic Church is the 
highest moral authority of the regime—a kind of constitutional monarchy with-
out a constitution. Its legal status exists within its own high and unquestionable 
authority. The Church directs the official status and governs the country indirect-
ly. On the other hand, the Church takes no responsibility for the consequences 
of their government. In short, it is an irresponsible power of last resort, tacitly 
accepted by all the members of the Parliament who voted for the Italian Consti-
tution in 1947 (which includes the so-called Lateran Treaty, or Patti Lateranensi 
in Italian, between the Italian Republic and the Vatican) and all its heirs. For 
this reason, we refer to the institutions of the enemy today in Italy as the Papal 
Republic.
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After having led the resistance, the PCI counted 2.2 million 
members in 1945 (whereas there were only 5,000–6,000 in 1943), 
making it the largest communist party of all the imperialist coun-
tries. For decades, the working class struggles led by the PCI on an 
electoral basis continued to achieve economic, political, and social 
achievements. Those conquests were the material foundation of so-
called “capitalism with a human face” (1945–1975), which was made 
possible by the recovery of capital accumulation after the devasta-
tion of World War II. Throughout this entire period, however, the 
PCI was one of the most representative of modern revisionism.

In the early ’70s, a grassroots working-class movement carried 
out struggles in factories, schools, city departments, and even in the 
Army and in jails. Workers’ councils arose again on a large scale. 
The movement expanded to such a scale that the bourgeoisie was 
compelled to respond with the “strategy of tension,” promoting 
state terrorism that it blamed on communists in order to justify a 
severe repressive turn (with over 5,000 people eventually impris-
oned). And so class conflict became armed.

A new generation of revolutionary communists—the leaders of 
the movement—was born, joined by ex-partisans of the resistance 
to Nazi-fascism, and they were struggling not only against the own-

Partisans of  the Italian resistance movement, which grew exponentially after the Nazi invasion and occupation  
of  Italy in September 1943 and lasted until Liberation Day, 25 April 1945.
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ers and their government but also against the PCI, its union, the 
Italian General Confederation of Labor (CGIL), and the opportu-
nistic line they promoted. The ultimate task of this struggle was 
the reconstruction of a revolutionary communist party. Two main 
movements pursued this aim: the first was the Marxist-Leninist 
movement embodied by the Communist Party of Italy—Marxist 
Leninist (New Unity) (Nuova Unità—Partito Comunista d’Italia Marx-
ista-Leninista), and the second was the armed communist move-
ment, mainly the Red Brigades (Brigate Rosse). Dogmatic deviations 
characterized the first, and militarist deviations eventually charac-
terized the second.

At the beginning of the 1980s, in conjunction with the begin-
ning of the second general crisis of capitalism (1975 up until the 
present day) and the exhaustion of the first wave of world prole-
tarian revolution (1917–1976), the combination of these two lines—
dogmatism and militarism—led the revolutionary movement into 
a hard defeat, with thousands incarcerated, tortured, and/or killed. 
This defeat carries precious teachings for revolutionaries concern-
ing the limits and mistakes which are necessary to overcome for the 
rebirth of the revolutionary movement and the reconstruction of 
real communist parties.

Former Prime Minister and President of  the Christian Democratic Party Aldo Moro’s body was discovered 
in the trunk of  a Renault 4 in Via Caetani on 9 May 1978, 54 days after his kidnapping by the Red Brigades.
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In the late ’70s, the National Coordination of Committees 
against Repression (Coordinamento Nazionale dei Comitati contro la 
Repressione) was born as organized committees to provide active 
support to political prisoners of the Red Brigades and other armed 
organizations. In 1985, the leading group of the Committees found-
ed the magazine Social Relations (Rapporti Sociali)7 to offer an up-to-
date analysis of capitalism, an assessment of the experience of the 
first communist movement, and to set future tasks. On the basis of 
this theoretical work, the CARC were founded in 1992.

Step-by-step, this work created the conditions for the establish-
ment of a new and real communist party founded on MLM. A rich 
debate spread about the role and nature of the party and the neces-
sary conditions for its reconstruction among the organizations that 
considered themselves communist. Eventually, in 1999, a group of 
comrades, including former National Secretary of the CARC Gi-
useppe Maj, clandestinely constituted the Preparatory Commis-
sion (PC) for the Founding Congress of the (new) Italian Commu-
nist Party. This group launched the program of the new clandestine 
communist party, founded on MLM, that would be able to carry 
out the Protracted Revolutionary People’s War. The PC began pub-
lication of The Voice of the (new) Italian Communist Party (La Voce del 
(nuovo) Partito Comunista Italiano)8 and started the construction of 
clandestine party committees.

The bourgeoisie has repeatedly waged repressive campaigns 
against communists, particularly against CARC and PC members, 
imprisoning two comrades in Paris, Giuseppe Maj and Giuseppe 
Czeppel. But the communists faced this repression by denouncing 
the bourgeoisie’s persecution and carrying out vast propaganda 
and agitation against the repressive investigations. In this way, they 
were able to promote the work carried out for the construction of 
a new communist party to many people. Their resistance strength-

7 The archive of Rapporti Sociali is available at www.nuovopci.it/scritti/RS/indi-
com.html
8 The Voice of the (new) Italian Communist Party is available at the (n)PCI website: 
www.nuovopci.it
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ened the reconstruction of the party, and on 3 October 2004, the (n)
PCI was founded.

The CARC greeted the birth of the (n)PCI with joy: the recon-
struction of the working-class party was the aim which had led 
their work for 12 years. The birth of the (n)PCI necessarily required 
that CARC members had to decide what to do from then onwards. 
Many realized that the PC’s statements about the clandestine char-
acter of the party were interesting and well-founded. Nevertheless, 
the CARC were firmly persuaded that a legal political organization 
of communists was also important for the development of class 
struggle in Italy. This organization could use what was left of so-
cial and political freedom conquered by the Resistance to promote 
the elevation of revolutionary forces, the communist orientation of 
popular masses, their aggregation around the (n)PCI, their mobili-
zation, and their engagement in revolutionary political activity and 
social struggles to make Italy a new socialist country. In Italy, many 
workers and advanced elements of the popular masses still have a 
bond with the first wave of proletarian revolution—they still have 
“a hammer and sickle in their hearts”—and thus look for a public 
organization to refer to.

From 9–10 April 2005, an Extraordinary National Direction of 
the CARC ratified the transformation of CARC into a party (the 
CARC Party, or P. CARC), drafted a new statute, and nominated 
members for the directing organs of the Party. Since then, the rela-
tionship that exists between the P. CARC and the (n)PCI is one of 
ideological unity and unity on the strategic objective: to make Italy 
a new socialist country. However, they are two distinct organiza-
tions. The discovery of the need for two parties to make revolution 
in an imperialist country like ours is a novelty in the international 
communist movement, but it is the result of our experience in light 
of the conditions we find ourselves operating within.

Since its founding, the P. CARC has held five congresses and 
three internal active ideological struggles to become the national 
party that it is today. At the Fifth Congress (2019), the Party set the 
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goal of becoming a “party of cadres and mass” to raise the quali-
ty of its cadre to the point of being able to enlarge the base of the 
organization and the network of relationships required to carry 
out its work. The distinction between cadres and mass among the 
membership is the distinction between comrades who choose to 
dedicate their entire lives and the many comrades who can make 
contributions which, however small, are essential for victory. At 
present, we count 24 chapters of the Party in four regional federa-
tions, in addition to contacts in and reports coming out of 17 regions 
out of the 20 in Italy.

At this stage the Party operates through three main lines of 
work: (1) support for workers’ and people’s organizations (see the 
following question); (2) promotion of a broad political front against 
the Draghi government and all governments of the “grand coali-
tions”(see Question 6); and (3) interventions among other organi-
zations that consider themselves communist in order to promote 
ideological unity that aims at organizational unity.

The work of the P. CARC is conducted and established upon 
four understandings that have been elaborated by the (n)PCI: brief-
ly, (1) the assessment of the experience of the communist move-
ment, (2) the nature of the current capitalist crisis, (3) the political 
regime of preventive counter-revolution that is in force in the imperi-
alist countries, and (4) the revolutionary strategy of Protracted Rev-
olutionary People’s War. The assimilation and application of these 
four understandings—elaborated in the document Four Main Issues 
to be Debated in the International Communist Movement9—is neces-
sary from every cadre who wants to contribute to the rebirth of the 
international communist movement.

3. What are the popular classes in Italy and what is the relative weight 
among them? Where do you see the greatest revolutionary potential 
among these classes? And where and in what ways does the CARC 
Party have presence among the people and their struggles?

9  Available at www.nuovopci.it/eile/en/testi/NPCI_Four_Issues.pdf
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Class analysis is fundamental to any communist who wants to 
bring about a socialist revolution. The P. CARC takes its class anal-
ysis from Section 2.2 of the Manifesto Program of the (n)PCI  (which is 
based on data up to 2004). This program broadly defines two camps 
in our society: on one side is the popular masses, those who, in one 
way or another, must work to live; and on the other side is the impe-
rialist bourgeoisie, those who do not need to work to live or, if they 
work, do so mainly to increase their wealth or for pleasure.

The imperialist bourgeoisie is the class that is directly or indi-
rectly linked to the accumulation of financial and speculative cap-
ital and is composed of diverse categories of individuals, including 
financiers, entrepreneurs, rentiers, senior state officials, prelates, 
rich professionals, artists, athletes, journalists, superior officers of 
the armed forces, and national politicians. In Italy, this class con-
sists of six million people. The objective interests of this class are 
hostile to socialist revolution, and the relationship between this 
class and the popular masses and the communist movement is a 
relationship of war.

The popular masses (what you may call in English “the peo-
ple”) in our country are composed of proletarian and non-proletar-
ian elements that amount to about 51 million people.

The proletariat is composed of:

• Workers employed in the private sector: those upon which the 
valorization of capital is based and, therefore, upon which the 
whole capitalist system is based. Their exploitation is the condi-
tion for capitalist production. Marx has already clearly explained 
that a worker is defined not by the type of goods he or she pro-
duces (or services he or she provides) but by the fact that he or 
she exchanges labor power against capital. In Italy, this section of 
the proletariat consists of approximately 17 million people. This 
is the class that must direct the socialist revolution because they 
are already in the objective and partially also subjective condi-
tions (e.g., they’re used to collective work) that are required to 
make a socialist revolution.
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• Workers not employed in private companies: public sector work-
ers, workers in family or artisanal companies, and personal as-
sistants. In Italy, these workers account for 19 million people and 
are the closest allies of the working class.

The non-proletarian popular masses, on the other hand, are 
all those who have control over their own work or whose qualifi-
cations or skills are such that they are not easily replaced in the 
production process. This includes the self-employed, small profes-
sionals, the lower management of companies, and small propri-
etors whose income derives mainly from their own participation in 
the production process. We call these classes the “non-proletarian 
popular masses” instead of the petty-bourgeoisie, because they are 
objectively a layer of society which the proletariat can and must 
direct politically—that is why we conceive them as belonging to 
our field. Although these classes oscillate between one field and 
the other (they follow who is the strongest), the crisis impels these 
classes to mobilize against the imperialist bourgeoisie, because it 
objectively opposes their interests. It is our task to lead the prole-
tariat to exercise political direction over these classes. In Italy, they 
amount to 15 million people.

To root itself in the working class—the proletariat and the 
broad popular masses—the P. CARC focuses the core of its activi-
ties on the development, support, and coordination of workers’ or-
ganizations (WOs) and people’s organizations (POs). WOs and POs 
are mass organizations open to all those who want to participate 
constructively and that the popular masses create, partly sponta-
neously and partly thanks to the initiative of communists, to cope 
with the disastrous effects of capitalist crisis. Workers in the private 
sector from one or more companies may come together, regardless 
of the trade union card they may have in their pockets, to mobilize 
themselves around relatively simple but deeply felt battles (e.g., 
the issue of health security in a department). They are the embryo 
that can develop into WOs and workers’ councils. POs are similar 
to WOs and are equally necessary, although they are hierarchically 
inferior for our purposes. POs are made up of: (1) workers of the 
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public sector or (2) proletarians or other elements of the popular 
masses. They can have a specific area of action (e.g. a neighborhood 
committee) or they can be issue-based, like a committee for the de-
fense of the environment, a feminist group, a student committee, a 
sports group, a reading group, or, for example, the group of restau-
rateurs who have been protesting closures that the government has 
imposed because of COVID-19.

We must begin by leveraging a widespread network of mass or-
ganizations that can be increasingly organized around a center that 
directs its consciousness and directs its action, and which makes it 
capable of common action. The establishment of the Soviet gov-
ernment would not have been possible without the creation of a 
widespread network of soviets of workers and soldiers throughout 
the country—the bulk of which were peasants mobilized for the 
war—which were aggregated around the Bolshevik Party.

The creation of this widespread network of WOs and POs 
across the country—organized around the vanguard communist 
party and opposing the power of the imperialist bourgeoisie and 
the clergy—is the heart of the construction of the new power in our 
country, and is at this stage the central aspect of the socialist revo-
lution. It is our task to prepare for reaching a decisive confrontation 
under the most favorable conditions possible.

This is why the P. CARC promotes the formation of WOs and 
POs: it is the soil and the roots of our main work. Our goal is to 
bring these organizations to the point of becoming New Public Au-
thorities, as was the case with the workers’ councils in Italy in the 
’20s and the ’70s. We see in these organizations the embryo of the 
future socialist state—the dictatorship of the proletariat. WOs and 
POs will have to become New Public Authorities today for the social-
ist state to have its social base for tomorrow. Also, a widespread and 
extensive network of these organizations is the social base upon 
which the national emergency government, the People’s Bloc Gov-
ernment, will be formed as a tactical step toward socialism (see the 
following question).
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We are presently conducting important experiments through 
this line of work: for example, in the factories of the former FIAT, in 
the steel sector, and between health workers and teachers in public 
schools. Spontaneous resistance constantly produces innumerable 
streams of WOs and POs that we must join and diverge to feed the 
river of socialist revolution. To date, however, this work is not yet 
at the level of being the main factor directing class struggle in our 
country. In Italy at present, the network of mass organizations is not 
widespread and coordinated enough, and this is why we’re in the 
situation we’re in. This network of organizations must be built—or 
rebuilt—and this time driven by the will to go all the way. The ac-
celeration produced by the health crisis has offered us more foun-
dations to build on. We must build the work in stages and, guided 
by our science, broaden it. We know that the process of rooting our-
selves progresses dialectically through quantitative accumulations 
and qualitative leaps.

4. Can you elaborate upon your political line of building to-
wards a “People’s Bloc Government?” Is this a new parliamentary 
arrangement? A new constitution? Some kind of revolutionary 

A demonstration by the CARC Party, whose banner reads, “Organize, coordinate, build the New Public Authorities.”
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united front? Is this a stage in the struggle towards socialist rev-
olution?

To win a war, we need a war plan. The line of constructing the 
People’s Bloc Government (PBG) is part of this plan and it emerges 
from the objective and subjective conditions in our country. These 
conditions consist, on the one hand, of the substantial weakness 
of the communist movement—a slow accumulation of forces due 
mainly to internal limitations—and, on the other hand, the exis-
tence of significant mobilization and organization among the mass-
es in coping with the progression of the general crisis of capitalism. 
Furthermore, this line is the product of our assessment of the expe-
rience of the first wave of proletarian revolution and its experience 
with popular front governments (starting from the Seventh Con-
gress of the Communist International in 1935).

None of the principal measures needed today to confront the 
crisis are possible without a government to implement them. In or-
der to implement the demands of the thousands of WOs and POs 
that exist in our country today and impose as law those measures 
adopted by them, a government is needed that, on the one hand, 
supports and promotes the organization and mobilization of pop-
ular masses and, on the other hand, is supported by WOs and POs. 
This government will be composed of people who, though not nec-
essarily communists, enjoy the confidence of these organizations. 

The organized popular masses today still have confidence in 
civil society personalities, trade unionists, politicians, and intellec-
tuals. Our goal is to prepare the WOs and POs to impose a gov-
ernment composed of these trusted figures. This is a necessary 
measure, because it’s not possible in our country today to impose a 
government led by or with the participation of a communist party 
(unlike the popular front government of the first wave of proletar-
ian revolution). The defeat of the first communist movement and 
the betrayal of the revisionists still weighs heavily on the minds of 
the people. The new communist movement needs to first clear the 
ruins from the field: it must be able to answer when asked why the 
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first communist movement retreated, and it must reveal the role of 
revisionists in opposing the communist movement. All this will be 
the result of an experimental process and the activity of commu-
nists. However, immediately, if the popular masses have confidence 
in the sorts of people we describe above, communists must lead the 
masses to organize and mobilize to entrust those personalities with 
the responsibility of government. If those personalities can criticize 
the governments of the imperialist bourgeoisie, then they should 
take up governing. 

A government of this kind won’t be constituted necessarily 
through elections.10 It’ll be born from the conscious mobilization 
of the WOs and POs, who must impose it on the ruling class by 
making the country ungovernable for them. We can rely on the fact 
that, due to the collective nature of the productive forces, the bour-
geoisie need the consent (or at least the passivity) of the majority 
of the popular masses to run the country. If this goes off, there is 
nothing they can do but bite the bullet or resort to mass repression, 
both of which give ammunition to the revolutionary process. 

With simple and rapid measures, a government that has this 
social base can immediately put an end to the most serious effects 
of the economic and environmental crises. Such a government can 
prevent these crises from proliferating further, even in the face of 
the crises still raging across the rest of the world (that is, until a suf-
ficient number of countries have taken measures similar to those 
that we will apply in Italy). We can place the country on the road to 
renaissance and progress, to a higher level than where we arrived 
when the communist movement was still strong in the world, and 
this will be a road that we’ll easily travel together with other coun-

10  In Italy, we’ve had many examples of governments that were not formed 
through elections. For instance, in 1960 the Fanfani government was established 
after the Tambroni government not as a result of elections but because of a 
general mobilization of the masses against the presence of neo-fascists (known 
as the Italian Social Movement) in the Tambroni government. Other examples of 
non-elected governments are the fourth De Gasperi government (1947), the first 
Berlusconi government (1994), and the Draghi government itself.
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tries across the world.

The tasks of the PBG can be summarized in seven points:

1. The assignment to every company productive activities that are 
suitable to its nature and according to a national plan. No com-
pany must be closed.

2. The distribution of products to families, individuals, and com-
panies and toward collective uses according to clear, universally 
known, and democratically determined plans and criteria.

3. The assignment to every individual socially useful work and, in 
exchange for their scrupulous execution, a guarantee to all of the 
conditions necessary for a dignified life and for participation in 
the larger functioning of society. No worker will be fired, every 
adult will have useful and dignified work, and no individual will 
be marginalized.

4. The elimination of unnecessary or harmful production and ac-
tivities, and the reassignment of companies involved in those ac-
tivities to other tasks.

5. The reorganization of all other social relations in accordance 
with the new productive base and the new system of distribution.

6. The establishment of relations of solidarity, collaboration, and 
exchange with all countries willing to establish them with us.

7. The purge of the top leaders of the public administration that 
sabotage the country’s transformation, conforming the police, 
armed forces, and intelligence agencies to the democratic spirit 
of the Constitution of 1948, and the restoration of universal citi-
zen participation in military activities in defense of the country 
and to protect public order.

The success of the PBG will not be hinged upon the good in-
tentions or honesty of the people that will compose it, but instead 
will be based on the dialectical link between the PBG and the WOs 
and POs. The WOs and POs will have to demand from the PBG that 
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they be given power and that all necessary measures established by 
them be enacted into law, even if these measures harm the interests 
of the bourgeoisie, the clergy, the rich, and the imperialist world 
system or oppose their customs, institutions, aspirations, and men-
tality.

For WOs and POs to constitute the PBG, communists and the 
politically advanced elements of the masses must succeed in cre-
ating three conditions: (1) convince the WOs and POs that only by 
constituting an emergency government can they achieve their ob-
jectives; (2) multiply the number of WOs and POs by encouraging 
their creation in every company, in every neighborhood, and in ev-
ery field; and (3) push the WOs and POs to coordinate at local, pro-
vincial, regional, and national levels in order to establish consistent 
networks unified on a territorial basis and by objective and/or field 
of activity.

When this work exceeds a certain quantitative level, the leaders 
of the Papal Republic will have to swallow the constitution of the 
PBG as a lesser evil and as an interim measure. The ongoing acute 
conflicts among the bourgeoisie will facilitate the establishment of 
the PBG. They are not yet ready to unleash a civil war to suppress 
the insubordination of the popular masses. They will try to get the 
situation under their control by sabotaging the actions of the PBG. 
This, however, will open a new phase.

Following the establishment of the PBG, the WOs and POs will 
mobilize to implement concrete measures, to ensure their meticu-
lous execution, and to suppress any attempt to sabotage or boycott 
the actions of the PBG. In so doing, they will learn to govern the 
country and direct affairs themselves, and they’ll be able to cope 
successfully with a civil war if the most criminal elements of the 
bourgeoisie and the clergy dare to unleash it. We communists will 
gain the lead in this struggle against national and international en-
emies. This is how we will pave the way for the large-scale revival 
of the communist movement and the establishment of socialism.
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5. As we understand it, the CARC Party has engaged in some 
bourgeois electoral contests in the past. What’s been your expe-
rience with elections, and what is the strategic thinking behind 
these tactics?

In the past, our interventions in electoral campaigns have 
aimed to develop the organization and mobilization of the work-
ing class and popular masses by seizing upon false promises made 
by the bourgeois parties. For example, faced with the fact that the 
bourgeois parties speak to the issue of unemployment, we have 
worked to build committees of the unemployed and precarious. We 
have worked to ensure that these organizations continue their ex-
istence even after the election. So, in this sense, we have learned to 
seize upon every opportunity—even initiatives led by the bourgeoi-
sie, such as elections—where there is potential for the organization 
and mobilization of the working class and popular masses.

In an early phase of the development of our party, we took part 
in local electoral competitions following the said criteria. However, 
the development of the general crisis has led the popular masses 
to increasingly detach from the theater of bourgeois politics. So, at 
this stage, we do not feel it useful to continue to present ourselves 
directly in the electoral arena.

We are opposed to the principle of abstensionism, as Lenin 
taught us in “Left-Wing” Communism: An Infantile Disorder, and so 
we still give our members and sympathizers direction to vote for 
one or more lists or one or more candidates who stand out in prac-
tice in giving space, voice, and means to the mobilizations of the 
workers and popular masses. We push the WOs and POs to take 
the opportunity of electoral campaigns (where the attention of the 
masses in politics increases) to urge candidates or those elected.

In the last few years, we have been supportive of the Five Star 
Movement (M5S). Although they come from an electoral perspec-
tive that’s driven by an unrealistic conception of the Bourgeois Left,11 
11  The Bourgeois Left consists of the range of parties, organizations, and indi-
viduals who concretely—in their political activity, in their programs, in their 
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M5S has effectively expressed vast and legitimate contempt on the 
part of the masses for bourgeois institutions and “grand coalition” 
governments.12

We believe that between 2016 and 2018 there was an import-
ant turning point in the political system of the imperialist coun-
tries, and that the imperialist bourgeoisie is no longer able to rule 
with the methods with which it had since the advent of Margaret 
Thatcher in the UK (1979) and Ronald Reagan in the US (1981), i.e., 
by implementing what we have called the “common program of the 
imperialist bourgeoisie.”13 In all the major imperialist countries, 
the advocates of this program were overthrown or put in seriously 
difficult situations due to the contempt of and resistance waged by 

initiatives and political proposals—do not see that any productive enterprise is 
possible other than that which is based on the initiative of capitalists, stemming 
from the private property of capitalists, rooted in the production of profits, and 
based in the market relations of buying and selling. They cannot conceive of or 
they explicitly reject socialism. But at the same time, they believe (we suppose 
sincerely) that all members of society should have a decent life. They would like 
decent wages, decent pensions, and employment for all proletarians. In short, 
the Bourgeois Left wants capitalism and a bourgeois society (i.e., founded on the 
property and on the economic initiative of capitalists) but without all “the evils of 
capitalism.” They want capitalism without the inconvenience of capitalism.
12  Grand coalitions—or larghe intese, as they are called in Italy—refer to coalition 
governments. The parties of the grand coalitions, like those who today support 
the Draghi government (or, for another example, those parties in Germany that 
have sustained the “Große Koalition” governments—the Christian Democratic 
Union and the Social Democratic Party), present themselves in the elections 
as divided and in competition. But in reality, everyone implements the same 
program—the common program of the imperialist bourgeoisie (see the following 
footnote). 
13  The common program of the imperialist bourgeoisie today can be summa-
rized in two points. One, in the imperialist countries, complete the liquidation of 
what remains of the conquests of civilization and well-being (wages, workplace 
rights, collective agreements, stability) wrested by the popular masses when 
the communist movement was strong in the world; and two, participate in the 
resumption of wars launched or fomented by NATO, the US, Israel, and EU 
countries, and assist in the combination of and competition between imperialist 
groups to carve out the largest part of the exploitation of the popular masses of 
the former socialist countries and oppressed countries.
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the masses. We consider this a breach that the popular masses have 
opened in the political system of the imperialist bourgeoisie, and 
we regard even the Trump election as part of this objective process. 

The breach has taken different forms depending on the partic-
ular objective and subjective conditions of each imperialist coun-
try. In Italy’s 4 March 2018 elections, the popular masses made it 
impossible for the imperialist bourgeoisie to establish the grand 
coalition government that they wanted. The elections led to the 
success of the M5S and the two governments led by Giuseppe Con-
te. These governments were not direct expressions of the imperial-
ist bourgeoisie and, in fact, were actively sabotaged by the ruling 
class. At this stage, our line was to “widen the breach,” urging WOs 
and POs to mobilize so that the M5S would be able to keep their 
electoral promises. 

However, due to our limits today, due to the relative weakness 
of the movement of the WOs and POs, and due to the fact that most 
M5S leaders refused to mobilize the masses to enforce the just de-
mands that were the basis of their electoral success, the breach has 
been temporarily “patched up.” Mario Draghi, former president of 
the European Central Bank, is now prime minister of a (very unsta-
ble) grand coalition government. It is our primary objective today 
to build a front to overthrow this government. 

The experience of the two Conte governments demonstrates 
that it’s possible for mass resistance to create a breach in the institutions 
of the imperialist bourgeoisie. This is a precious lesson considering 
our aim of establishing the PBG. However, this experience also re-
veals that no government can pursue measures contrary to the interests 
of the imperialist bourgeoisie without promoting the mobilization and or-
ganization of the popular masses on a large scale.

6. The last decade has witnessed a massive influx of migrants 
from Africa, who have been displaced by climate change and 
imperialism. What are the conditions of these migrants and ref-
ugees in Italy? Are they being absorbed into the Italian proletar-
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iat? How does the struggle against xenophobia fit into the larger 
revolutionary struggles of the popular classes? Has the CARC 
Party been able to mobilize or organize refugees and migrants?

Taking advantage of the weakness of the conscious and orga-
nized communist movement given the exhaustion of the first wave 
of proletarian revolution (1917–1976), and under the pressure cre-
ated by the need to valorize capital in the context of the unfolding 
general crisis of the system, the imperialists have brought devas-
tation, looting, and wars of recolonization to the oppressed coun-
tries of Africa, Asia, and Latin America as well as to the former 
socialist countries of Eastern Europe. Thus, an enormous mass of 
people has been forced to move to the imperialist countries, where 
they live in suburbs, in refugee camps, in facilities that are nearly 
prisons, and in areas that are barely or not at all inhabited. This 
exodus of “migrants” has involved the most exploited classes of 
those countries. There’s no problem for those who belong to the 

Hundreds of  thousands of  African refugees and migrants have made a perilous journey across the Med-
iterranean in recent years, fleeing the ravages of  capitalism-imperialism: economic devastation, climate 
change, imperialist aggression, and proxy wars. Pictured here are migrants traveling between Libya and 
Italy.
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exploiting classes—whatever their race, color, religion, or country 
of origin—who travel to make themselves comfortable as tourists, 
businessmen, or even to settle in another country. The doors are al-
ways open for these migrants. The question of migrants, therefore, 
is neither a question of “human rights in general” nor a question of 
race or religion; it is a question of class.

In our country, immigration became a mass phenomenon 
starting at the end of the 1970s, beginning with the second general 
crisis of capitalism and increasing with the collapse of the socialist 
countries of Eastern Europe (Albania, Romania, etc.) at the end of 
the ’80s. Since then, more than 5 million proletarians and lumpen-
proletarians have settled in our country (according to 2018 data), 
the vast majority of whom arrived in the last 20 years. Most of them 
are therefore first-generation immigrants. 

The imperialist bourgeoisie manages the immigration pro-
duced by its criminal affairs in Italy and abroad in the only way that 
it knows how: by exploiting the immigrants arriving in the country, 
deriving profit from the so-called “immigration system,” and plac-
ing these workers in competition with the native working class for 
work, wages, housing, healthcare, and even basic goods and ser-
vices, all of which are already being denied to a growing part of the 
popular masses. Immigration, unemployment, the relocation and 
closure of companies, illegal work, and the degradation of the sub-
urbs are essentially the result of the (mis)management of society by 
the imperialist bourgeoisie.

The imperialist bourgeoisie copes with the increasing resis-
tance that these contradictions generate among the popular masses 
by channeling their growing indignation into intolerance against 
immigrants. In this way, the imperialist bourgeoisie tries to trans-
form the antagonistic contradiction between the ruling class and 
the popular masses into contradictions among the masses (guerra 
tra poveri, or war among the poor).

For this reason, the best form of integration and welcome that 
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we can—and must—give to immigrants who arrive in Italy is to 
promote their participation in class struggle and in the struggle to 
establish the PBG and implement its emergency measures. We do 
not conceive of immigrants as “brothers of misfortune”; we do not 
start from the color of their skin or from the fact that they are more 
unfortunate than us (as with clerical pity). Nor do we defend some 
abstract “right to move” in the name of an interclass (bourgeois) 
cosmopolitanism. We go to them as comrades in the struggle, as 
workers and young people who can join the fight for the PBG and 
to make Italy a new socialist country.

The political importance assumed by the presence and arrival 
of immigrants in our country has pushed the P. CARC for the last 
two years to start investigations and undertake specific interven-
tions among immigrant workers. We have only taken the first steps 
in this new and experimental work for the communist movement 
in our country. We have also come to understand that we must be-
gin this work in the working class, especially among those who 
have some concrete ties with the communist movement histori-
cally (in our country, most of the immigrants come from formerly 

A strike organized by A strike organized by S.I. CobasS.I. Cobas, one of  Italy’s most important trade unions, which is presently organizing , one of  Italy’s most important trade unions, which is presently organizing 
migrants and warehouse workers from companies like Amazon and FedEx-TNT.migrants and warehouse workers from companies like Amazon and FedEx-TNT.
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socialist countries in Eastern Europe or from China). In addition to 
this, we’re developing support for those grassroots unions (such as 
S.I. Cobas)  which have brought together mostly immigrant workers 
to fight important battles over the last ten years, mainly in the lo-
gistics sector.

7. Italy was one of the first countries after China to be hit hard 
by COVID-19. Why was this the case? How did the Italian state 
respond? How are the masses understanding this crisis? What’s 
been the impact of far-right conspiracy theories in shaping peo-
ple’s understandings of the pandemic and the crises it is inter-
twined with?

The reason Italy was the second country hit by COVID-19 after 
China are still unknown. But it is possible the cause resides in the 
fact that the productive apparatus of Northern Italy has close and 
important links to China. It is also well known that the virus was 
already circulating since the summer of 2019, so it is not possible 
to establish its precise origin.14 However, we can affirm with a good 
degree of certainty that the spread of this pandemic has mainly 
passed through capitalist enterprises, especially where the produc-
tive forces are most concentrated and socialized—which is the case 
in Northern Italy, one of the most highly socialized production ar-
eas in the world and the source of the greatest number of outbreaks 
and cases. The ruling class can’t afford to stop production in these 
areas without impacting companies and sacrificing their market 
positions internationally. This contradiction is the basis of the mass 
murder taking place in our country for over a year now, with a rate 

 Gisella Vagnoni, “Researchers find coronavirus was circulating in Italy earlier 
than thought,” Reuters, 16 November 2020, www.reuters.com/article/health-coro-
navirus-italy-timing-idUSKBN27W1J2 (accessed 2 August 2021). See also Aylin 
Woodward, “Suspicions mount that the coronavirus was spreading in China and 
Europe as early as October, following a WHO investigation,” Business Insider, 22 
December 2020, africa.businessinsider.com/news/suspicions-mount-that-the-
coronavirus-was-spreading-in-china-and-europe-as-early-as/zhqb1f5 (accessed 2 
August 2021). 
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of hundreds of deaths a day that was only partially interrupted in 
the summer months from June to October 2020.

For these reasons, as in the other imperialist countries, at the 
beginning of the pandemic, the Italian state’s initial response was 
to insist that all enterprises should remain open. By the end of Feb-
ruary 2020, the first outbreaks in the southern part of Lombardy 
led to the collapse of our national healthcare system, which was al-
ready on its knees after decades of privatization. But it was only af-
ter massive spontaneous strikes by metalworkers—of which there 
is an important presence in Northern Italy, especially between Ber-
gamo and Brescia—that the second Conte government opted for a 
total lockdown of all non-essential productive activities across the 
country until the summer of 2020. These measures brought the 
pandemic under control but gave the bourgeoisie opportunities of 
various kinds to attack the working class with closures, relocations, 
layoffs, etc.

Starting in September 2020, the line of the second Conte gov-
ernment and the Draghi government that followed it has been to 
enforce stay-at-home orders on the popular masses, close schools 
and small businesses, and keep large companies open.15

The pandemic is a product of the general crisis of capitalism, 
a qualitative leap in the unfolding acute and terminal phase of the 
general crisis of capitalism in the world. In this situation, there is no 
going back: there is no normalcy that can be returned to. The pan-

15  Also very important have been closures and restrictions in tourism, gyms, 
entertainment, and other areas of popular culture as well as the case del popolo, or 
“houses of the people.” (There is perhaps no popular equivalent to these houses 
of the people in North America, but imagine a sort of hybrid between a commu-
nity center and a cafe but under popular control. They’re essentially a network 
of POs that are the legacy of the first socialist movement in our country tracing 
back to the late 1800s, and for this reason, they only exist in the northern areas 
of the country. Historically, they were also one of the main targets of fascist raids 
in the ’20s.) The churches have, of course, remained open. So not only have the 
centers of the imperialist bourgeoisie remained open (factories, banks) but also 
the centers of the clergy.
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demic has exacerbated the contradictions that the popular masses 
were already subjected to in their daily lives. They increasingly un-
derstand that the (mis)management of society by the bourgeoisie 
is leading to death, ruin, and misery, and that the measures being 
taken—from lockdowns to the use of personal protective equip-
ment and vaccines—are speculative rather than guarantees. Fur-
thermore, the popular masses consciously or unconsciously under-
stand that these measures are not implemented to ensure people’s 
health and safety, which is why some sections have reacted by re-
fusing to adopt or comply with these measures, while others deny 
that the virus even exists.

By contrast, in all those countries where those institutions cre-
ated in the course of the first wave of proletarian revolution remain 
to some extent—Cuba, the People’s Republic of China, the Social-
ist Republic of Vietnam, the People’s Democratic Republic of Laos, 
the People’s Democratic Republic of Korea—the pandemic has 
been handled with much better results than in imperialist coun-
tries or across the rest of the imperialist world system.

In general terms, what these countries have achieved are due to:

• the unity of interests that links the public authorities (state and 
local) to the popular masses;

• a widespread system of mass organizations that gathers a large 
part of the population and is headed by those countries’ respec-
tive communist parties;

• strong public direction over much of the economic activity of the 
country: not mere financial, tax, and other related incentives, but 
clear direct administration through assignment of tasks and oth-
er directives; and

• public health systems aimed at protecting the general health of 
the population.

These are important facts that show the popular masses that 
the establishment of socialism is a matter of life and death.
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Regarding the part of your question concerning right-wing 
conspiracies, they’ve had little hold over the masses in Italy. They 
have had only a minor role in the mobilizations, and common sense 
has prevailed that prevention, early intervention, a network of lo-
cal clinics, and adequate facilities—i.e., a national free and public 
health system—can successfully address the pandemic.

8. There were significant prison uprisings in Italy in the early 
stage of the pandemic. In addition to this, can you describe the 
most defining moments of proletarian struggle in Italy over the 
course of the pandemic this past year?

The press agency of our party has monitored and promoted on a 
daily basis the ongoing mobilizations across the country during the 
first lockdown.16 I’ll limit myself here to list only the main ones:

• The riots in dozens of Italian prisons, which occurred almost 
immediately at the beginning of the first lockdown in March 
2020 and which saw 13 prisoners killed by prison guards. Up to 
the present, a PO called Committee for Truth and Justice has re-

16  P.CARC, “Mobilitazioni in tutto il paese per fare fronte dal basse al 
COVID-19,” 10 March 2020, www.carc.it/2020/03/10/in-aggiornamento-organiz-
zarsi-e-mobilitarsi-per-far-fronte-allemergenza-COVID-19/ 

In March 2020, inmates across dozens of  prisons rioted over 
the suspension of  visitation rights. Six inmates died in Modena.
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mained active in the city of Modena since the massacre. It has 
produced mobilizations and a grassroots investigation while also 
engaging the relatives of the victims. The judicial system has re-
cently reacted by closing the official investigation in a clumsy at-
tempt to clear the air. The struggle is ongoing.

• The spontaneous strikes that occurred in the engineering companies 
(which were mentioned above) that led to the first and only truly gen-
eralized lockdown in March 2020. That was undoubtedly the most 
salient moment of struggle, as it forced the state to change its political 
direction in the short term. Since March 2020, the ban on layoffs has 
remained in effect, and both the second Conte government and the 
Draghi government continue to uphold it, as they fear the social con-
sequences and class struggle that would result from mass layoffs.

• Small but significant and cutting-edge mobilizations called for by 
the P. CARC to break with the government’s terroristic line to “stay 
at home” and to indicate to the popular masses the need to mobi-
lize directly to cope with the crisis rather than leave their destiny in 
the hands of the criminal killers of the ruling class. These occurred 

A strike of  metalworkers in Genoa, March 2020.
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during what we called the “Red Week” (or Settimana Rossa in Italian, 
which refers to the week extending from 25 April, the anniversary of 
national liberation from Nazi-fascism, to 1 May, International Work-
ers Day) of 2020. We learned that even small actions—for instance, 
breaking restriction orders to place flowers at partisans memorial 
buildings—can give confidence to the broad popular masses and trig-
ger emulation when planned following a correct political line.

• Strikes to claim income and workplace safety, the implementa-
tion of health protocols in workplaces, documents for immigrant 
workers, and the blocking of evictions carried out by workers in 
logistics, couriers, entertainment sector workers, rural workers, 
and other precarious workers like delivery workers, which were 
mainly organized into grassroots unions.

• Solidarity brigades, which emerged as early as March 2020, espe-
cially at the initiative of young people who went to the houses of 
the elderly, sick, and poor to bring food and medicine as well as 
to propagandize and mobilize against municipal institutions. In 
addition to these first solidarity brigades, health brigades were 
added: groups of healthcare workers who self-organized the mass 
distribution of personal protective equipment, scientific literature, 
and free COVID tests to the population through “health tents.” 

• Mobilizations around public schools, where a national movement 
arose—Priorità alla Scuola or “Schooling Comes First”—that uni-

A June 2020 rally organized by many popular organizations in Lombardy that aimed to kick out the 
regional government that was responsbile for more than 30,000 COVID deaths.
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During the lockdown, hundreds of  brigades were born to take care of  the popular masses that were abandoned by During the lockdown, hundreds of  brigades were born to take care of  the popular masses that were abandoned by 
the institutions of  the bourgeoisie. Above, members of  the South Milan Brigade hold a banner that reads “Enough  the institutions of  the bourgeoisie. Above, members of  the South Milan Brigade hold a banner that reads “Enough  
is Enough! United for jobs, housing, health and income.” Below, members of  the Red Aid Health Brigade provide is Enough! United for jobs, housing, health and income.” Below, members of  the Red Aid Health Brigade provide 
medical aid and equipment to the people.medical aid and equipment to the people.
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fied teachers, janitors, parents, and students against the closure 
of public schools, and which has been working intermittently for 
more than a year. They have demanded that the necessary mea-
sures be taken to keep schools open during the pandemic, from 
the hiring of necessary professionals to construction work to en-
sure safe buildings and classrooms for schooling to go on.

9. In North America, fascist sentiments and mobilizations have 
surged throughout the pandemic, as evidenced by the far-right 
insurrectionary protest in Washington, D.C. on 6 January 2021. 
Over the same period, how have popular sentiments in Italy 
shifted in relation to fascism? And where do the various fascist 
currents weigh in in terms of the overall balance of political 
forces in Italy right now?

Fascism in the last century was counter-revolution: the suffoca-
tion of the revolutionary movement in progress. It was effective suf-
focation because the communist parties were not up to their tasks. 
The bourgeoisie resorted to fascism in countries (namely Italy and 
Germany) wherein the revolutionary mobilization of the masses 
was strong and the regime of preventive counter-revolution17 was 
not yet sufficiently developed to deal effectively with it.

Today, the weight of the explicitly fascist currents is marginal 
in Italy, and those who promote the reactionary mobilization of the 
masses are found in the system of “broad coalitions.” As we write, 
the Draghi government is allowing gangs of bodyguards paid by 
company owners (namely FedEx) to assault workers on strike.18 
The imperialist bourgeoisie must implement their common pro-
gram (see Footnote 13), and to do this, they will be forced to extend 

17  Manifesto Program of the (n)PCI, Section 1.3.3, “The preventive counter-revolu-
tion.”
18 See “A strong and unified response to the repressive escalation of the Draghi 
government and the bosses is urgently needed!” S.I. Cobas, 28 May 2021, sicobas.
org/2021/05/28/call-a-strong-and-unified-response-to-the-repressive-escalation-
of-the-draghi-government-and-the-bosses-is-urgently-needed/ (accessed 15 June 
2021).
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repression and mobilize the masses against one another more and 
more.

As a matter of fact, the world of the ruling class is in flames, the 
internal war in the enemy camp is exacerbated, and the masses are 
increasingly pushed to resist in a thousand ways. In this context, 
our task as communists is and will always be to take on the legit-
imate discontent among those social bases which the reactionary 
social groups leverage. We must mobilize these social base more 
effectively and more radically than the bourgeoisie.

For example, in Italy, the closure of restaurants, gyms, and 
small businesses in general have led the non-proletarian masses to 
organize themselves to demand non-repayable aid from the gov-
ernment and re-openings for their enterprises. In October 2020, 
this led to nights of spontaneous revolts in some cities. To date, the 
Io Apro (“I Open”) movement carries the claims of these classes. 
Fascists and the extreme right have tried to infiltrate Io Apro, but it 
is mainly because of communist limitations (sectarianism against 
non-proletarian forms of resistance) that this movement hasn’t 
linked yet to the other forms of popular mobilization mentioned in 
my previous answer.

Ultimately, the only two ways forward today are for a commu-
nist-led revolutionary unity of the popular masses against the im-
perialist bourgeoisie (revolutionary mobilization) or the clash be-
tween workers and a war among the people that’s directed by the 
imperialist bourgeoisie (reactionary mobilization). We do not live 
in some kind of regime of “modern fascism,” but rather a situation 
wherein the struggle between the revolutionary mobilization and 
the reactionary mobilization of popular masses is at play.

The situation is objectively revolutionary and the masses are 

“We do not live in some kind of regime of 
‘modern fascism,’ but rather a situation 
wherein the struggle between the revolutionary 
mobilization and the reactionary mobilization 
of popular masses is at play.”
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mobilized. They may mobilize  under reactionary banners (as 
is what happened, from what we understand, with the protest in 
Washington that your question refers to), but it is not by blaming 
the masses for mobilizing that we can make advances. Under what 
flag the masses fight depends on the role played by and the strength 
of the communist movement.

Our task is therefore not to judge whether a mobilization is 
“fascist” or not. Fascists may very well be the promoters of a partic-
ular mobilization, but the mobilization itself is a mass phenome-
non and has objective causes. It’s the task of communists to take the 
lead. There are no pure areas of struggle, and contradiction pene-
trates every aspect of class struggle. “Whoever expects a ‘pure’ so-
cial revolution will never live to see it. Such a person pays lip-service 
to revolution without understanding what revolution is,” as Lenin 
teaches us.19

19  Lenin in “The discussion on self-determination summed up” (1916).  From the same 
document, this passage is also relevant: 

The Russian Revolution of 1905 was a bourgeois-democratic revolution. It con-
sisted of a series of battles in which all the discontented classes, groups and ele-
ments of the population participated. Among these there were masses imbued 
with the crudest prejudices, with the vaguest and most fantastic aims of struggle; 
there were small groups which accepted Japanese money, there were specula-
tors and adventurers, etc. But objectively, the mass movement was breaking the 
hack of tsarism and paving the way for democracy; for this reason the class-con-
scious workers led it.

The socialist revolution in Europe cannot be anything other than an outburst 
of mass struggle on the part of all and sundry oppressed and discontented ele-
ments. Inevitably, sections of the petty bourgeoisie and of the backward work-
ers will participate in it—without such participation, mass struggle is impossible, 
without it no revolution is possible—and just as inevitably will they bring into 
the movement their prejudices, their reactionary fantasies, their weaknesses 
and errors. But objectively they will attack capital, and the class-conscious van-
guard of the revolution, the advanced proletariat, expressing this objective truth 
of a variegated and discordant, motley and outwardly fragmented, mass strug-
gle, will he able to unite and direct it, capture power, seize the banks, expropri-
ate the trusts which all hate (though for difficult reasons!), and introduce other 
dictatorial measures which in their totality will amount to the overthrow of the 
bourgeoisie and the victory of socialism, which, however, will by no means im-
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When General Kornilov organized a garrison in Russia in 1917 
to march on Petrograd, overthrow the Kerensky government, and 
establish a reactionary military junta, the Bolsheviks reacted not 
only by organizing armed popular defense but also by sending del-
egations of Red Guards to propagandize among the troops of Kor-
nilov—to persuade the soldiers to join the revolution.

The most important lesson we draw from events in the US 
for our country is that we have to work hard to multiply WOs and 
POs, strengthen them, bring them into coordination with each oth-
er, and unify them under the political objective of establishing an 
emergency government, specifically the PBG. The ongoing politi-
cal crisis of the imperialist system will have a stronger impact over 
the course of things as much as, in a growing number of countries, 
communists are able to enhance the discontent of the popular 
masses and grow their resistance in order to transform them into 
a governing force.

If, in Italy, we fail to establish the PBG and reactionary mobi-
lization prevails, we will have to change our plan of action accord-
ingly, since the very existence of an open party like P. CARC would 
be impossible and unnecessary. But even then, history has shown 
that it is always possible to turn reactionary mobilization into rev-
olutionary mobilization (see the October Revolution during World 
War I and the outcome of World War II), and this is precisely why 
large sectors of the ruling class today fear an open reactionary turn 
and will discourage it as long as they can.

10. What is Italy’s place within the capitalist-imperialist world 
system today, and how is Italian imperialism orienting to the 
inter-imperialist contradictions playing out in the world? After 
Brexit, is the movement for Italexit in advance or retreat? What 
section of the bourgeoisie in Italy favors staying in the EU versus 
withdrawing? And how do these pro-EU and anti-EU currents 
relate to NATO and the 30,000+ US military personnel stationed 

mediately ‘purge’ itself of petty-bourgeois slag.
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in Italy? How do they relate to the aid and overtures made by 
Russia and China during the pandemic?

Italy is a weak link in the imperialist chain for historical rea-
sons, namely the fact that the Church opposed the development 
of the capitalist system in its early stages in the peninsula, and be-
cause, in addition to the structures that are part of the EU imperi-
alist groups, we have the presence of the Vatican, US troops, and 
criminal organizations. This scenario renders the various group-
ings vying for leadership over the country in perpetual conflict 
with one another.

The process by which the EU has been constructed, beginning 
immediately after World War II, has unfolded in stages. The Euro-
pean imperialist groups—despite their contradictions, the hostility 
of the US imperialists, and the growing opposition of the peoples 
of many member states—work to force the states of the member 
countries to straitjacket the masses with the objectives of: (1) elimi-
nating the concessions wrested by the masses during the period of 
“capitalism with a human face” (1945–1976) when the communist 
movement was strong in the world; (2) stifling the resistance of pop-
ular masses to the course of things and preventing a renaissance of 
a conscious and organized communist movement; and (3) coping 
with the US imperialist groups and other countries that are also 
struggling with the second general crisis of the absolute overpro-
duction of capital. The European Stability Mechanism and the Re-
covery Fund are present-day operations aimed at these goals.

Putting an end to the catastrophic course of events in any Euro-
pean country necessitates breaking with the EU (and with NATO). 
In fact, the catastrophic course of events is the only course that the 
European imperialist groups are able to set countries on as a ruling 
class given their nature and the general crisis of capitalism. To pro-
pose to make the EU into a body of cooperation among the peoples 
of Europe makes as much sense as trying to make water dry. Those 
who want to end the catastrophic course of things in their own 
country must restore national sovereignty, reorganize their country 
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(starting from productive activities), and establish relationships 
of exchange, collaboration, and solidarity with any other country 
willing to do the same. A world socialist revolution can only come 
about through the combination of revolutions made in many coun-
tries, with each country raising its own banner of national sover-
eignty. In the stage of imperialism, the banner of national sover-
eignty has been dropped in the mud by the imperialist bourgeoisie, 
as most countries are merely hunting grounds for a small number 
of large imperialist groups.

So we have to put an end to the EU and NATO not only in the 
sense to getting out of them, but also in the sense of subverting 
them completely. If four or five NATO countries break ranks, even 
just as Turkey has, by withdrawing their troops from external oper-
ations outside their borders, NATO is finished. If a country the size 
of Italy issues mini-BOTs20 and breaks other EU austerity orders, 
the EU is over.

An article in Le monde diplomatique from 201821 runs a fairly de-
tailed simulation of what an EU country’s government can do in 
order to restore sovereignty by “arm wrestling” with speculative 
and financial capital. However, (1) the Tsipras government elected 
in Greece in 2015 clearly revealed that in order to put forward an 
agenda in the interests of the popular masses, a government must 
either mobilize the popular masses against the bourgeoisie’s retal-
iation or succumb to it. In other words, these are tasks that only 

20  “Mini-BOTs,” or “mini-Bills of Treasury,” is a proposal for the Italian central 
bank to issue small-denomination government bonds that could then be used by 
members of the public as bond certificates to conduct transactions and pay taxes. 
Practically speaking, they would be very similar to money. However, it is illegal 
for EU member states to issue their own currencies. See Josh Barro, “The Mini-
BOT: The One Weird Trick for Leaving the Euro That Shows Why Countries 
Can’t Leave the Euro,” New York Magazine, 17 June 2019, nymag.com/intelligenc-
er/2019/06/the-mini-bot-one-weird-trick-for-leaving-the-euro.html (accessed 15 
July 2021). 
21    Renaud Lambert and Sylvain Leder, “Face aux marchés, le scénario d’un bras 
de fer,” Le Monde diplomatique, October 2018, monde-diplomatique.fr/2018/10/
LAMBERT/59131 (accessed 15 July 2021).
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the PBG, because of its links with WOs and POs, can take up; and 
(2) as communists, we must be aware that the implementation of 
such measures in the interests of the popular masses through their 
mobilization could possibly push the bourgeoisie to unleash a civ-
il war, and so we must plan accordingly (which is the best way to 
avoid it). 

11. Final question comrade: What sustains your hope and com-
mitment as a communist revolutionary today?

Rather than hope, let us talk about understanding, assimilat-
ing, and applying the communist conception of the world. The 
communist conception of the world is based on the scientific elab-
oration of the experience of class struggle, a practice that no com-
munist in imperialist countries has ever committed to unreservedly 
(with the exception of Antonio Gramsci, whose case, however, re-
mains isolated). The scientific elaboration that we carry out today 
is therefore certainty of victory.

The transition from capitalism to communism is not a hope, 
but an objective historical necessity. One may or may not under-
stand this necessity, but the objective reality remains. This is ba-
sically an intellectual matter. The communist conception of the 
world does not spontaneously arise from class struggle. It is a mat-
ter of science; it is a matter of studying. Communists bring the con-
ception to the working class from the outside—this is the essence 
of Leninism. 

Communism is a historical necessity, but it requires the sub-
jective intervention of communists to unfold, just as childbirth (the 
birth of a new era) needs a midwife (the vanguard party). In other 
words, understanding that the process is inevitable is not enough 
for it to happen. Our acting is part of this necessity; we must apply 
what we learn. There needs to be communists who are willing to al-
low their understanding to guide their moral choices in the world. 
Choices are to be made on a daily basis. The process of building a 
revolution is, therefore, not only intellectual but also a moral one.
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The capacity to use our understanding as a guide for action is 
what we call assimilation of the communist conception. It is derived 
from the daily practice of class struggle, the collective assessment of 
that experience, and the modification of our behaviors accordingly. 
The granite conviction of communists and the success of our work 
essentially depends on the level of assimilation of our science. 

This is the essence of what the (n)PCI calls intellectual and moral 
reform. Each cadre of our party must undertake this, consciously 
directed by the Party as the vanguard.22 This is nothing new, as com-
munists have always had to do this to fulfill their duties, and this 
intellectual and moral reform will be made en masse by the entire 
population, but only after we take power. However, especially in 
imperialist countries, this process was never accomplished at the 
required level. Thanks to Maoism, communists today can tread this 
path consciously.23 Transformation of the world and the transfor-

22  The party referred to here is P. CARC, however, the same principle would 
apply to members of the (n)PCI in accordance with the standards of that party.
23  We see the intellectual and moral reform of communists and, by extension, of 
the people as one of six contributions of Maoism to the communist conception 
of the world. We see six main contributions of Maoism to Marxism-Leninism 
(which leads us to speak of MLM):

1. That protracted revolutionary people’s war is the universal strategy for 
socialist revolution—even in imperialist countries. By its nature, socialist 
revolution does not and will not “break out.”

2. That the new democratic revolution in semi-feudal countries is a compo-
nent of the socialist revolution.

3. That class struggle in socialist society is essential in the transition from cap-
italism to communism. In socialist countries, the bourgeoisie is not mainly 
constituted of the heirs of the old exploiting classes: rather, it consists of 
those leaders of the Communist Party, the proletarian state, and other social 
institutions that apply to the problems of development in socialist society 
solutions inspired by the social system and long experience of capitalism.

4. That the mass line is the main method of work of the Communist Party 
and its approach toward popular masses. It consists of mobilizing the left in 
every area the left to join the center and isolate the right; of collecting the 
scattered and approximate ideas of popular masses, process them, and bring 
them back to the masses as a line to be implemented.
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mation of ourselves are connected. We express this by saying that 
communists are both “the subject and the object of the revolution.”

None of the results we have achieved so far would have been 
possible if we had not elaborated, studied, assimilated, and applied 
the communist conception of the world at the level of synthesis that 
the (n)PCI has arrived at so far (based on MLM). For me personally, 
it’s been as illuminating as a lighthouse in a stormy sea. 

I’ll close by saying that we will do what is necessary for the re-
lationship between our organizations to continue and strengthen 
in the common struggle until victory. Let us move along with the 
second wave of the proletarian revolution developing all over the 
world!

5. That the two-line struggle in the Party is the principle for its development 
and the main defense from the influence of the bourgeoisie. At each step 
in the development of the Party, the available paths can be summarized in 
two ways and in two lines: one that advances the revolution and expresses 
the interests of the proletariat and the other that brakes the revolution and 
expresses the influence of the bourgeoisie. It is essential to locate the two 
lines, and make the revolutionary proletarian line prevail.

6. The communists are not only the subject (the promoters and leaders) of 
the socialist revolution: they are also the object of the socialist revolution. 
All who adhere to the Communist Party are who they are, but they are also 
what they are not and who they can become. Each communist must be 
willing to transform their own conception of the world, their mentality, and 
to a certain extent even their personality to carry out their role as promoter 
of the socialist revolution with the greatest possible efficacy. This is an “intel-
lectual and moral reform,” which is part of the permanent training that the 
Party gives to each member.
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kites is a theoretical and strategic collaboration among commu-
nist revolutionary organizations and individuals throughout North 
America. This journal unites us in the the project of cultivating a 
revolutionary people across North America that sees the urgency of 
overthrowing capitalism-imperialism and in struggling for a com-
munist future. To all those who share this fundamental aspiration 
with us, we say: let’s get serious about orchestrating the conditions 
of possibility to make this happen. 

While the organizations behind kites are grounded in the day-
to-day work of bringing the masses into confrontation with their 
class enemies and in creating proletarian class struggle formations 
wherever they can, we recognize that a revolutionary people on 
a much grander scale will be required if we are to put an end to 
the death march of this collapsing capitalist-imperialist civiliza-
tion we’re locked within. Despite the unbearable conditions peo-
ple are being made to endure, despite two years of explosive social 
rebellions across the world, no political formation has emerged 
anywhere across North America with the intention (let alone the 
capability!) of confronting anything beyond very localized mani-
festations of capitalism-imperialism. This is less of a critique than 
it is a recognition of an objective historical fact. But we know from 
our reading of the history of proletarian revolutions that the only 
thing that has ever shifted objective conditions in favor of popular 
revolution is the well-organized, conscious, and intentional subjec-
tive force that’s orchestrated by communist revolutionaries (via the 
communist vanguard party, of course). In other words, the subjective 
factor. This is where a revolutionary literature comes into play.

The tasks of a revolutionary literature principally consist of 
breaking the stranglehold that our class enemies’ ideologies have 
on the minds of the people and awakening a revolutionary people 
to its revolutionary tasks. We need a revolutionary literature that 
clarifies not only the necessity but the possibility of proletarian 
revolution in our lifetimes, a literature that demarcates the revo-
lutionary road from the well worn paths of opportunism and ca-
pitulation. We need a literature that consolidates and propagates 
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the most effective methods of work; sums up any and all rich ex-
periences of proletarian struggle within recent history; and makes 
timely ideological and political interventions in the dizzying pace 
of events unfolding around us. In addition to all this, we need a 
revolutionary literature that cultivates the outlook, intentions, spir-
it, and practice of a revolutionary people. It must be known in the 
hearts and minds of the many—including our own—that commu-
nism is as much the social origin of our species as it is the only 
future worth fighting for.

kites was created to do all of this. We intend for it to be practical, 
accessible, compelling, and visionary all at the same time. To all 
those who are ready to give their lives over to something better than 
an existence of alienated, individualistic survival, to all those ready 
to banish the monstrosities born of the capitalist epoch of human 
existence—along with all the grotesqueries passed down from ev-
ery other class-divided and patriarchal civilization that preceded 
it—we call on you to seriously engage with kites material. Email us 
some commentary on anything you find interesting. Start a kites 
study group with peers who are also looking for revolutionary an-
swers. If we’re in error, please let us know. And if you’re ready to 
ride for what you’re reading, get in touch.

We’re not making open calls for submissions to some eclectic 
or dogmatically defined publication. We’re interested in finding 
comrades who are ready and willing to humble themselves before 
the people by (1) immersing in and carrying out meaningful social 
investigation into proletarian life and struggle in their regions; and 
(2) learning how to bring that back to the people in the form of in-
creasingly effective agitation, propaganda, and, in a consolidating 
spiral to and from the people, proletarian organization and strug-
gle. Hit us up at kites-journal(AT)protonmail.com if you’re down 
for any of this, ideally from another ProtonMail account that you 
access through a VPN, like the easy-to-use TOR Browser Bundle or 
any other VPN service that you’re comfortable working with. 

We’re making plans to crack the empire. You in?


